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1 MORNING SESSION 

2 CHAIRMAN JEWSCH: Please come to order.  

3 The Board has been giving consideration to some of 

4 the pending matters. The Board contemplates resuming the 

5 evidentiary hearings on June 19, 1972, at 1:30 pom., at which 

6 time we will consider those matters which will not be 

7 repetitive in character in reference to the final environmental 

8 ~mpact statement, and regarding which the Board will expect 

9 the attorneys to proceed to achieve all stipulations possible, 

10 as %yell as develop the agenda for the session beginning on 

June 19, 1972o 

It is contemplated that we would run through 

13 Thursday night of that week. The Board believes that the 

m4 considerations of environmental matters should be related to 

15 the request made by Applicant for 100 per cent power level 

16 of the facility.  

17 At the conclusion of this session of the evidentiary 

18 hearing tomorrow night at about four o'clock in the afternoon, 

19 or rather prior to the conclusion of this session, the Board 

20 requests a brief oral summary from each of the attorneys 

21 respecting their positions in reference to the motion made by 

22 the Applicant for testing authority up to a limit of 50 per 

23 cent of power. We understand that there are stipulations 

24 executed, some particulars in reference to that motion.  

25 There may be other outstanding matters that should be
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considered We. are .ontemplating thirty-minute presentations 

from each of the attorneys.

I
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I One final matter. We do not request the Applicant 

2 at this time for a review of the site, at least today. Whether 

3 that will come about at a-later time, we will ascertain the 

A convenience of the Applicant at a later session or a later 

time than this session. In any event, we thank the Applicant 

a for the opportunity of visiting the site. We do not feel, 

7 however, that w.e should utilize hearing time for that purpose.  

a Are we ready to proceed with further cross-examinatior 

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I have some comments 

V1 to make with regard to the Chairman's opening statement, 

MR. ROISMAN: Excuse me. i think if you would give 

12. me five minutes, I may be able to forestall the need for you 

TSL to make those comments.  

MR. TROSTEN: I'd rather make my comments, 

Mr. Chairman, I understand the Chairman's remarks I to indicate that the Board is not going to continue the hearing 
17 -after Friday of this week until June 19th.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: That's correct.  

N£R. TROSTEN: As I stated in my telegram to you, 

IMr. Chairman, we regard a postponement of the hearing until 
P. June 19th as being unwarranted., unjustified and contrary to 

22 the public interest. We can see no reason why this hearing 

23 should not be continued so that we are able to complete the 

9. consideration of the Applicant's motion for a ninety percent 

testing license, We have had this motion on file for months.
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I We have asked for authority to operate this plant at up to 

2 ninety percent of power.  

3 The Chairman's statement indicates that the 

4 presentation should be related to 100 percent authority. Our 

5 motion has been filed pursuant to Appendix D, Section D.2, 

6 which authorizes a request for interim operating authority 

7 at less than full power.  

8 We ask the Board to consider our motion, to hear 

9 the evidence on this motion, and to balance the evidence on 

10 the record as we have requested. I understand that the 

1 Chairman's remarks indicate that the Board is not going to 

1. consider that motion, but rather move to consideration of 

13 100 percent power operation. We protest that. We ask the 

14 Board to consider our motion.  

is In the event that the Chairman adheres to this 

V6 ruling, we ask that the matter be certified.  

17 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The consideration of any partial 

Ns power consideration is discretionary with the Board under 

19 the rules to which Applicant's counsel has adverted. The 

20 Commission permits the Board to give consideration to such 

21 matters, but under the situation pertaining to this 

22 proceeding, there have been so many slippages in time 

3 schedules by the Applicant that we are not persuaded that 

24 there is a compelling requirement to take up the ninety percent 

25 power with the 100 percent envir:onmental impact statement
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1 likely to be available within a reasonably short period of 

2 time.  

3 . We had a somewhat similar situation last summer 

4 when .theApplicant requested a certain authority. There was 

5 a great endeavor to have prompt action taken by the Board, 

and the Board-did do that. This was in July of 1971..  
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lBt1 1 jCHAIRMAN JENSCH: There was great claim and con
2 tention that there would be a power shortage and dire 

3 results would follow from failure to comply with the request 

4 of the Applicants- The authority which was requested by 

5 the Applicant was issued in July, but meantime the Applicant 

6 continued to peddle the claims of great disaster to the 

7 Applicant by delay on the part of the Board.  

8 The ultimate result was that the authority which was 

9 requested in May and June of 1971 and also in July, which was 

20 issued int July, was not utilizable by the Applicant until 

October because .there were many slippages in the construction 

program of the Applicant.  

0 And we are not persuaded the situation is ruch 

14 different today. It is anticipated that this plant will be 

is ready for initial cr'iticality in June of 1972. It may be that 

IS the Board will be able to give consideration to.the motion 

17 for low. .power testing prior to that time. The Board expect 

I8 to utilize the time In that regard between now and June in 

1 order to accommodate, which appears to be the first order of 

20 business, to see if they can get the criticality established.  

21 Now that is more important, In the opinion of the 

Z2 'Board, and in .view of the fact that the final environmental 

23 Impact statement is not avdlable, than rushing through with 

0 4 some matters that may be subject to a great deal of repetitive 

5 interrogation.
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rlBt2 It is the Board's judgment, based upon the experience 

2 in this case and the delays, by the Applicant in meeting its 

3 projected schedules, that -the Board de-ides that we will 

.4 proceed to a consideration of the request that's still pending 

5 for a hundred per cent of power.  

6 Nov Appendix D ,2 of the Commission's Regulations says, 

7 ~"The Board may give consideration to this matter. The Board 

in its considered judgment decides that it's not worth the 

9 repetitive action of going through a 90 per cent request and 

o then having to come back for another 10 per cent for a hundred 

per cent power c-ns ideration, 
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I appreciate the Applicant protests, feels it is 

unwarranted. The Board feels othertwise. We feel it's in 

the public interest to save the hearing time, and more 

importantly for the development of a better record for 

consideration of the issues that are involved in this 

proceeding to adopt the procedure of proceeding as we have 

indicated.  

MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I cannot let the record 

stand with some. of the remarks that the Chairman has made 

about delays being the fault of the Applicant. The Applicant 

has been proceeding dilligently. There have been delays 

caused with regard to the completion of this plant which are 

due to changing regulatory requirements, to events over which 

the Applicant has had no control. It is simply not the, case 

that the Applicant has not been proceeding rapidly to get 

this plant constructed.  

I reject the concept that the Board has the 

authority to determine without hearing any evidence that there 

iS no basis for granting the ninety percent operating license.  

We-

CLHAIRMNA JENSCH: That isn't the position of the 

Board at all.  

MR. TROSTEN: Well, Mr. Chairman, you said-

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We have heard evidence and there 

is no criticism of the Applicant's endeavors to proceed with
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construction. The position of the Board is that there have 

been slippages in the projected time schedules° Whose fault 

it is we are not giving it concern, but we are saying a 

realistic appraisal of this record does not indicate to the 

Board that there is a compelling requirement to take up the 

motions that the Applicant wants taken up.  

We have looked at the several motions which are 

pending here and are selecting those which appear more 

realistic to reasonable atta.nment than taking up this 

piecemeal approach, which we think the Applicant has 

prescribed and hopes to have followed. The Board is going to 

reject that position. We think we will get a better record 

by first taking up the low power testing motion, which has 

been pending, as you say, for some time, but there has been 

no immediacy requirement about it since the plant is not 

ready for it anyway, and it may be that the Board will get 

this order one way or the other about this motion for low 

power testing in time for criticality, and it may be that you 

will have some slippages on the testing schedule in that 

regard. Those are things that we anticipate will follow, 

because you have had slippages so far.  

The fire wasn't something that you could control 

There has been a charge made of safety about the pieces and 

parts that are used for these ring support structures and 

that sort of thing. These are factors of consideration of
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safety which, in the opinion of the Board, warrant 

2 consideration, and in our judgment this will provide a better 

a record for the consideration of the issues prescribed for 

4 determination and proceeding as requested by the Applicant.  

5 MR. TROSTEN: Well, Mr. Chairman, again I say that 

6 I do not believe .that the Board has the authority to make a 

7 determination not on the basis of the evidentiary record 

a that it will not consider our ninety percent operating motions.  

9 The Board has not received into evidence the testimony that 

M we wish to offer on this matter. There has been mo cross

examination on these matters. There has been no interrogation 

by the Board. We submit that the determination by the 

13 Board whether or not a ninety percent operating license can 

14 be granted can be made only on the basis of an evidentiary 

15 presentation and on the basis of a written decision on our 

16 motion.  
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' lWtl CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Excuse me for interrupting. Will 
you submit the balance on your presentation in that regard in 

written form, please, so we may proceed to utilize the hearing 

4 time fur the presentation of evidence.  

SMR. TROSTEN: We will, Mr. Chairman.  

6 CHAIRMN JENSCH: Thank you very much.  

7 TROSTEN: And we wish to have the matter 

a certified.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. Are we ready to proceed 

t0 with further cross-examination? 

M I. VOIGT: Mfr. Chairman, could I take a moment or 

1a two to give the Board a brief report on the matter of the 0 
113 production of documents? 

14 CHAIRMAN JENSCR: Yes.  

1~DR. VOIGT: Will that be in order, sir? 

16 CHAFRANJENSCH: Yes, please.  

17 MR. VOIGT: And could I be seated while I do it? 

18 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Yes, indeed.  

19DM. VOXGT: In accordance with the statement of the 

20 Chairman yesterday afternoon pursuant to tMr. Roisman's motion 

21 for the production of documents, we have endeavored to churn 

0 22 our files and ascertain whether these documents are available.  

23 The first class of documents which the Chairman 

0 4 directed to be produced were the final design drawings and 

specifications for these two components produced by PECorE,
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D1Wt2 The final design drawing for the reactor vessel 

2 support ring was UE&C 9321-S-1284, Revision 7., That wv-s 

3 transmitted to 'Mr. Roisman and copies to the members of the 

0 4 Board with hr, Tosten's letter of May 6th, 1972 

The final dravings for the steam generator shoes was 

!JE&C 9321F.1287, Revision 5, sheet number 2. That likewise 

7 was transmitted to Mr. Roisman and the members of the Board 

8 with the May 6th letter.  

2In addition, there is a sheet showing the propo sed 

.10 modification to the steam generator shoes. That was produced 

by Mr.o Brill and marked as Exhibit 6 to his deposition.  

There are also a series of PB&I drawings. With 

0 respect to the shoes, PB& Dawing Number 115. The later 

M14 revision is 5. That was produced by Lr. Brill as a part of 

n Ehibit 7 to his deposition.  

With respect to the reactor vessel ring, the latest 

T7 drawings are PS&I 201, revision 2. I omitted PB&I 200 

1 PB&I 201, Revision 2; PB&I 202A, Revision 5; 202B, also 

9 Revision 5; and 203, no revision.  

All of those drawings were produced by Mr. Brill 

21 during his deposition, and they are part of Exhibit 6 to his 

2? deposition.  

2.1 Finally with respect to specifications, the 

24 specifications are the original document, 9321-01-12-3, dated 

25 December 12, 1966, produced by M'. Brill and marked as part of
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Dlwt3 I Exhibit 1 to his deposition.  

The second classification of documents that we were 

3 requested to Produce were the original design vessel analyses 

4 and any installed or modified stress analyses. We have re

3 quested that the original design stress analysis be sent Up.  

6 1 believe they are physically located in Philadelphia. We 

7 will make them available to Mr. Roisman and the Board as 

quickly as possible.  

9 With respec to the stress analysis of modifications, 

we have previously produced copies of the stress analyses 

that were made concerning the modification of the steam 

generator shoes. With respect to the modifications to the 

ring, there were no stress analyses concerning the 

modifications, and the original stress analyses which will 

be produced are still determinative since the modifications 

that were made to the. ring did not necessitate the computa

17 tion of revised stress analyses.  
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The third class of documents which the Chairman 

2 directed to be produced is memoranda or the reportings of 

3 the modifications or adjustments that were made after the 

4 PECOR components were delivered. We are reviewing our files 

5 on that matter. Thus far we have come up with only two 

£ documents in that category. Those are the job site minutes 

7 of July 9 and July 10, 1968. The July 9 minutes were supplied 

8 to M-. Roisman, copies to the Board, as an enclosure to 

S Mr. Trosten's letter of May 6th.  

to Mr. Branting has very kindly supplied me with a 

q1 copy of the July 10 minutes, I have not had the opportunity 

12 to have it duplicated. It is an original. I will hand it 

13 to Mr. Roisman at this time and ask that he return it to me 

at the recess so that I can have it run off so that we can 

all have copies.  

16 MR. ROISMAN: Why don't you run it while we are 

I cross-examining.  

18 MR. VOIGT: If you prefer to have me run it off 

19 first' we will do that as quickly as we can.  

20 MR. ROISMAN: Thank you.  

21 MR. VOIGT: in addition, Mr. Chairman, there were 

22 specific requests for information in connection with the 

23 cross-examination. Aside from the matters I have already 

24 covered, I believe there were ttwo separate requests. The 

25 first was for the design criteria for the allowable stresses
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on the steam generator shoes. I'm sorry that I haven't had 

2 a chance to review the transcript. So I cannot give you a 

. precise reference to that request. But if I understood it 

4 correctly, I'm informed that those numbers are contained in 

5 Table A.3-1, which appears in Appendix A of the Final Safety 

Analysis Report.  

The second request for additional information 

relates to the radial measurements from the pin to various 

points along the beveled surface at the front of the steam 

generator shoe. Mr. Slotterback is trying to collect that 

information right now and we will give it to Mr. Roisman as 

22 soon as ,we have it.  

13 Mr. Chairman, that completes my report.  

1 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Thank you.  

15 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, on the last thing that 

is Mr. Voigt was talking about, the measurement, I believe that 

17 the ParAmeter, Inc. study includes that measurement which I 

is had not had a chance to look at yesterday. If Mr. Slotterback 

19 -would simply check and confirm it my understanding of that 

20 is correct, it would be in the first appendix to that -

21 Well, attachment to the ParAmeter study on page 

22 

23 

25
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I MR. VOIGT:. Four and five I believev Mr. Roisman, 

2MR. ROISMAN: It's number five, and the measurement 

3 would be line EFF. You will just confirm that that is the 

4 short line distance.  

5 MR. VOIGT: Mr. Roisman, Mr° Slotterback is making 

0 his own independent determination. If it happens to be the 

7 same as ParAmeter's, we will so advise you. if he comes up 

8 with something a little different, why we will furnish the 

9 information to you.  

MR. ROISMAN: Fine.  

Mr. Chairman, on the matter of documents in the 

12 course of the reviewing of the Parameter, Inc., examinationD 

13 they have on page 13 of the main document from which 

14 Mr. Voigt was just looking through page 16 listed the 

15 references that they used in the course of the preparation.  

16 Some of those are references that Mr. Voigt referred to.  

17 Others, for instance a list of drawings provided from 

IQ Westinghouse Corporatin, he-did not refer to.  

19 Those are all very specific references, no unusual 

20 search would be required since they had already been made 

21 available to ParAmeter, Inc. A number of them at least 

22 justify the references here, would appear to be pertinent, 

23 and if those documents were made available that might, with 

94 the exception of the text and codes which are listed on page 

25 16, that might substantially improve our document status and

Eibm-i
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perhaps focus down on the main documents.  

It's a substantially longer list than the one that 

the Applicant relied upon, and I note, for instance, under 

4 I miscellaneous it lists "inter-office note between UEC and 
Mr. Siotterback, dated December 4, 1968." The Item DI listed 

S under miscellaneous has already been covered. There are some 

7 sketches listed under Item C, and these drawings under 

Item B, all of which would be pertinent, I just merely bring 

• d that to the Applicant's attention, that those seem to be 
to fairly extensive, with the exception of any additional 

memoranda that might exist.  

2 IM. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, we have endeavored in our 

review to isolate those documents in accordance with your 

114 directions, sir, and in accordance with the components that 

5 are here in dispute. I might point out, just as a general 

?16 observation, that some of the references in the Staff 

consultant's report pertain to the posts, the structure 

beneath the steam generator shoes. It has been my understandin 

that that is not a matter in issue here.  

However, we will review all of these references as 

best we can, and if any of the additional materials that are 

22 listed by ParAmeter, Inc. pertain to the steam generator shoes 

and the reactor support vessel ring, we will certainly endeavor 

?4 to furnish copies to Mr. Roismano It may be that Mr_. Roisman 

-2 could obtain that information more directly from the Staff,

I
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since this is the Staff's study. We will be happy to 

2 cooperate.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed.  

4 MR. TROSTEN: Excuse me. May I make one observation 

Mr. Roisman.  

Mr. Chairman, ve have Mr. Schwartz here today and 

7 we have three environmental witnesses who are scheduled to 

8 get on a plane at ten o'clock in order to be here tomorrow.  

We wish to offer in support of our ninety percent operating 

license motion the testimony of Mr. Schwartz, and we are 

prepared to stand cross-examination as far as Dr. Rainey,.  

Dr. Lauer and Dr. MacFadden are concerned, also in support 

of our ninety percent operating license.  

14 
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E2Bt1 I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: May I interrupt. The evidence 

02 from Messrs. Raney,. MacFadden and Lauer has been received.  

3 M. TROSTEN: Yes, 

04 .. CHAIRMN JENSCO: -Proceed.  

A M. TROSTEN:- I have two questions. OneP Shall we 

proceed this morning with cross-examination by Mr. 1acbeth .of 

7 11r Schwartz, and is the Board willing that cross-examination 

s of the panel-proceed tomorrow? 

9 AM. 1AACBETH: 1&r. Chairman, it's my understanding that 

to the Board has denied the90 per' cent motion, and this evidence 

1 is submitted in support of that motion. I would object to the 

12 admission of Mr. Schwartzt evidence, I believe, because the 

3. motion has been disposed of, and I $see really no point in 

14 having a cross-examination of the other witnesses tomorrow, 

.5 since also their evidence Is in support of a motion which has 

16 been denied.  

.17 1'MR. KARAAN: N'° Cha-Jrman, may I have some clarifica

I tion. Has the Board denied the motion or denied to entertain 

vg the motion? 

20 CHAI RVN JENSCH: -Al Smith had a good one for that.  

m*R MAC FADDEN: In either case, I see no need for 

22 crossiexamination on.,the topic.  

23 CHAIRMAYNJENSCH: Well, we made arrangements last 

24 evening for Mr. Schwartz to be present, and we of the Board 

25 believe that we should' proceed to a consideration of the
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request that is pending by the Applicant for authority for 

1G per cent operating license. There is a great deal of 

flexibility in these proceedings. My thought was we'd go 

ahead and cross-examine on these reports of the analyses.  

It is our present intention not to take up Ithe 90 per cent 

license. We might be persuaded otherwise after we get done 

with these analyses of the Brill situation.  

The power need situation is something that would be 

of importance for any change in -the view of the Board. The 

.Board does not contemplate desiring, nor does it see an 

opportunity in view of. the length of time that this pro

ceeding will be hearing, that we will reach Massrs. Raney 

and iXuer, in any event, and we do not request, and suggest 

that they not be present tomorrow, 

It is our present plan to proceed solely with 

reference to the 100 per cent operating license. We could 

be persuaded otherwise. We do not believe it will provide 

the kind of record that will realistically deal with the 

issues that are subject to determination in this proceeding.  

1M TROSTEN: Well, Ur. Chairman, I renew the 

offer of proof as far as Mr. Schwrtz9 testimony is con

cerned. We have had the testimony submitted yesterday to 

the parties at the Board, Ur. Schwartz is here to sponsor 

the testimony.
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E2Bt3 same way that we have Messrs.Raney and Luer and MacFYdden's 

2 evidence in there and just hold the cross-examination.  

3 MRo ROSTEN.: It's up to the Board. We are 

0 prepared.  

SCHAIRTA.N JENSCH: Do you want to complete the record 

by having him establish the veracity and the authenticity of 

7 his preparation? 

8 RM. IROSTEN: We will do that.  

9 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed.  

MR. TROSTEW: lr. Schwartz, was the document entitled 

21 Effects of Delay in Operation of Indian Point Unit Number 2 

M dated My 18, 1972, prepared by you or under your supervision 

3 and direction? 

~ , . SCHWARTZ: Yes,sir, it was.  

15 RM.1o 'MRGSTIN: M,-. Schwartz, do you desire that this 

16 testimony be included in the transcript as if read and receipted 

17 in evidence in this proceeding in support of Applicant's 

motion for authority to operate Indian Point 2 at 90 per cent 

19 of power? 

20. M. SCHWARTZ: Yes, sir, I do.  

21 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I now offer in evidence 

22 in support of Applicant's pending motion for 90 per cent 

23 operating .authority the testimony of Bertram Schwartz, Vice

S4 president, Consolidated Edison Company of Ne York, Inc., on 

25 Effects of Delay in Operation of Indian Point 2, dated May 18,
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E2Bt4 j 1972.  

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection? 

s MfL. IMAM: No objection, ATr. Chairman.  

MR. MACBETH: No objection, Mr. Chairman.  

5 i Of course, I reserve the right to cross-examine 

6 should the Board entertain this motion at a later day,.  

7 CHMIUAN JENSCH: Any other statement? 

MJR. TROSTEN: Rle. Chairman, as I say -

9 CHAIRAMN JEKSCH: Excuse me just a minute.  

10 Any objection by the Citizen's Committee? 

MR. ROISMAN: No, Dir. Chairman.  

CHA MIN JENSCH: State of New York? 

I 1. MARTIN: No objection.  

j CHAIRMN JENSCH: Thae request of Applicant is 

granted and the previously prepared statement by Witness 

Schwartz may be physically incorporated into the transcript 

17 as if orally given. It will constitute the evidence on 

is behalf of the Applicant.  

19 (Document follows) 
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It is now apparent that Indian Point 2 cannot be avail

able for service for most of the Summer of 1972. Consequent

ly, Con Edison increased its purchases from other utilities 

for this summer and will also delay various planned retire

ments. Notwithstanding these short term measures, the.an

ticipated reserve levels are not adequate and there remains 

an urgent need to have this plant in operation at the earliest 

date possible. The plant is now undergoing preliminary-test

ing and could be available Tor service in the latter part 

of August. If so, Indian Point 2 will provide needed capacity 

resources and, despite the delay, will-contribute to the 

reliability of power supply in the New York area this summer.  

Furthermore, Indian Point.2 will represent-a significant 

portion of the reserves required for the Winter of 1972-73 

to assure reliable electric service to Con Edison's customers..* 

.,...:,To meet the estimated peak load of 8400 MW this summer, 

a total of 1621 MW of new generating capacity resources was 

planned for: service by the peak lad. period.. This consisted:4..  

of 873 MW from Indian Point 2, 400 MW from Bowline Point 1.  

and 348 MW of barge-mounted gas turbines..Bowline Point 1 

is a 600 MW unit-in which Con Edison has. two-third's owner-...  

ship and Orange and Rockland Utilities one-third ownership..__ 

With this capacity in.: service as scheduled, including 

Indian Point 2 in the Spring of 1972, BowlinePoint 1 and 

one-half of the barged gas turbines by July 1st and.the 

other half of the barged gas turbines by July 15th, retire

ments totalling 534 MW of old, inefficient generating units 

were. planned. The Company's installed generating capability 

* The Summer Capability Period extends from April:30 to October 30.  
The balance of the year is referred. to as the Winter Capability 

Period.
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for the summer would then have been 9996 MW. Additional nsIemRchete 

finn purchases of 395 iW, including 270 MW from the Rochester 

Gas and Electric Ginna Nuclear Unit and 125 MW from Orange 

and Rockland's share of Bowline Point 1, would have provided 

:by July 15th, total capacity resources of 10,391-MW, equiva

-lent to a reserve of 1991 MW or 23.7%.' This reserve margin 

would have been substantially the same as had been-planned 

for the summer-periods in recent years, during which periods 

the Company had been required to reduce voltage on many 

occasions.  

- When it became apparent that the service'date of Indian 

Point 2 was slipping and that substantial additional sources 

of firm purchase capability were not then available on a 

- non-contincent-basis. efforts'were made to brovide -artial 

replacement of capacity thru deferral of planned:retirements.: 

Initially, 208 MW of retirements were delayed until. after 

the summer capability period. Subsequently, when the 

, service date-of Indian Point 2 was re-scheduled to the 

latter part of August, an additional 244 M.W of retirements.

were also deferred, to bring to 452 MW the total reduction 

in retirements. The remaining 82 MW of generating capacity 

was retired in January, 1972. These delays were necessary-..: ..  

to provide some measure of additional capacity, despite the 

- fact-that the units affected are a-much less reliable source 

* of capacity than-newer units and that they are unreliable, 

O :inefficient and environmentally undesirable. This capacity 

cannot be considered, by any:reasonable measure, a replace

ment: for:452 MW from Indian.Point 2.
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To further supplement capacity resources, and to 

replace the capacity unavailable due to the extended delay 

of Indian Point 2, arrangements were later made for addi

tional capacity purchases. These include: 

1. An additional purchase of 75 MW from the Orange 
and Rockland portion of Bowline Point 1.. The 
.purchase begins when the unit goes into commercial 
service-now scheduled for July 1, 1972.  

2.. A purchase of 300 MW from Ontario Hydro beginning..  
May 1st and continuing thru September 3rd. The 
purchase can be extended by mutual agreement through 
October 28, 1972-the end of the summer..capability.  
period.  

.3. Up to 150 MW during daily peak load periods from..--.  
the Power Authority of the State.of New York 
beginning in May, pending approval of;.the Governor 
of New York State, and continuing thru September. 29, 
1972..  

-The 75 MW Durchase trom Orange-and Rockland is dependent 

upon the. availability of Bowline Point:1, as is also Con 

:Edison's 400 MW share of the unit and the 125 MW purchased..  

earlier from Orange and Rockland from its share of the unit.  

This purchase was made only after there was reasonable assur

ance that the Bowline Point 1 unit would be in service by 

July 1, 1972 as planned. Similarly, arrangements for the 

. -.purchase of capacity from Ontario Hydro. were not made until , 

such time as there was assurance that-the sale would not be 

affected by the availability of, two new.units on that system

. " Pickering 2 and Nanticote 2.- .  

We are also purchasing, on a week to week basis, approx

imately 95 MW under a temporary exportlicense granted by.  

the National Energy Board of Canada to Long Sault, Inc.  

This license expires June.'30, 1972.-%:Previously, we had.been 

advised that this capacity wouldnot be available for sale.
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In .total, an additional 525 MW of firm purchases after 

July lst has been arranged following the delay of Indian Point 

2. This purchase alone is not sufficient to offset the loss 

of 873-MW from Indian Point 2 during the summer, 
and, not

withstanding the delay of retirement of 452 MW of capacity, 

which brings to 977 MW the total of all replacement capacity, 

the effectiveness of the-reserves which will be available? 

this summer will be less than previously planned with Indian 

Point 2 in service.:.  

Based on the purchase and service dates detailed above, 

it is now projected that installed reserves will reach 24.9% 

.(2095MW) subsequent to July 15th,,when the second of the 

two new gas turbine barges will be in service.  

This is an unsatisfactory level of reserves considering.  

the age and condition of many of the generating units 
now 

S.in service on the system, including those whose retirements

were again deferred thru theSummer of. 1972.  

During the Summer of 1971, for example, Con Edison's 

experience with forced outages, daily unavailable 
capacity 

due to miscellaneous outages and deratings forsteam 
sendout 

averaged approximately 2050:MW. Actual unavailable capacity 

ranged from 1245 MW: to 3036 MW: during the period June 1lst 

to September-30, 1971.  

On the basis of this experience, with adjustments 
made 

for the.installation of new capacity resources, 
including 

Bowline Point 1 and the barged gas turbines, 
and considering 

the. extensive maintenanceprogram now being'carried 
out, 

the.average daily:unavailaVbility of capacity due' 
to forced 

O esand miscellaneous equipment deratings, 
excluding
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that required for steam sendout, is projected to increase 

from 1850, MW in June, to 2050 MW in July and August and 

2150 MW in September. ,The gradual increase over the summer 

peak load period is due in part to the addition of new 

generating capacity and in part to deterioration of perform

ance because of extended operation. Additional deratings, 

for steam sendout, may be as high as 300 MW in June and: 

325 MW in July, August and September. Therefore, total 

average-daily unavailable may range from 2150 MW in June 

to 2475 MW in September.  

Consequently, if we have a warm summer, there will be 

many days on which installed reserves will not be adequate 

to provide for forced outages and deratings. The unavail

- h1Jitv of Tnftain point 2 this summer will increase the 

likelihood that capacity shortages will again occur in the 

. New York Metropolitan area..  

- . Under the New York Power Pool agreement, each member 

company must maintain an operating reserve consisting of a 

,spinning reserve, which-is capacity that will-be available 

* within five minutes' time, and a ready reserve, which'' is

capacity that will be available within.thirty minutes' time.  

.-Con Edison will be required to maintain approximately 600-750 MW 

as operating reserves during the Summer of 1972,and the-Winter 

of 1972-73.  

-. Con Edison will be dependent during-the Summer-of 1972 

on the timely start-up and reliable operation of Bowline 

'Point 1 and the barged gas turbines, and in addition, to the 

.,continuous availability of purchased capacity. This is a.
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significantly different situation than would exist if Con 

Edison's reserves were made up largely of its owm installed 

generating capacity, including Indian Point 2.  

In the months following the 1972 summer high load' 

period, system daily peak loads will be substantially lower.  

The secondary system peak, which generally occurs in December, 

is projected during the Winter of 1972-73to be 6425 MW.  

During this same period, Con Edison plans to increase 

its installed generating capability by 480 MW in. steps of.  

240 MW each, when two 600 MW oil-fired units at the Roseton 

Generating Station of the Central Hudson Gas and Electric 

Company are placed in service. Con 'Edison will have a 40% 

- (240 MW) initial ownership in each of. these units. The first

.~ D"J'~AL.' .. ''_ 

in the Spring of 1973, so that only one of the two new units 

can be expected to be available for service during the Winter

of 1972-3. Hence, as in the:-.Summer of.1972, the level-of

reserves: will be dependent upon timely completion of new 

generating-facilities.  

There will also be an increase in capability, approxi

mately 663' MW, due to the increased thermal efficiency of 

Con Edison's generating units. This :occurs eadh winter when 

air and water--temperatures are lower.  

If the first unit at. Roseton.is in service as scheduled, 

-- Con Edison's installed" generating capability at the time of



the 1972-73*winter peak will be 10,478 MW. Additional capa- 

city resources will be available thru firm purchases. Arrange

ments have been made to purchase Orange and Rockland's entitle

ment to Bowline Point 1, 200 MW, and 40 MW from the Maine 

Yankee nuclear unit if it is in service during the Winter 

1972-73 capability period. Maine Yankee was to be in service 

for'the Summer of 1972 and has already been delayed. Conse

quently, there can be no. assurance of its availability for 

the winter period either. With the additional purchases 

available, total system capacity resources at 

the time of Winter peak of 1972-73•.will be 10,718 m. .'It 

is. also planned that 608 MW of capacity, which-has been.  

included within the estimate of total capacity resources, 

will be shutdown, in steps, for retirement 'on January. l,~1973.; -.

This consists of capacity at the older, inefficient generating 

stations; -including capacity previously-scheduled for* retire

ment prior to the summer. As this capacityis' shutdown and 

:retired,' system available' reserves will be reduced.,.., 

During the period october through May, .when additional 

reserves are available because of the diversity between - .  

..summer and winter load levels, Con Edison schedules the...

maintenance of its generating units.-:' Thi,maintenance.... " 

. is necessary to repair or replace equipment which has been 

damaged or worn as a result of the operation of: all -units 
at or near their maximum capability to meet the high levels 

-- of customer demand during the summer peak load period.  

Failure to do so will likely result in a later forced outage 

of the same units, or,' at the very-least, equipment failures
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which derate their capability at. a time when their operation 

would be even more critical. The amount of. capacity which 

must be scheduled out of service at any one:time is a func

tion of the number of units which must be maintained during 

the period and their size. For the Winter of 1972-73 the 

monthly maintenance schedule will vary from about 800 MW 

-to 1800 MW.  

In the Winter of 1972-73, the New York Power Pool will' 

.,require Con Edison to schedule-approximately 600 MW of 

operating reserves if Indian Point Unit 2 is not in service.  

Consequently, the available reserve from which.Con Edison 

can schedule the maintenance of generating units will, be 3300 

MW, at the time of the winter peak load., This reserve must' 

also cover the forced outages and deratings of generating 

The capacity shortages of the past three years, combined 

with the overlapping outages of two major generating units, 
._.Ravenswo°d".3 (1000 MW) and Indian Point l: during he .".  

Summer of 1970 and the following winter of 1970-71, made 

necessary the deferral of much of .the then planned maintenance 

program. At the present time, every effort is being made to " 

provide maintenance to those units, but maintenance of.many 

units will nevertheless have to be deferred until the Winter 

of 1972-73. Of course, many of those units which have re

ceived maintenance in the past two years will again require 

..--maintenance next winter. In consideration of- the above, and 

-projected levels of forced outages and daily unavailable capa-.  

-city, a schedule of maintenance has been established for the.  

periodOctober. 1972 through May;1973. J'.
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The actual maintenance scheduled will vary each month 

depending on the estimated load for that-month. Thus, at the 

time of the winter peak load, Con Edison's planned reserve 

margin, assuming Indian Point 2 is unavailable, and after 

allowance for maintenance outages and operating reserve require

ments, will be 1850 MW. The planned reserve margin will vary 

each month, but for the winter capability period will average 

2035 MW.  

Although the average planned reserve margin after main

tenance during the Winter of 1972-73 is greater than that for 

the Summer of 1972, 2035'MW after coverage of operating reserves 

in the winter as compared to 2095 MW before coverage of operating 

reserves in the summer, the level of service reliability will be 

substantially the same in both periods.because forced outages and 

average deratings will be higher in the winter than in the sumer.  

The older, non-reheat units will. continue to experience 

outages and deratings which, because of their age.and deteriorated.  

condition, cannot be 'eliminated. In the winter, with many of the 

modern reheat units removed.from service for maintenance, the 

non-reheat"units represent a greater percentage, of available 

" capacity;. Also, units which are forced out of..service orderated 

will cause higher-levels of unavailability than. in: the summer be

cause of: their higher ratingsin the winter. There exists also 

in thewinter high levels-of derating of those units in.common

steam-electric stations where additional steam from the boilers 

must be channeled to street mains for send-out to steam customers 

(as a result of greater demand for steam in the winter) rather 

than utilized for electric generation.- In addition, some of 

Con Edison's generating units, including both steam

4

,0

0..

* - i
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and gas turbines, can burn only natural gas. In the winter, 

when customer demands for home gas heating are higher, these 

units may be partially derated.  

During the past winter capability period, from November 1, 

1971 through April 30, 1972, average daily unavailable capa

city from all combined causes has been 2608 MW. Actual. oc

currences have been as high as 3743 MW on a single day. For.  

the Winter of 1972-73, average daily unavailable is expected 

to range from 2600 MW to 3100 MW.  

In the determination of the level of service reliability 

which might be expected for the Winter of 1972-73, considera

tion must also be given to the extended hours of operation 

that have already been required of Con Edison's nearly 2000 MW 

or gas turnines. These units, as presently designed, are 

essentially peaking units intended for limited hours of

operation, perhaps 500-1000 each year. Con Edison's1gas 

..turbines, because of limited base lbad capacity resources, 

have already been required to operate, on the average, for 

the equivalent of 2000 hours per year since the Summer of 

1971, and will be required to continue operation at this 

" level in the Summer of, 1972. As a result, their continued 

dependable-operation through the Winter 'of 1972-73 .cannot 

be assured.  

The demand for capacity on a typical winter day, *al-, 

* -- though attaining a high in the late afternoon, is not.nearly 
as peaked as in thesummer. Moreover, the day-to-day vari.

tion in peakload is also not. nearly as marked as in the
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summer.. Consequently, if the same capacity requirements 

were assigned to gas turbines in the winter as in the 

summer, the number of hoursthey would be required to 

operate would be substantially greater, and well beyond 

their design capability. Consequently, for the Winter of 

.1972-73, it would not be prudent to rely upon the total 
I

-capability of Con Edison's installed gas turbine capacity 

to be available on a daily,'basis.  

Consequently, if Indian Point 2 is not in service 

during the Winter of 1972-73, available reserve margins will 

be reduced to an undesirably low level and it will be necessary
., 

to reduce the program of scheduled maintenance. Failure to 

perform the entire maintenance program as now scheduled because,: 

0 of a delay in the -operation of Indian Point 2,0will cau..  

increased hardships for the people of New York City at a 

later time when equipment deterioration ultimately leads to 

increased.unit unavailability and lower levels of service 

reliability.  

" Firm purchases from other companies in the New York

Power Pool, and from New England and.Ontario are not expected 

* to be available to replace the capacity of Indian. Point 2,: 

as these companies and regions experience annual peak-loads 

in the winter..  

0 Con Edison's experience in evaluating offers of capacity 

for sale for the Summer of 1972 is indicative of the reason 

why reliance on the purchase of capacity from other utilities 

..with new units underconstruction is not prudent. Northeast 

• Utilities had offered tosell an aggregate of 470 MW for 

..the summer. Of this 220 MW would have.been from the Northfield
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'Mountain Plant, 200 MW from gas turbines and 50 MW from the oil 

fired Montville 6 unit. Subsequent to receipt of this offer the 

0 Company. was advised that the schedule for the Northfield Mountain 

Plant,.-which originally provided.for all four turbines to be in 

service by the summer, had slipped so that only two turbines were 

expected to be in service by the summer. Recently. it was announc

ed that various sections of the plant powerhouse have been inad-..  

vertently flooded and none of the units are expected to be in 

service for the-summer. The availability of the-remaining capa

city. offered for sale is uncertain. Had Con Edison chosen to 

rely on. this capacity to provide additional capacity resources, 

..,,'the already critical shortage would beworse.* 

" Another firm purchase, of Maine Public Service Company's 

entitlement (40 MW),in the Maine Yankee nuclear unit, was. arranged 

by Con Edison.- This unit, previously scheduled for service in.., 

M=y.97 7 wil- not I.n fart b_ available-for any part ofythis 

summer.  
"The delay ofservice" ofIndian Point;2 will not only. .  

--.affect the reliability of supply to the New York Metropolitan ..  

area, but will also have a substantial detrimental environmental 

impact. Without the unit Con:Edison would be forced to.make,.  

greater use of-the remaining older fossil fueled generating 

...,.plants. 'The Company has analyzed-the dispatch of various 

unitszwhich would occur in the one year period'commencing,July 1, 

1972 with and without Indian Point 2 in service. This-analysis 

0 indicated that the additional emission of pollutants in New York 

:__City, were Indian Point 2 not in.service, would be 8,475 tons of 

sulphur dioxide, 8,550 tons of nitrous oxides, and 439. tons of.  

-particulate matter.  

, Inaddition, the-delay of Indian Point 2 will result in sub

." stantial costs to Con Edison-and to its customers. During the one
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year period commencing July 1, 1972 it is estimated that the 

cost to replace the capacity and energy which would otherwise 

have been produced by Indian Point 2 will be approximately 

$67.7 million-or slightly more than 5 million dollars per 

month,' Additionally, interest during construction would 

continue at a rate of more than $1 million per month. The 

total cost of delaying the operation of Indian Point 2 will _ 

be about $7 million per month-more than.$200,000 each day.,' 

In summary, I would like to make the basic point that 

SCon Edison's power supply problems are going to persist until 

modern, efficient units now~under construction, such as Indian 

Point No. 2, come into commercial operation.

W. .. . . .-
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E2Bt5 BM. TROSTEN: Mro Chairman, Mr. Schwartz is 0 
0 prepared to be cross-examined.  

3 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Anybody desire to cross-examine 

4 Mr Schwartz at this time? 

MR. MACBETH: Mr. Chairman, I am prepared to cross

6 examine Mr. Schwartz, but as I understand it the Board is 

not entertaining the motion, and that if the Board did 

entertain the motion 1d. be given an opportunity to cross

examine him at that time° 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. That may be done.  

MR. MACBETH: Thank you.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: As I understand this evideice 

0 13 on behalf of the Witness Schwartz is related to the 90 per 

cc.nt power situation, the motion entirely.  

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, sir. It's in support of that 

16 motion.  

17 CHAIRMAN JENSC: Very well. All cross-examination 

may be deferred.  

19 M. TROSTEN: PI. Chairnmn, I bject to the Board's 

20 ruling.  

21 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: So noted.  

22 Shall we proceed with cross-examination of the 

23 eports of Analysis of the Brill situation? 

* 24 

25
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1 MR. MARTIN: In connection with the issue of the 

2 power supply, the State of New York will have a witness who 

a will have the written testimony here later this morning.  

4 The witness will be available tomorrow for cross-examination.  

5 It bears on this matter of the need for power in connection 

6 -with the application for ninety percent license.  

7 At this time, if there is not going to be cross

8 examination on this issue, I would like to let the witness 

9 know so he doesn't come. I would like to put in the written 

0 testimony in any event on the basis that if he were here, 

this would be his testimony.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You will have to develop that with 

13 stipulation between the parties. We will take that matter 

16 up in that regard later.  

15 We believe that the ninety percent and the 100 

16 percent are so close in the level of power and so near in time 

17 that there is no practical reason to take up one motion for 

168 ninety percent. If the Regulator Staff's indication of the 

1. availability of the final impact statement is achieved, we 

20 will be doing one and the same all at the same occasion. We 

do not see any purpose in trying to separate a ninety percent 

request from a 100 percent request, both of which are pending 

23 by the Applicant.  

.4 MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, these matters are not 

2S near in time and I do not see the basis for the Chairman's
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statement. We are authorized under Appendix D, Section D.2, 

a to proceed with consideration of a request for interim 

S operating authority pending completion, of the NEPA review.  

The review of the 100 percent operating authority cannot be 

completed until after the final detailed statement has been 

6 published.  

7 . The Staff, Under the Commission's recently published 

rule, the Staff's position cannot even be officially 

established until after that point. There will have to be 

a hearing on that matter. There is going to be, I'm 

convinced, a significant delay beyond the July 19 date in 

the availability of the final detailed statement. The history 

b3 of these hearings has been such that they take longer than 

4 is anticipated.  

0 We have a situation here -

118 CHAiRYMAN JENSCH: Construction has taken longer 

17 than anticipated, too. One matches the other. The hearings 

is have kept up with the construction in every respect. This 

19 hearing is ready to proceed as fast as this facility is going 

20 to be ready for criticality4 There has been no delay by the 

2 Board in regard to the criticality situation at all. I don't 

22 know what the reasons are for the delay. The fire, the 

28 modification of the safety valve header and other matters, 

24 none of which is related even to Brill's letter. Certainly 

25 the Board hasn't affected your construction schedule, and
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2 that has been a delay in this proceeding.  

0 DR. TROSTEN: Ir. Chairman a 

3 .CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We would appreciate having your 

4 further statement in writing.. Will you. do that, please? 

5 DIR TROSTEN: Yes.  

CHAI AN JENSCH: Thank you very much.  

7 Mt.o TROSTEN: Subject to this one remark, 

a Mr. Chairman., and that is that there is nothing in the 

9 Commission's regulations or the Atomic Energy Act that states 

20 that a hearing must match the construction schedule of a 

11 plant. If the plant is substantially completed, the Commission s 

12 regulations authorize and direct the Board to make a finding 

0 1i that this plant has been substantially completed and the 

t4 license may issue at that point.  

i5 There was no requirement that the hearing match 

is in time the construction, physical completion.  

17 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. We will make a note 

is of your position.  

19 1R. KARMAN: Mr. Chairman., may I say a word? 

20 CHAIRYAN JENSCH: Yes.  

21 MR. KArMIAN: With respect to the Applicant's 

22 motion for partial power which he indicates is for ninety 

23 percent or some lesser amount as determined by the 

24 Commission after findings by the Board, the Regulatory Staff 

25 has submitted evidence on environmental matters for fifty
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I percent steady state power, and I am wondering whether this 

2 Board will feel any different if the Applicant limited its 

2 request to a fifty percent rather than ninety percent license, 

4 or is the Board opposed at this time to any motion for any 

5 partial powxer? 

CHAIRM.N JENSCH: Well, we don't decide those 

7 things in advanceo 

MR. KARMAN: You indicated that ninety percent is 

9 so close to 100 percent. We already s'-bmitted for fifty 

10 percent and we do not intend to tailor-imake. I thought it, 

11 the record. should be clear on it.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: We understand. Thank you. Are 

TS we ready to proceed with further cross-examination? 

9 gMR. ROiSMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Will you proceed. Had you 

G concluded with the Applicant's panel? 

T7 M£ . ROISMAN: Yes, except I would like to get 

28$ Mr. Slotterback back on the witness stand with r.espect to two 

19 documents I would like to get into evidence.  

20 1 have completed with the Applicant's panel at this 

21 point on the support shoes. I thought it would be preferable 

22 to stick with the substantive issue and have the Staff go 

23 ahead and put into evidence the ParAmeter, Inc. study and 

24 then proceed to the cross-examination of the Staff people 

25 on the support shoes, and move to the Staff also at the same
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I.Iiime, 

2 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Didn't you get that in at the 

same time? 

d MR. ROISAN: No. It v.as deferred for submittal 

5 until this morning, None of the parties had an opportunity 

6 to look at it.  

7 7.15R. KA1MAN: I renew my 

6 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Is there any objection? Applicant? 

MR. TROSTEN: No objection.  

O CHAIRMAN JENSCH: State of New York? 

-MR. MARTIN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fishermen's? 

MR. MACBETH: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Citizens' Committee? 

MR. ROISMAN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The request of Staff counsel is 

&ranted. The analysis prepared by Parameter, Inc., heretofore 

identified by Regulatory St9ff counsel may be physically 

incorporated into the record as if orally presented.  

20 (Document follows.) 

2
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n Introduction:.  

The Division of Compliance, Technical-Support Branch has 
authorized PARAMETER, Inc. to review modifications made 
to certain shop fabricated components which support the 
reactor pressure vessel and steam generators at Indian 
Point Unit -2, and to evaluate any possible effect of 
the modifications on the structural integrity or service
ability of those components. Specifically, questions 
have been raised as to the condition of the reactor 
support ring and upper level steam generator support 
shoes on which modifications were made subsequent to 
delivery to the site. PARAMETER's review and evaluation 
is limited to these items and the individual modifications 
thereof described in the following text and attachments.  

Mr. Richard A. Lofy, Consulting Engineer, PARAMETER, Inc., 
accompanied Mr. L. L. Beratan, Senior Structural Engineer, 
USAEC-CO Hq. and Mr. J. H. Tillou, Reactor Inspector, 
USAEC - Region -I, to the Indian Point site on April 24, 
1972, where a meeting was arranged with the licensee and 
his agents'representatives. The objective of the meeting 
was to arrive at a detailed description of the modifica
tions to the components in question and to obtain enough 
information to conduct an independent evaluation. The 
writer received such data and documentation as was deemed 
necessary for the performance of a meaningful analysis, 
supported by appropriate references, by the PARAMETER, Inc.  
staff. The meeting further served to open lines of 
communication with the contractor's(Westinghouse) and 
Architect Engineer's (United Engineers and Constructors) 
representatives so that technical data could be obtained, 
if necessary, by telephone while the evaluation was in 
progress.  

The attendees at the meeting included: 

Consolidated Edison Company
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Introduction: - continued 

Westinghouse Electric Company 

L. i Berkowitz, Program Manager 
R. Devine, Project Engineering Manager 
R.. . Tedeshi, Assistant Vice President - PWR 

United Engineers and Constructors, Inc.  

W. H. Reading, Structural Design Supervisor 
J. R. Slotterback, Senior Engineer 

United States Atomic Energy Commission 
Division of Compliance 

J. H. Tillou, Reactor Inspector - Construction, COl 
L. L. Beratan, Senior Structural Engineer, CO-Hq.  
R. A. Lofy, Consulting Engineer, PARAMETER, Inc.  

Information received at Indian Point and reviewed in 
connection with the evaluation reported herein is listed 
in Reference Section IV of this report. Also referenced 
are subsequent telephone communications, all of which 
serve to describe the scope and depth of background 

information which was surveyed. Such data and references 
as used directly in the analytical evaluation are identi
fied by referencelnumber in Attachments 1 and 2.  

V 

Note: Detailed notes and reference 
material assembled in connection with 
this investigation are maintained on 
file by PARAMETER, Inc. under 
Assignment No. DC-96 and available 
to the AEC.
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-II iDscription of Modif ications: 

As determined from an exhaustive discussionduring the 
meeting at Indian Point and.from supporting documents, 

- the post fabrication modifications to the two items in 
U question are itemized as follows: 

A. Steam Generator 'Support Shoes 
(four supplied to each of four steam generators) 

The modifica'tions described below involved 
removal of metal and/or departure from the 
specified design of the shoes as-fabricated 
and delivered. The numbers (1) thru (3) 
correspond to the analytical treatment of 
each modification in Attachment -1.  

(Modifications 1 and 2 are described on 
Ref. C.7) 

1. The gussets, through which pins are, 
fitted, on the shoe assembly weldment 
interfered with the outer surface of 
the steam generator lower head when 
assembly to the steam generator foot 
was required. The steam-generator 
head is of cast construction with 
apparent excess thickness in this 
area. The gussets were modified, 
cutting back on the beveled plate.  
This results in less edge distance 
ava-ilable at the pin to resist verti
cal upward load from the steam genera
tor foot under the steam pipe break 
condition. This modification in a 
load path requires an engineering 
disposition which was made by UEC 
(Ref. D.6). Of all the shoes modified, 
the analysis considered the case of 
maximum removal of material (minimum 
edge distance). This modification is 
re-evaluated by PARAMETER in Attachment 

. ._, 

• - . : .../ - '. .,. . , .  

0

I J.. ! J "
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II Description of Modifications:-. continued, 

A. Steam Generator Support Shoes - continued 

2. Interference with the foot of the steam 
generator also required removal of mater

ial along the leading edge of the shoe 
bottom plate. This relief for clear
ance took three forms: 

a. Cut-off of that portion of the 
plate extending beyond the gussets, 

b. Milling a 1-3/4" wide by 3/4" deep 
groove across the leading top edge 
in the area of the steam generator 
fdot, 

and c. Beveling outer corners of plate.  

These modifications, as described for 
each worst case on the as-modified 
shoes in Ref. C.7 are evaluated in 
Attachment -1.  

3. This modification consisted in machining 
the inside corner on either side of the 
pocket formed by the two gussets for the 
steam generator foot. It resulted in 

establishing the original design config
uration. This machining was called for 
on original specification (Ref. C.4) 
and fabrication drawings (Ref. A.2) and 
apparently omitted at time of shop 
fabrication.



0 B. Reactor Vessel Support Ring
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II Description of Modifications: - continued

The modifications described below involved 
either additional or rework on the as-fabricated 
reactor vessel support ring, or. correction of 
dimensional variations by adjustment of other 
elements in the vessel support system.  

Only those modifications initiated by the field 
for which the fabricator was not directly respon
sible for making have been identified for purposes 
of this evaluation,. They are numbered below 
corresponding to the analytical disposition by 
PARAMETER in Attachment -2.  

1. Anchor bolt holes in one support ring 
half were mislocated with respect to 
the anchor bolt setting. It was necessary 
to elongate the holes per Ref. A.8. The 
effect of the removal of material in the 
flange of the support ring due to this 
modification is evaluated in Attachment 
-2.  

2. It was decided to radius the corners of 
the cutouts for bolt access on the in
side diameter of the support ring after 
it was delivered to the site. Presuma
bly the corners were typical of the 
intersection of two torch cut surfaces.  
A 1/2"1 diameter drill was used to round 
out the corner. Metal removal below the 
original flame cut surface results in a 
keyhole like undercut at each corner.  
See Attachment -2 for the assumed config
uration and evaluation. Verification of 

..exact as-built dimensions of the corner 
radius undercut is not possible as the 
ring girder is now cast in concrete.
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II Description of Modifications: - continued 

B. Reactor Vessel Support Ring - continued ' 

3. The overall height of the cooling pads 
on vessel support ring was greater than 
'drawing tolerance by 1/2" to 5/8" per 

Ref. C.2. This resulted in the base of 
.the ring being set at a lower than 
nominal elevation with the thickness of 

grout being reduced. The condition is 
described in Attachment -2.  

.4. Shear keys on the underside of the 
support ring which are grouted into 
precast slots in the concrete founda

tion for the reactor vessel were too 
long. The field modification consisted 

of shortening the keys to the original 
drawing dimension.



Summary of Findings:II

The findings listed below are directed to the indiviual 

modifications described in Section II preceding.. They 
result from an engineering review of information supplied 
in the references and the specific analytical evaluation 
contained in Attachments 1 and 2. The supporting analyses 
in these attachments are not intended to supplant the 
original design and analysis work performed by the 
Architect-Engineer (UEC) in qualifying the equipment for 
its application. Rather the calcuilations in the Attachments 
were performed to give the analyst a feel for the stress 
levels in the components in order to make a studied 
evaluation of the modifications and to document a specific 
basis for his conclusions.  

A. Steam Generator Support Shoes (Refer to 
Attachment -1) 

1. Pin edge distance affected by modifica
tion of the gussets is adequate in that 
stresses are well within allowable 
limits.  

2. Removal of material at the leading edge 
of the shoe base plate does not limit 
the load carrying capability of the shoe.  

3. Machining of inner surfaces brings shoe 
to dimensions specified on original 
drawing. This does not affect as-designed 
strength.  

B. Reactor Vessel Support Ring (Refer to Attachment -1) 

1. Elongation of the anchor bolt holes does &T 
affect the load carrying capability of 
the support ring.  

2. The radiused corners of the access 
openings do not affect the structural 
integrity of the support ring.

I

Page 11
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III Summar.y of Findings: - continued 

B. Reactor Vessel Support Ring - continued 

3. The-effect of the excessive section 
depth of the support ring was remedied 
at installation without any change in 
function.  

4. The shear keys were shortened to drawing 
dimension having no effect on the original 
design basis.  

None of ,the modifications described under A and B above 
affect the structural adequacy of the-components for -the 
loads evaluated.
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. IV References: 

(A) Drawings 
Pittsburgh Bridge & Iron Works 
Contract Number L67-34
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Description 

Shoe Posts, Steam Generator 

Shoes, Steam Generator 

Vessel Support Steel 

I! it I
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A.3 

A.4 

A.5 

A.6 
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A.8

Drawings 
Westinahouse Electric Corporation
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Sheet 5

Rev.  
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1

\i/B.7 EDSK-323021 .1

Description 

Frame No. 1 ) 

Frame No. 2 ) As-Built 
Comparison of 

Frame No. 3 ) Dimensions 
(Tube Bundle) 

Frame No. 4 ) 

IPP Reactor Vessel Support Hardware 

Orientation of Reactor Vessel Inlet 
and Outlet Nozzles, 8-1/2" x 11" 

Partial Print 

IPP-Maximum Forces acting on a 
Reactor Vessel Support

Sheet 

114 

115 

201 

202 

202A 

202B 

203

(B)

ft t f I 

Marked-over copy of Ref. A.5 
Showing Elongated Holes
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(C) Drawings 
United Engineers & Constructors, Inc.

Ref. Drawing No.

C.1 9321-F-1284-6, 

C.2 9321--i284-7 

C.3 9321-F-1286-5 

C.4 9321-F-1287-5 

C.5 9321-F-1327 

C.6 9321-F-1330-I

/C.7 SK-9321-e-7733

Rev. Description

7 Containment Reactor Vessel 
Support Steel 

7 Containment Reactor Vessel 
°Support Steel 

5 .Containment Building Steam 
Generator Supports, Sheet 
No. 1 

5 Containment Building Steam 
Generator Supports, Sheet 
No. 2 

0 Containment Reactor Support 
Anchor Bolt Details and 
Neutron Detector Details 

1 Containment Building Metal 
Forms for Reactor Vessel, 
Sheet No. 3 

Modification to Steam 

Generator Shoes

(D) Miscellaneous

D.1 

/ 

D.2 

/D.3

United Engineers & Constructors, Inc.  
Specification for Steam Generator. Reactor 

Coolant Pump, Pressurizer Supports.& Reactor 
Vessel Ring Support, Spec. No. 9321-01-12-3, 
December 12, 1966 

Interoffice Note, UE&C, Reliability and Quality 

Assurance, from R. J. Vurpillat to J. R.  
Slotterback, September 4, 1968 

Isometric Sketch, Reactor Support Ring, 

8-1/2" x 11"

IV
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*IV, References: -continued

(D) Miscellaneous.: 

D.4 Isometric of Steam Generator Pipe Post, Cap 
Plate, Shoes, Shims & Pins, 8-1/2" x 11"

/ 

/D

.5 United Engineers & Constructors, Inc., 
Revisions to Detail "P", Dwg. F-1287, 
Computation Sheet No. 97, J. 0. No. 9321-01

.6 United'Engineers & Constructors, Inc., 
Interference Check, Steam Generator Support 
Shoes, Computation Sheet, 1-914-737-6600, 
7-22-68

Photograph, IPII, Steam Generator #22 
Southeast Upper Support, WP6929-28, 4-4-72

V D.8 Photograph, I PII,. Steam Generator #23 
Southwest Upper Support, WP6929-30, 4-4-72

7 

/D.9 

D.10 

i-D 11I

Photograph, IPII, Steam Generator #23 

South-west Support, Outside Support,, 

WP6929-21, 4-4-72 

Photograph, IPII, Steam Generator #21, 

Northwest Upper Support, WP6929-29, 4-4-72-

15 sheets containing "Preliminary Draft", 

4/22/72, description of Reactor Vessel Support 

Ring and Installation Inspection Data (all 

marked WEDCO Private Data)

D.12 Vessel Setting Procedure, 3 sheets (marked 
WEQ0O Private Data)

5 pages of correspondence and inspection 
data relating to machining of ring girder 
splice plates.  

Telephone conference, 5/4/72, A. M., R. S. Dean 
and W. J. Foley, PARAMETER, Inc., to J. R.  
Slotterback, UE&C.

Q D.13 

D.14

' D.7

I
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IV References: - continued 

(E) Texts and Co des 

-E.I American InStitute of Steel Construction, Inc., 
Manual of Steel Construction, Seventh Edition, 
1970

E.2 Roark, R. J., Formulas for Stress and Strain, 
Fourth Edition, 1965, McGraw-Hill Book Company

E.3 Timoshenko, S., Strength of Materials,, Part I, 
Third Edition, 1955, D. Van Nostrand Company, 
Inc.  

E.4 Timoshenko, S., Strength of Materials, Part II, 
Third Edition, 1956, D. Van Nostrand Company, 
Inc.  

0 
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T~n ROMSIAN: If M.slotterback 

CIFAVUAN JEISC: Would you resume the stand, please, 

Aho Slotterback.  

.R. 1OiSMAN: Mr. Slotterback, yesterday we were 

discussing two documents prepared by United Engineering & 

Constructors, which had been provided by the Applicant, and 

which for purposes of numbering, will be numbered 14 and 17 

which were, as I understood it, the complete record of the 

stress analyses that were done, one on July 22, 1968, and 

the other on ny 10, 1972 

I am going to show these to you and ask you to 

verify that what I have here are true and correct copies of 

those.  

DM. 'ROSTEN: i\r. Roisman, this appears to be a 

correct copy of Document Number 17. It has numbers on it 

which are written in ink which X presume are your calculations,, 

MR. ROKSMAN: That's correct. Everything in ink 

was my marking. The number 17 is on there and I thirk also 

the indication that it was done under Mr. Slotterback's 

direction I penned in for my own reference.  

AR. TROSTEN: Subject to that, these are correct 

copies.  

R. ROISMA T: Were those two documents, numbered 

14 and 17, prepared by you or-under your direction and control, 

rb Slotterback?
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'2wt2 ?RM SLOTTEIRACK: -Under my direction.  

2 ra ROISMN: T - Chairman, I would like to have 

3 those two documents marked as Citizen.s Committee Exhibits 

4 FF and GG, and received in evidence at this time. I do not 

5 have the requisite number, but we will have copies made and 

6 ask the reporter to mark them as FF and GGo 

7 CHAIRLMN JENSCH: Which one gets FF? 

8 R ROISIMIN: 14 will be FF and 17 will be GoP 

9 CHALMMAN JENSCH: Can you give us a little more 

0 clarity? What is 14? Ls there a title on it? 

. ROISMAN: I1t is difficult to read here.  

12 "Interference Check dated 7/22/68," and completed by - the 

113 initials are IH .. i can't read the last initial. It. looks 

14 like a Z.  

9 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very well. The-document which 

Q Citizen's counsel referred to will be marked for identification 

17 'as Citizen's Cohmittee FF.  

AM. ROXMSX:. And Exhibit Number GG for identifica

19 tion is dated 5/10/72. It has a job niumber, 9521-01. It has 

20 also the.. in4tals, "Completed by .MH." It is subject to 

21 Steam Generator Shoe Modifications. It was also prepared by 

22 United Engineers and Constructors.  

23 CHA l MAN JENSCH: The document to which Citizens' 

24 counsel has referred may be marked for identification as 

25 Citizen's Committee Number GGo
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in evidence.  

11ill you proceed.  

(Documents follow)

,MR. TROSTEN:. By way of further identification, 

Citizen's Committee GG. was furnished to Mr. Roisman by my 

letter of tlay 13, 1972.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Does that appear oni the document? 

1R. ROYSIMN: No, sir.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I was referring to just the 

document. Having been thus identified and having previously 

been offered, is there any objection to Citizen's Committee 

FF and GG? 

LM. KAIRAN: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: State of New York.  

M. MA OTI: No objection.  

MUM RMAN JENSCH: Hudson River Fishermen s 

Association? 

M. TMCBETH: No objection.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Applicant.  

R. TROSTEN: No objection.  

CHAMMAN JENSCH: Ehibits FF. and GG are received
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1R. ROISMAN: Thank you.  

Mr. Karnmn, how do you want your witnesses to be 

cross-examined, through a common -, 

M. ARMTN: If you would, please, 1r. Roisman, 

direct your questions to Mr. Madsen and he will then determine 

which of our witnesses will be best qualified to respond.  

M° ROISMAN: I'd like to start with Mr. Lofy and 

get an idea on who did what on the Parameter, Inc., study.  

BM. AMDSEN: The question is related to the Lofy 

report? 

MR. ROISIMN: Yes.  

M,. Lofy, the portion of this report that is shown 

in the attachments has prepared and checked by signatures on 

here. Both Attachment number 1 and Attachment number 2 were 

prepared by Robert S. Dean. 19 m sorry. Attachment number 1 

was checked by Walter Foley. Attachment number 2 was 

prepared by Walter Fbley and checked by Dean. Can you tell me 

what participation did you have in the preparation of 

Attachments number 1 and 2? 

TAL LOFY: I assigned the work and brought the 

inclusions of the attachments together in the typed body of the 

report.  

M ROISBUN: Did you supervise the preparation of 

Attachments number 1 and 2? 

LP. LOFY: Yes,
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F2Wt5 UIR. ROISMAN: Then you are able to testify that these 

2 are accurate and would be able to discuss in detail the basis 

3 for any figures or computations that are contained herein? 

0 4 M . .OFY: I believe so, 

5 Mo ROISMAN: Very well.  

6 Let's turn, if you would, to Attachment number 1 on 

7 sheet number 2 of that attachment. In the second full para

8 graph on that page, the third sentence says, "The most severe 

9 load upward due to overturnimg loads from steam pipe break is 

io used." 

11 First of all, can you tell me how did you know what 

12 was the most severe load and what direction it would take? 

0 3 U& LOFY: Our reference was a page from UE&C 

14 specification analysis that I received here at Indian Point.  

is The loading condition was described to us by Mr. Slotterback.  

16 RM. ROISMAN: I am going to show you Exhibit number 

17 IF received in evidence, and ask you if that is the same as 

Is your reference number D.°, which Is referred to on Attachment 

19 number I sheet number 2. The reference is actually given on 

20 Page 16 of your main presentation. The penned material on there 

V. is mine and not part of the document.  

* 22 

93 

24
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MR. LOFY: That is our reference, D6. Thank you.  

MR. ROISMAN: Now in your conversatiais with 

Mr. Slotterback did you attempt to ascertain whether or not 

the figure 927-K --- What the basis was for that figure, or 

did you accept it from Mr. Slotterback without an independent 

investigation on your part? 

NR. LOFY.: We accepted it on the basis of the 

calculation you just showed me, and I believe it appears in 

another UEC calculatiai as one of the loads on the shoe, 

the vertical upward loads.  
/ 

MR. ROISMAN: Could you show me on Exhibit No. FF 

where there is a computation which establishes that 927-K 

is the proper figure? I see 927-K written on the document, 

but my question is how do you know that that is the correct 

figure that should be used? 

MR. LOFY: We accepted this as design input.  

MR. ROISMAN: Did you question Mr. Slotterback on 

how the figure was determined to assure yourself that it was 

accurate? 

MR. LOFY: We did not evaluate the magnitude of 

the figure. I believe we have an understanding of how the 

load is applied to the shoe, that is the direction and the 

overturning mode in which this load is applied to the shoe 

through the pin.  

MR. ROISMAN: Okay. But for a moment let's just
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concentrate on the validity of the 927-K figure without 

getting into the question of which way the load would be 

applied to the shoe. Just on the question of that2 it's 

your testimony that you accepted without further questioning 

the statement that appears on Exhibit No. FF, and the 

statement from Mr. Slotterback that the load was 927-K Ln 

the event of the worst case pipe break.  

MR. LOFY: We accepted the load 927-K with the 

additional understanding that it was a conservative load 

because the reinforcing effect of the girdle at the top of 

the steam generator was not considered in establishing that 

load.  

M. ROISMAN: How did you know that the reinforcing 

effect of the girdle would in any way improve the situation? 

Did you do a comparison of what the load would be without the 

girdle and with the girdle? 

MR. LOFY: No.  

MR. ROISMAN: In the statement you also indicate 

that the most severe load is upward. Can you tell me by 

upward do you mean directly vertical? 

11R. LOFY: Yes,, 

IR. ROISMIN:, And can you tell me how you are able 

to ascertain the load was directly vertical? 

MR. LOFY: It, is our understanding the steam 

generator stands on four lugs or feet, and the overturning
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I mode would cause it to want to tip up on two feet, lifting 

2 the other two feet off the shoes, as you would overturn a 

3 table. And the load on the pins would be essentially vertical, 

4. because the generator vould be tilting around the opposite 

5 two feet.  

6 MR. ROISMAN: Is essentially vertical meant to 

7 be some qualification of directly ninety percent? 

8 NIM. LOFY: When it starts tipping At's exactly 

9 vertical. It would tip through some minute distance, the 

deflection in vertical would be minute. Its vertical.  

, ROISMAN: Well, is it your understanding that 

12 if the-support shoe serves its function that there will never 

TS be a sufficient amount of tilt to permit any load to go other 

TA4 than directly upward? 

SM 0. LOPY: Yes.  

16 MR. ROISDAN: Now did you do an analysis of the 

17 nature in which the worst pipe break could occur in order to 

is ascertain for yourself that the overturning mode was the 

119 proper mode and that that's the direction the load would be 

20 going and that you wouldn't expect the load to be coming in 

21 any other way? 

22 MR. LOFY: No, we did not do an evaluation of the 

23 cause of the mode, 

24 M ROISMAN: In this same sentence you indicate 

2. that the severe load is upward due to overturning modes from
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I steam pipe break. During the testimony yesterday and 

unfortunately I have not had the transcript long enough to 

identify it, I believe that Mir. Slotterback testified that 

the worst break that was considered was a pipe break other 

than the steam pipe break, namely one of the primary pipes 

of this system. Was it your understanding that this steam 

7 pipe break meant one of the pipes in the primary system or 

did it actually mean a pipe that delivered steam from the 

generator or to the generator? 

MR. LOFY: It was our understanding that it was a 

steam pipe break. The testimony yesterday would indicate that 

this was incorrect.  

MR. RO!SMAN: Would that make any difference in 

whether or not your judgment that the direction of the load 

or the maximum amount of it might be !different, given that 

the steam pipes are smaller than are the maximum size pipes 

in the reactor? 

MR. LOFY: No.  

9 R. ROISNAN: Is it then your understanding that 

the amount of load is unrelated to size of the pipe that 

breaks? 

22 M, LOFY: No.  

23 MR. ROISMAN: Is the direction of the load 

unrelated to the size of the pipe that breaks? 

25 YfL LOFY: Yes.



MR. ROISMAN: Now when you referred to having 

2 verified information with Mr. Slotterback are you referring 

3 to your reference D.14 which appears on page 15 of your main 

4 document, namely telephone conversation, conference 5/4/72, 

5 a.m., R. S. Dean, W. J. Foley, ParAmeter, Inc., to 

J. R. Slotterback, J E & C? 

7 M. LOFY: Yes.  

a MR. ROISMAN: Was there on your behalf any 

9 memorandum made of that telephone conference? 

10 MR. LOFY: Yes.  

11 MR. ROISMAN: Do you have a copy of that with you? 

12 MR. LOFY: Yes.  

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25
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MR. ROISMAN: I wonder if I might see it, please.  

MR. KARMAN: May I look at this for a minute? 

MR. ROISMAN: I'm going to not try to look at it 

at this instant, so if it's all right I will go ahead with 

Mr. Lofy and when Mr. Karman gives it to me '--and we take a 

recess I will look at it and we will come back to it 

specifically.  

MR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, the Applicant would 

appreciate the opportunity to look at this document, also.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You will have the document.  

MR. VOIGT: Thank you, sir.  

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Lofy, looking at the same page, 

namely sheet number two of attachment one, down at the 

bottom the statement is made. " The architect-engineer's 

U E & C design calculations with the exception of modification 

calculation reference D.6 were not available for use or review." 

Did you attempt to obtain these design calcualations 

and were unsuccessful in getting them, or did you simply 

conclude that you didn't want them and never asked for them? 

MR. LOFY: In the meeting here at Indian Point 

about three weeks ago we established the scope of our 

investigation, and it was- determined that in the time 

available we could not do a complete qualifying analysis, 

We would do an independent check, given the loading conditions 

and input that we have referenced.
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MR. ROISMAN: Now you say in the time available.  

You indicated in the time available you could not do a 

qualifying check. Would you describe to me what is a 

qualifying check? 

5 MR. LOFY: Well, it was not only a matter of tine.  

6 It was a matter of our role. Our analysis does not purport 

7 to establish and qualify the design of the entire equipment 

package, either the support shoes or the ring girdle. It 

addresses itself only to the modifications.  

1< MR. ROISMIAN: You are telling me that you weren't 

planning to look at the original design. There were lots of 

other things that I take it you didn't look at also. You 

T3 didn't look at the size of the containment building or anything 

14 like that. Why did you mention in here that the design 

15 calculations were not available? Would your analysis have 

16 been better or more thorough or more accurate if you had 

17 seen those design calculations? 

18. MR. LOFY: No, sir.  

19 MR. ROISMAN: Would those design calculations have 

0 provided you with the information necessary to evaluate the 

validity of the 927-K figure or the .conclusion that the most 

22 severe load would produce an upward load? 

23 MR. LOFY: If we went that deeply into the analysis.  

24 MR. ROISMAN: If you vent that deeply into the 

25 analysis yes or no, yes it would permit you to have verified
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the 927-K figure and to have verified the conclusion that 

the load would go upward? 

3 MR. LOFY: Yes.  

4 MR. ROISHlAN: Turning back to the second paragraph 

on the same page, you made the statement that there is now 

a hold-dwn girdle over the top of the steam generator which 

7 absorbs some of the load. What do you mean when you use the 

term now? Now as compared to when? 

MR. LOFY: This does not imply we are aware that it :O was added. When the analyst, Rr. Dean, started his analysis 

1 on the basis of the 927 kips, he was not aware of the girdle.  

12 MR. 0ISMAN: How did you become aware of it? 

9 MR. LOFY: Throtgh reference D.14.  

MR. ROIS14AN: The telephone conversation? 

MR. LOFY: Yes.  

MR. ROISMAN: Has Parameters, Inc. actually seen 

the girdle or made any attempt to analyze whether it serves 

18 any useful purpose? 

19 MR. LOFY: I have seen this type of restraint, but 

20 we have not made any attempt to evaluate its purpose.  

21 MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like 

22 to move to strike from the record paragraph on page two of 

23 attachment number one of the Parkmeter, Inc. study, the 

24 statement, "'As conservative, since there is now a hold-down 

25 girdle over the top of the steam generators which absorbs 
somel
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of this load,': on the ground that, one, there is no adequate 

foundation for Parlmeter, Inc to conclude that it was 

3 conservative. The sole-basis, if any, for their foundation 

4 consists of a telephone conversation and the reporting of it 

5 here at this point is hearsay. That if the hold-down girdle 

6 does make any of the calculations conservative it would be 

7 necessary to have a witness from UEC or someone else who 

is personal and knowledgeable with the girdle and its function 

and can testify that it in fact does serve its function and 

therefore in some way makes the calculation conservative.  
11 
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G3Btl 1 KOR I(ARMAN: M% Chairman,.r. Lofy is present here, 

2 has been sworn in as a ritness and is prepared to respond to 

3 any qestion with respect to the document which we have offered 

4 and has been accepted into evidence, and I can't see where the 

5 hearsay objection would be a valid one If Mr. Roisman has 

any question,. let him ask Pr. Lofy questions.  

7 CHAIRMAN JM SCH: Do you desire to speak to that 

matter? 

SDM. ROISRAN: Yes. I just asked Mr. Lofy the only 

10 pertinent question, which was does he have any independent 

1 knowledge of how the hold-down girdle works, this one, how 

12 effective it is, what it looks like, will it do its job, is 

it in the right place, and all he testified was that the only 

14 reason he knows it-z there is because he had a telephone 

i5 conversation with Mr. Slotterback and Mr. Slotterback told 

16 him thzt it was there0 

17 Ano my contention is that that's not an adequate 

foundation for Mr. Lofy to have made the judgment that the 

19 figure 927K is a conservative figure.  

20 MR. IARUIN: Mr. L~fy has also indicated that he is 

21 aware of hold-down gir dl~s in other installations, and-we can 

2 assume from that that he is basing his figure of conversatism 

2 on his experience with respect to that.  

4 CEAMAN JENSCH: I don~t quite understand the Staff 

25 position that Ur. Lofy can be interrogated about this, because
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MR Lofy has indicated to me, li.  

Chairman, that he really doesn't think that this is important 

enough at this stage for us to really qiestion, this hearsay 

thing, as far as he is concerned. It was on the basis of this 

telephone conversat ion.  

CHAIMMA JENSCHi: The Citizen's Committee motion 

is granted, that such may be stricken irom the record.  

., ROISAN: Now, Mr. Lofy, turning to Page 3 of' 

Attachment number 1, these conclusions that are contained 

here referring to the effects of modification number I and 

modification number 2, is the basis for those conclusions 

shown on the pages 4 and-5, and there is no other basis, so 

that if we want to talk about it we can focus our attention

as I understand it he hrs based it upon some other data that 

he has not analyzed. And X am sure you could ask him questions 

and end up with the same thing, well, somebody told him, 

So I think the real question is is there adequate 

foundation for his conclusion that it s conservative, 

LM iUMAIN: W hll, he has indicated that from his 

experience with hold-down girdles on other installations that 

it is his opinion that it's conservative.' 

CIAIRI&I JENSCH: Are girdles kind of a standard 

component -

i=4o K f-LAN: You will have to ask. an engineer, Mr.

Chairman.
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G3Bt3 1 on pages 4 and 5, modification number I, and 6 and 7 for 

L i modification number 2? 

3 L. LOFY: That's correct.  

BI-M ROISYMN: If you would then, let's turn to 

5 modification number 1 and sheet number 5. Three-quarters 

6r of the way down the page a formula appears under the label 

7 Shear Stress, and on the right-Liand side it indicates that 

a the allowable is equal to 0o4 times F 

Can you tell me what this Iy represents? 

10 M LOFY: That is the yield strength.  

BE. ROISIAN: You then indicate that yield strength 

12 is 90 ksi, is that correct? 

Lii . LOFY: Yes.  

M. iOISMAN: And where does that yield strength com3 

from, that is where did you get the 90 ksi figure? 

M., LOFY: We discussed this value with Mr. Slotterbac 

7 UEC.  

Biii ROSMAN: Would such figure be something that 

19 would have to be computed for each individual piece of steel 

P- that you wanted to do a stress analysis on, or is it some sort 

21 of standard figure? 
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MR. LOFY: This would be a quoted standard for the 

material by the supplier, U. S. Steel. I believe U. S. Steel 

makes D-1 steel.  

MR. ROISMAN: Do you know in your own experience, 

how does one go about verifying whether or not a quoted 

value by a supplier is in fact a real value? 

MR. LOFY: For an actual piece of hardware, I would 

expect a material certifications.  

MR. ROISMAN: These would be certifications that 

showed that certain tests had been run. on that piece of steel 

to verify the figure? In other words, how is it verified 

assuming that ninety is the figure that the manufacturer of 

the steel wishes to achieve. How does it verify that they 

do achieve it? 

MR. LOFY: By mechanical tests.  

MR. ROISIAN: And in your experience, if you were 

trying to determine whether or not a given yield strength for 

a particular piece of metal was in fact the yield strength 

that was applicable to that metal, what would you do if you 

were directed by ParAmeter, Inc. to investigate that question? 

How would you verify that? 

MR. LOFY: I would look for material test records 

associated with the heat of material used in the component, 

and I would establish the identification of the heat in the

component.
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MR. ROISMAN: Do you know if that was done by 

Mr. Slotterback? 

MR. LOFY: No.  

MR. ROISMAN : You ..didn't ask? 

MR. LOFY: I do not know.  

MR. ROISMAN: You have indicated here that the 

appropriate figure by which you should multiply the strength 

of the steel is figure 0.4. If I understand what is 

below your small computation, it shows the allowable as 

36 ksi. You have a bracket, E.1, close bracket, page E 5-16.  

Looking back to that -reference of page 16 of your 

main report, it indicates that reference E.1 is the 

American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc., manual of 

steel construction, seventh edition, 1970.  

Do I understand that that means that if we had 

page 5-16 here in front of us of that document, it would show 

that the proper way to compute it, this FY figure, to multiply

I'm sorry. To compute T allowable, is to multiply FY times 

0.4? 

MRN. LOFY: Yes.  

MR. ROISMAN: Were you here -yesterday during the 

discussions which I had with Mr. Slotterback regarding what 

the T allowable was as computed by United Engineers and 

Constructors?

MRl. LOFY: Yes.
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MR. ROISMAN: Do you remember your reference D.6 

2 and our Exhibit No. FF9 which I am going to show you now, 

3 and indicate in the upper -ight-hand side of the page that 

.10 the allowable shear was five-eighths times 90 ksi? 

.5 MR. LOFY: Yes.  

6 MR. ROISMAN: When you examined reference D.6, 

7 our Exhibit No. FF, did you note that or have any discussions 

8 with Mr. Slotterback regarding the basis for the use of the 

five-eighths figure? 

10 MR. LOFY: Yes.  

11 jf~M. ROISNAN: Could you tell me what did you 

12 conclude after your discussions with Mr. Slotterback 

i3 regarding the use of the five-eighths figure? 

MR. LOFY: We learned from him that their 

specification, specifications they were working to, allowed 

16 them to go to 1.0 yield as a design basis, and also that it 

17 was UEC's practice to go to .9 yield. In our analysis we 

is used just everyday commercial allowable stresses out of 

1.9 AISC, so we would have a more direct reference. Because the 

20 stresses we calculated were below these everyday construction 

21 allowable stresses, we went no further, We did not have to 

22 take advantage of the .9 times yield or 1.0 times yield to 

23 prove out the design. So the analysis stopped right there.  

24 MR. ROISMAN: As I understand it, the .4 figure 

25 is a more conservative analysis than the five-eighths figure;
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is that correct? That is it sets the allowable at a lower 

2 figure.  

3 MR. LOFY: Yes.  

4 MR. ROISMAN: Is it your understanding, then, that 

5 UE&C uses a less conservative than would be used in, quote, 

6 the general marketplace, unquote, if you simply went to the 

7 standard reference text? 

8 MR. LOFY: I understand that they are allowed to go 

9 higher stresses for upset or emergency conditions, not for 

T0 normal loading conditions, 

M 0. ROISMAN: You mean allowed by some other portion 

12 of the American Institute of Steel Construction's manual 

13 of steel construction or allowed by somebody else? 

14 MR. LOFY: Allowed by somebody else.  

15 MR. ROISMAN: In other words, there is nothing to 

16 your knowledge in that text that permits that variation? 

17 MR LOFY: No.  

18 MR. ROISMAN: On the same sheet number five of 

19 attachment number one, you have computed a P prime.  

20 MR. LOFY: Yes.  

21 MR. ROISMAN: As I understand it And you really 

22 have to help me along on this. Looking back at sheet number 

23 four, this is an attempt on your part to determine what 

24 would be the load going in the direction in which you 

25 conclude was the minimum edge distance between the pin and
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1 the edge of the material; is that correct.  

a .MR. LOFY: Not exactly.  

3 oR. ROIS AN: Perhaps I should just ask you to 

A eplain it to me.  

5 MR. LOFY: We decided to check a loading condition 

6 perpendicular to the plane inclined edge, because this edge 

7 vlas obviously a minimum dimension, It was the one that was 

8 subject to scrutiny here.  

9 We did this by applying the load P, the 927-K in.  

10 a vertical direction, but off-centered as far as the pin 

diameter is concerned. The load P primed is the component 

12 of the vertical load P which would be essentially perpendicular 

13 to the inclined edge. This loading condition might be 

14 described in another way by assuming that the pin was off

i5 centered.  

16 This pin has a fairly loose fit and it will either 

V7 be bearing against one side or another. So this condition 

18 could occur momentarily if the pin were off-centered, and 

19 were bearing first at the point where these arrows are lm ated, 

20 the primed, rather than at the top. In application of the 

?.I bad, it would tend to center itself at the top.  

22 The arrow P primed is not a load applied in that 

23 direction. It is a component of a vertical load P applied 

94 at that point of contact.  

23
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M. ROISIAN: By "component," you mean that when the 

load goes up, it also tends to go out a little bit? 

PM. LOFY: No.  

MR. ROISMAU: Then will you explain what you mean by 

the term "component." 

DR. LOFY: I mean that as the steam generator load 

tends to bo applied vertically, that -he pin contacts the hole 

off centered at this point, and in contacting it there, if the 

full vertical load P were applied at that point. it can be 

resolved into two components: one normal to the edge of the 

hole or along this radius, and that is P primed; one tangential 

which would tend to center the pin. So we checked edge 

distance for the components that was normal to the inclined 

edge of this gusset.  

MR. 3OISMAN: Xn making your measurement, the line 

EF is the line from the center point of the pin to the edge.  

C you explain to me why you don't use the point, the distance 

from where P primed arrows are shown on Page 4 to the edge', 

which I assume would be shorter than EF? 

MR. LOFY: Well, our calculation checks the pullout 

of the pin in double shear. Thats the area that would have 

to shear out to allow the pin to break through thesite of the 

gusset.) 

M, ROjtS N: In other Words, it . your under

standing that the way it is going to break it is going to have
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to pull out this entire section as bounded by the line EF, and 

its counterpart on the upper edge, rather than simply splitting 

at a point directly opposite the tip of the arrow P primed? 

Did I describe it correctly? In other'words, 

because of the mechanism that you are assuming as to how the 

break will occur.  

-. LOFY: I was referring to the method of analysis, 

not the mechanism failure that might occur. The method of 

analysis is one of double shear.  

M. ROV1S3MN: Your conclusions here show then the 

stress of line EF or the load there is 15,635 .pis,., which 

is less than the stress which will occur at P going'in the 

directly vertical direction.  

Therefore, you conclude that in effect, if the thing 

were going to break, it would break first on the upvard side 

rather than on this side, and therefore you don't worry about 

the side part any longer; is that correct? 

MR. LOFY: Yes.  

1.o ROISMAN: Lot me direct your attention, please, 

to sheet number 6, on Attachment number 1. First of all, in 

your analysis of the analyses done by the Applicant and its 

contractors and subcontractors, did'you find any stress 

analysis that they had done that were comparable to the 

stress analysis that you have done here on sheet number 6 and 

7 of Attachment I?
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Ii2wt3 TR. LOFY: No.  

2 M. ROISDAN: Why did you make this analysis? 

3 D. LOFY: Well' there are two reasons: One is the 

4 scope of our investigation addressed to the three or four 

5 modifications which were identified as involving removal of 

6 material from the shoes after they were delivered to the 

7 field. 'The reason we did the analysis on Page 6, which 

8 checks the injection and weld area, is because we did not have 

9 the original design analysis available.  

to Let's assume we had been the designers of this piece 

of equipment, we would have been able to go back to our 

2 analysis and look at it to see what the effect of this removal 

) of material might have been, and possibly come to the same 

4 conclusion without putting new numbers on the item.  

I ROISHAN: Isn't that equally true for the 

16 analyses that you did with regard to modification number 1? 

17 A. LOFY: I don't believe so. I don4t believe one 

is would want to draw a conclusion on modification number 1 

19 without putting some numbers on it.  

20 M. ROISAAN: Can you explain to me the basis for 

21 that distinction? If I understand what you were saying about 

22 modification number 2 analysis, it was that for some reason 

23 or another in that case you could look at the original and 

24 from that make a determination of the cuts that the cuts that 

25 were made would not adversely affect the st"'ength of the
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2Wt4 1 material, and you couldn't do that with regard to the first 

2 one? is there something unusual about the cuts or what, that 

3 makes this distinction? 

4 W LOFY: I think it is a matter of geometry.  

P oROISMAN: Would you explain that, please* 

6 AM. LOtT: I think if -you look at sheet 6, by 

7 inspection, you can see that the area along the top of the 

a base plate where the gusset joins the base plate is greater 

beause the greater the length, then the area at the pin 

IO elevation. So X think you know the load is common, 

I You can, by visual inspection, comet3 the conclusion 

1 that the stresses are lower and even though you removed the 

13 material in that area, you did not have a minimum cross 

14 section there., We put numbers on it to establish an indepen

15 dent documentation of this fact.  

6 M. ROIS11AN: I understand that. What I guess I 

17 don' t understand is that down here at the bottom of sheet 

18 nuamber 6 where you list the tensil strength, you actually show 

19 that the psi that would be applied is a higher number, Not 

20 only a higher number but it comes closer to the allowable 

number than was the case of what you were getting in sheets 

22 number 4 and 5, 

23 That seems to suggest that, at least to myself as a 

24 layman, that if we were talking about probabilities of some

25 thing breaking during a 3ading, that there would be a higher
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H2Wt5 I probability that there would be a separation in the kind of 

2 areas examined on sheet 6 and 7 than there would be of a 

3 separation or a break in the kind of areas examined on sheets 

4 4and 5.  

5 Am I misreading or misunderstanding what you mean 

down at the bottom when you refer to tensil stress? 

7 IM. LOPY: I can't comment on the probability of 

8 failure in one mode versus another. But the tensil stress 

X checked at the bottom checked against the code allowable 

10 for tensil stress, whereas in sheet 5 we are comparing the 

allowable for shear stresses.  

.. ROISMAN: That Is the nub of my question. How 

0 would you bo able to determine the tensil stresses were not 

1A exceeded, that is that the allowable was not exceeded in 

is tensil stresses unless you did a new analysis such as you 

16 have done on sheets number 6 and 7? 

17 I. LOFY: We would not have been able to.  

18 -R. ROISAIAN: How would anybody have been able to? 

is How would IEC and people who had these initial design 

20 drawings that you referred to have been able to? 

21 °MR. LOFY: By looking at ,their original analysis.  

22 AM. ROISMAN: You mean their original analysis would 

23 have simply showed these same figures that the psi would be 

g4 33,297 and the allowable would be 40,500? 

25 M. LOFY: I can't answer what their figures might
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A2Wt6 I have shown. / 

2 R ROISA: Can you give us some idea of how the 

a allowable .psi's figures are determined? That is, how the 

4 cirterla determined for picking -- assuming that- the 90 ksj 

5 represents a proper figure. How was the determination made 

6 as to what the figure that F is multiplied by should be? 

7 .45 is used here for the tensil stress. .4 was used for the 

8 shear stress. What are the factors tha t go into that? 

M. WFY: We rely on the code AISC6, Taken 

10 literally, I can't explain what went into establishing those 

11 figures in the code.  

12 M. ROISHAN: o you know what would be your con

13 clusion If you had a situation? Let's take the tensil stress 

14 referred to on sheet number 6. If the figure for tensil 

15 stress had been 43,297 instead of 33,297, what would your 

16 conclusion be based upon that figure? 

17 IM. LOFY: We then would have had to compare the 

actual calculated stress with the allowable stress for thIs 

19 particular application for the condition under Which this 

20 stress occurred. Whether it is site upset, emergency, what

21 ever. There would have been a factor applied which a~llows you 

22 to go higher. We did not go that far because we established 

as It below the normal stress levels.  

?A Mo ROY SiN: I am going to ask you to explain in 

25 somewhat more detail what you mean when you say you 'go further
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Let me explain what it is I am trying to find out.  

2 Is this figring here sote sort of a. quote, 

3 conservative?' -I- don't want to use the word "guess." 1 mean 

4 a conservative estimate which then could be further verified, 

5 if necessary, by more precise analyses to apply the calculation, 

6 methods to the specific P's of the specific loads and all 
og 

7 those other things? Is that what. you are telling me, and if 

8 you exceeded the allowable, you would have then gone on to 

9 those. more severe analyses? 
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a second, please. Are you able to explain to me the reason 

why the Regulatory Staff sought out and obtained the services 

of an outside consultant for the purpose of investigating 

this allegation? 

11R. KAPAN: I don't believe Mor. MAdsen has to 

refer to that question, Mr. Chairman. The Regulatory Staff, 

if it desires to have consultants, will send in consultants.  

I don't think I.o Madsen is in any position or should be 

required to answer that question. The Regulatory Staff 

undertook an analysis of certain allegations made by 

Mr. Brill in his letter. They used their own employees of 

the Commission, and a consultant, and I don't think that's 

even relevant in this proceeding.  

MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, the reason I have asked 

the question is that we have had some testimony from Mr. Lofy 

indicating that some of the work they did was done relatively 

reasonably and that time was a portion, if not the sole 

reason, why further work was not done. It's indicated here 

that there was a meeting held with representatives of 

Parameter, Inc. and the AEC and some representatives of the 

Applicant and its contractors on the 24th of April, which was 

a month or so after this problem arose, and I am trying to 

find out whether in the early stages of the Staff analysis 

they ran across some problems that they thought warranted a 

more thorough study, and if so I'd like to find out what those
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1 problems were to see whether or not this study has in fact 

satisfied those problems.  

3 And the reason for the Staff going to Parhmeter, Inc.  

4 at what appears, at least in-this document, to have been 

5 a relatively late date, seems worthy of consideration to 

6 find out if they discovered something that made them want to 

7 go outside of their own expertise. I don't know why Mr. Karman 

s should be ashamed to -

.9 MR. KARMAN: Under no circumstances am I ashamed 

10 of anything, Mr. Roismano I just don't think it's relevant 

it to your inquiry, as we have the report, we have the evidence 

2 which is in, we have our witnesses here who are prepared.to 

IS discuss the contents of that evidence. Why we selected 

4 1lr, Lofy's firm as a consultant I certainly do not feel -

0S MR. ROISMAN: I didn't ask why you selected 

16 Mr. Lofy's firm, 

17 MR. KAP MAN: Any consultant. I think you are 

18 getting into the business of the Atomic Energy Commission, 

19 which is not relevant to this proceeding.  

20 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I-can't understand the materiality 

21! of the inquiry, Objection sustained.  

22 MR. ROIS14AN: Mr. Madsen. when did you begin the 

23 analysis of the Brill charges? 

24 MR. MADSEN: When did we begin it? Are you talking 

25 about the first contact we had with someone? The letter,
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of course, was received by the Regulatory on approximately 

2 the 20th.  

3 o NR.AMAN: 20th of 1-1arch.  

4 MR. NADS:EN: 20th of Narch. That was the initiation 

5 of Regulatory's function.  

6N. K0ISHN: When did Compliance begin conducting 

7 an investigation of charges? 

a. 14ADSEN: You want the first contact we had with 

S 1h% Brill or the first contact at the site? 

10 HR. ROISMA : Well, the first portion that you would 

11 call the commencement of your investigation. Perhaps you 

32 began investigating it before you even talked to Mr. Brill 

13 about doing something. If you had received a letter into 

14 the Regulatory Staff that said, "There are little green men 

115 that are poumding hammers against the inside of the reactor 

Is and it will break in twenty-five years; please go and 

17 investigate it," I assume you'd make an init ial judgment 

-8 w'"hether to investigate it or not.  

• 19 At some point you made an initial judgment that this 

20 was a little higher caliber charge than that one and decided 

21 to investigate. 'When did you then begin that investigation? 

22 Mt. MADSEN: Very well. Our first contact with 

23 Mr. Brill was on March the 23rd, 1972. Our first contact at 

74 PECOR itself was on the 29th of March, 1972.  

25 MR. ROISMAN: And did the Staff attempt on its own
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I to conduct the kind of analyses that are shown in the 

2 attachments number one and two to the Parameter study? That 

3 Isq did you do stress analyses and these kinds of drawings 

4 and so forth and so on? 

5 M VADSEN: 'o.  
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MR. ROISMAN: At what time did you determine that 

those types of analyses should be done by someone other than 

the Applicant and its contractors? 

HR. MADSEN: This was after we performed our 

5 verification relative to documentation, corrective actions, 

6 evaluations that had been made, that existed in the files, 

7 and after the deposition by Mr. Brill when he identified the 

B specific two safety items that he was concerned with.  

1R. ROISMAN: You had not had, you had not received 

to satisfactory information from him previously to identify the 

21 precise things with which he was concerned. It was only 

12 at the deposition that you were able to get that information? 

HR. MADSEN: The specific two .items, that's correct.  

MR, ROISMAN: Now can you tell me, was this the first 

time that the Staff was aware that the support shoes or the 

16 reactor support ring -

17 MR. KARMAN: When you say this, when do you mean this 

MR. ROISMAN: I am sorry. Excuse me. The letter 

19 from Mr. Brill dated Harch 14, 1972p did that letter represent 

20 the first time that the Staff of the Atomic Energy Commission 

21 was aware that there had been any modifications of the 

22 support shoes or any modifications of the reactor support 

23 ring? 

24 MR. MADSEN: I can't say that there was no one 

25 within the Commission that was aware of the modificationo
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: What is your knowledge about it? 

MR. MADSEN: I was not aware of the specific 

zodification to the steam generator shoes. 1, 

Ia. ROIS14AD: Were you aware that there had been 

some modifications to the steam generator shoes? 

MI MADSEN : I knew there was fit-up, but I didn't 

know that it was a specific problem.  

MR. ROISMAN: By fit-up you mean you knew that they 

had to do something to make it fit or you knew that they had 

it fit but you didn't know -

MR. MADSEN: I knew they had them fit.  

MR. ROISMAN: But that didn't tell you they had to 

cut anything a.ay from the support shoe in order to make it 

fit? 

MR. MADSEN: That is correct.  

MR. ROISMAN. What about the reactor support ring? 

Were you previously aware that it was shipped from the PECOR 

Division with the warped ring that Mr. Brill indicated 

yesterday? 

MRo TOSTEN: !"object to this line of inquiry.  

The question of the nature of the Staff review of this matter 

is not in issue in this proceeding and it's not in issue 

with respect to the charges that Mr. Brill has made. I see 

no relevance or materiality to this line of inquiry. What 

was the knowledge of the Staff in the past with respect to this
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is not at question here, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Do you care to that matter? 

MR. ROISMAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

S4 We have, as the Chair is aware, briefed extensively 

5 in our proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law 

6 the issue that one reason why this license should not be issued 

7 is because the Staff review was inadequate. We have said 

e at the same time in the course of that brief why we believe 

the Staff's review analysis is a relevant issue. We are not 

to aware that the Board has ruled adversely on that contention 

of our and that until they have done so we are entitled to 

imke a record on that issue.  

03 I assume that if the Applicant had felt that the 

14 issue should be resolved earlier than when the Board resolved 

is the licensing question it could have moved for summary judgment 

26 on that question and have the Board resolve it before. We 

17 would rest on what we said there. If the Board likes I would 

is be glad to summarize that point briefly here.  

19 CHAIRMAN JENSCH:. Objection overruled.  

201U. MADSEN: I'd like to know what the question was.  

21 H, ROISTAN: M y question has to do with whether you 

22 were aware, or by you 1 mean the Regulatory Staff was aware 

23 at any time prior to the March 14th, 1972 letter that the 

0 24 reactor support ring was shipped from the Pennsylvania 

25 Engineering Corporation to the Applicant and warped to the



extent that m4ro Brill indicated yesterday.  

2 R. YADSEN: I was not aware of it.  

3 IG, ROISMAN: You are not aware that anyone in 

1 the Regulatory Staff was aware of it? 

5 I.fo VADSEN: I can only give you belief.  

MR. ROISNAN: What is your belief? 

7 MR. WDSEN: I don't think so.  

M, ROISAN: Now after the support ring reached 

9 the site, so we are led to believe in testimony of the 

t0 Applicant, modifications were made in it in order to attempt 

it to correct the warping problem. The grout was put in at a 

12 different level and there was some grinding and some 

IS machining and so forth that was done. Was the Regulatory 

14 Staff to your knowledge aware of that work having been done 

V5 at the site at any time prior to March 14th of 1972? 

T6 12R. -kASEN: We did not follow the step-by-step, 

U7 minute-by-minute setting of the ring girdle.  

8 MR. ROISINA: That was not precisely the question.  

19 Did you know3 that modifications were made at the plant site 

20 to the support ring, such as changing the thickness of the 

21 originally intended grout, grinding on the top of it, doing 

22 certain machining alongside pieces in order to make it fit 

23 more properly? 

AMR, MADSEN: The machining wasn't necessarily done 

25 at the site.

5354i2bm-4
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First of all, in answer to your total questicn, 

2 the answer is no with that correction, 

3 DR, ROiSIMA: You were not aware of machining done 

4 anywhere else either until after Warch 14th of 1972? 

M.1R VADSEN: Yes.  

19 
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X3Bt1 I , ROAXI: Now looking, if you would p~lease, at 

2 Page 13 of the Parameter study and also Page 14, on those two 

3 pges the drawings that represent the reactor support ring and 

4 the generator support shoes are listed. In the course of the 

5 review of the plant prior to Mcch 14th of. 1972, did the 

6 Staff have occasion to review those drawings, any of them? 

7 M. RMSEN: in answer to your question, when we 

8 are talking Regulatory I cannot answer for Regulatory because 

9 1 do not know what DRL had available to them. But as -far as 

10 did we of Compliance specificzlly review these drawings in 

ii detail, the answer Is no.  

12 R0 ./GIS : If in ie course of the ring work that 

13 you do as part of your normal compliance you had discovered 

14 by looking at drawings or it had been brought to your attention 

15 that the precise modifications that have in fact been made to.  

16 the support ring and the support shoes, which are now the 

17 subject of investigation, had been made, say if you had found 

1s out about it 1n" 1970 or 1071, would you have in your Judgment 

9i conducted an analysis comparable to what you have done now 

20 to determine whether the modifications raised any safety 

21 questions? 

22 M.~R ~IMSEN: In answer to our question, it depends 

23 on what the Regulatory Involvement was in 1967, for Instance, 

24 versus what It might be today. Which are you asking for? 

M.n, ROXSWAN: No. I premised It by assuming no
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It2earlier than Say 1970Q [n other words.. rathe .r than having It 

Q 2 come to the attention oi? the RegulatorY Staff through a letterp 

S or compliance, or both, through a letter from Mr.O Brill, 

0 4 assume fOr a moment that k care to MW r attention Simply 

through one of the many series of meetings that you would have 

6 [ d rith the Applicant in which they'd say to .you, 'Ve rant to 

show you some modifirmations that have been made in the reactor 

8support ring and the reactor support shoes," and handed you 

~ ithe dirawings and papers and so forth that would have been 

10necessary for you to see the very madl fications that are the 

11j subject of this hoaring.~ 

12 If you had seen that would you-then have independently 

013 conducted an anal.1ysis of the type that you have in 9act con-.  

14 ducted now? 

IM. 7RW3.31% DW Cbmirman,. I don' t see the relevancy 

W for this. What Is the purpose of that question? Wat does 

17 that have to do with anything that is in Issue in the hearing 

is now, Mr. Chairman? 1 object to that.  

19 MR ROISM AN: Mr. Cairman,, do you want to answer 

20 that or do you want me to? 

21 UR CHRUlAN: You have to.  

22 M. ROI&SAN: yes: Of couzrse.  

23 The relevancy is this. We have Already received in 

24 evidence in this proceeding a letter vhich isweitten to 

25 Consolidated Edison advising them in 1970 of the fact that
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Ur. Brill was concerned about these components. 1he Staff 

has now testified that t.heir first knowledge of the informa

tion came in 1972 when Mr. Brill then comzuniated directly 

to the Regulatory Staff about the problem.  

We have also understood from IMWLofy that thesir 

work was to some eXtent 1imited .in time. They had only the 

reLatively few nu ber , eF weeks from the end of the Xkrill 

deposition z-til their report was filed, which I think is 

dated ty 4th, to conduct this work.  

11ow we have "/ndicated and still believe that a 

partinent Assue in tIlls proceeding and In this particUlar 

portion of this proceeding is the quality assurance program 

of this applicant.  

.f the .appli.cant had made all this Information 

available to the Staff at a-n earlier date ve might have all 

saved ourselves this hearing, because we would have had the 

issue fully spelled out In the Staff safety evaluation, 

Their conclusions would •have been available and it would have 

been discussed, 19 at all, in the cour'se of our hearingS ot 

radiological safety matters held during l971.  

I am trying to find out whether or not, If you Will, 

whether or ot that assumption is correct, that the applicant s 

failure to disclose these modifications to the Hegdlatory Staff 

in effect focked this last-minute review to take place and 

whether if the applicant- had done otherwise we would have been
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able to dispose of it at an earlier time and more thoroughly.  

If that conclusion is correct,then I think it raises 

some doubts about the nature of the applicant's Quality 

Assurance Program and their relationships with the Rogulatory 

Staff, and some questions about what will happen in the future 

when the applicant, if they were to receive a license, if they 

received some information from one of their subcontractors, 

willit be necessary for several years to pass before the sub

contractor finally in frustration has to write directly to the 

Atomic Energy Commission in order to get resolution of a 

possible safety'problem? 

So I think it's very pertinent to this overall q ues

tion of just how carefully we can assume the applicant is 

going to go about its job of running this reactor, based upon 

how carefully it went about doing its job of constructing the 

reactor.  

MR. KARDAN: Mr. Chairman, the Regulatory Staff is 

charged with seeing to it that any nuclear power plant is built 

in accordance with the design and is sate and cannot affect the 

health and safety of the public. Our report and the evidence 

which we have introduced here only proves that while this 

allegation of a problem or a potential problem is made by Pk.  

Brill our report would indicate that there was no substance to 

any safety-related problem to this. I believe that we would be 

certainly going far afield if we allowed the interrogation on
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I3Bt5 the report of the analysis of the Regulatory Staff on the 

3, particular allegations of Hr. Bri!l,vbich he seems to have 

3 indicated is really no problem to him at this time, into a 

4 wide and far-reaching investigation of both the Quality 

Assurance Program of the applicant and the Regulatory Staff.  

tl. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I would like to re

•7 emphasize that the record, the evidence in this proceeding 

a shows that the applicant received no statement of the safety 

9 concern in .970, and that the evidence shows that there was 

0 an adequate review of this matter at the time, and I see no 

basis for ranging into this -- for going into this type of a 

;2 far-ranging inquiry that Mr. Roisman has a ttempted to open by 

his question.  

CHA -RIMN JENSCI: The objection: is sustained.  
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the report of the analysis of the Regulatory Staff on the 

particular allegations of fr. Brill,vhich he seems to have 

indicated is really no problem to him at this tiMe, into a 

wide and far-reaching Investigation og both the Quality 

Assurance Program of the applicant and the Regulatory Staff.  

M TROSEN: M. r. Chairman, I would like to re

emphasize that the record, the evidence in this proceeding 

shows that the applicant received no statement ol the safety 

concern in 1970, and that the evidence shows that there was 

an adequate review of this matter at the time, and I see no 

basis for ranging into this -- for going into this type of a 

far-ranging inquiry that M. Roisman has attempted to open by 

his question.  

CHAIRMIN JENSCH: 'Ihe objection: is sustained.
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MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, may I just argue once 

2 more on this briefly.  

The Applicant's statement, that is the one made 

4 by Mr. Trosten just now, simply is not supported by the record0 

5 Exhibit No. 12 attached to Mr. Brill's deposition is a letter 

6 from Hr. Haagensen, a consultant to the Pennsylvania 

7 Engineering Corporation, to Mr. Roddis, who I assume was the 

6 President of Con Ed, and he says in the second paragraph, 

9 "This letter is forwarded to you to discuss a 'most serious 

10 matter concerning the subject power plant." 

11 And Mr. Brill testified in his deposition that he 

understood that to mean that it was a safety problem.  

That was March II1, 1970.  

114 The Applicant made no attempt to advise the 

is Atomic Energy. Commission's Regulatory Staff, at least 

is according to the testimony that we have just received, of 

17 this matter, and the matter would have gone by without any 

IF analysis whatsoever, but for the fact that Mr. Brill finally 

Is stepped forward on March 14th of 1972 and brought the matter 

20 .into the public domain. I think that that is an extremely 

21 pertinent inquiry to find out why and how this happened and 

22 that is not in any way attempting to cast any aspersions on 

23 the Staff or what the Staff did.  

24 In fact, nrach to the contrary, the purpose of it 

25 is to indicate that the Staff in performing its rightful
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duty would have done just this kind of investigation if they 

had only been allowed to learn of the matter at an early date.  

3 ideally at a date even prior to 1970, so that if cortections 

4. needed to be made of the components, they would been made.  

5 without delay in the reactor.  

6 1 believe that couldn't be more pertinent to the 

7 proceeding, and respectfully request that the Board reconsider.  

CHAIRMAN JENTSCH: The ruling will be adhered to.  

M- . ROISMAN: Mr. Madsen, in the testimony of the 

to Staff itself, turning now to the summary of investigation 

i into allegations to that particular document, the document's 

P dated May 8, 1972, subject Sttructural Components Fabricated 

by Pennsylvania Eorporation PECOR Division, 

I Newcastle2 Pennsyaia 

Now was this document prepared by you orunder your 

supervision and control, or should 1 be directing questions 

.,a about specific language in here to some other person? 

1.01. iDSEN: The document that we are looking at, 

19 1 participated in, and as the principal reactor inspector 

for Unit 21 had some direction, of cou.se. But there are 

other peop> that did have part In putting together this 

document.  

23F, ROISMAN: Let me ask you, on the bottom of 

P4 page one, the statement is made that the results of 

ParAmeter's evaluations are that the as-installed components
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are adequate to perform their design functions. Did the 

Regulatory Staff independently examine ehat has been done 

by Par=meter, Inc., and reach an independent judgment on 

this subject, or is the basis fcr your conclusion that there 

is no safety problem as to reason A with regard to the 

support shoes and the support ring, based solely upon the 

Par~meter, inc. study? 

MR. ZADSEN: I think I have already answered that 

question, that we have not performed our independent 

calculat ion o 

ko, ROISMAN: I understand that, but did you 

independently study what ParAzeter, Inc. did to assure 

yourselves that they had done a thorough and proper job, 

or did you simply pick up the study, say, "is this your study?"I 

and they said, "'Yes, it is." And say, "Very well. What is 

its conclusin?" and they say, "We conclude that the 

as-installed components are adequate to perform their design 

function." And you said, "Good." 

iO R RMAN: Mr. Roisman, the summary investigation 

indicates and it states specifically the results of 

Pargmeter s evaluatin are that the as-installed components are 

adequate to perform their design function. ParAmeter was 

a consultant selected by the Regulatory Staff to make this 

evaluation, and i think it's rather specific that this is 

ParAmeter's evaluation which is adopted by the Regulatory Staff
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R ROIST1AN: I'm just trying to find out wheter 

they adopted it without question or did they independently -

I mean going back to your hypothetical green man, hat if you 

had simply received in a piece of pink paper that had written 

S on it, "Looks okay to i.s " signed Par"Ameter, Inc. I assume 

that would have been soitething different than what they 

S #provided, and I aw trying to find out did you adopt it without 

* question or did you independently determine by looking at 

R wohat they did that this was a p-roper analysis and you could 

,i, rely upon it? 

y .R ' MA.DSEN: Yn answer to your question we of the 

Regulatory Staff did review this, but here not being experts 

4 at thi.s type of design analysis, but looking at it from a 

' Ij general engineering viewpoint, .and on that basis we have 

adopted it.  

T o 64., ROISMAN: On page two of the testimony, and 

,1 I ill take it, 1.&% Madsen, it iould 'be one of the Region i 

le people to answer it, the next to the last sentence says, 

is. "An evaluation and stress analysis of the as-installed 
steam 

Po generator support shoes by Region 1 and its consultants 

21 confirms that the items are adequate." Could the gentleman 

22 from Region 1 tell me v hat evaluation and stress analysis 

2 Region I did? 

MR. i4A0SEN: The consultant, was doing this c_'k 

31or Region !
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IRo ROISI.iN: Yould you consider, since there isn't 

2 any -way to strike to make the sentence retad properly, would 

3 you consider modifying the tes:imon;y to sa:y that then gean 

& evaluation of and stress analysis of the as-installed steam 

5 generator support shoes by Region I's consultant confirms 

Sthat the item. are adequate," and remove from there the 

7 indication that there uere two evaluations and stress analyses, 

a one done by Begion I and another done by its consultants? 

MR. MADSEN: I wouldn't have any problem with that, 

but oe are going back to the earlier testimony that the 

consultant did the ana.ysic and we did review, Region I did 

review the analysis on i general engineering viewpoint to come 

up w.th our position on that..  

MR. ROISMAN: But I guess my problem is just that 

IL b.is leaves the, what I gather was a somewhat erroneous 

indication that there were two sets of evaluations and stress 

analyses done and what there really was was one that was done 

and another that was reviewed, is that correct? 

MR MADSEN: That is correct.  

20 MR. ROISI N: And that that would be a more 

accurate statement of ihat is here on page two? 

MI. MADSEN: The only thing lId add is that the 

2s review was of the Parhmeter analysis.  

?A4 MR. ROISMAN: 'Okay I think that Will keep it 

clear.
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?T. LOFY: Yes.  

Mo ROISAN: Turning to Page 3 of your testimony 

dealing with the question of dimensioning and toleraacingo 

Am I correct in asstming that that general question was not 

the subject of the Parameter, Inc., study but was a question 

which was investigated exclusively by the Regulatory Staff? 

LUf. ]HADSEN: This was as the result of the Brill 

letter of March 14th. We took this as a Region I type of 

investigation rather than the Parameter.  

UR. ROISMAN: If you could direct yowr attention 

this is to the specification that we talked about yesterday.  

These are number 9321-01-12-3, which are a part of Exhibit I 

to the Brill deposition that has been received in evidence.  

I will give you a moment.  

M MADSEN: Just hold on, please.  

C IAfIUN JENSCH: Are you going to be reviewing 

documents? Xs this a convenient place to recess or- interrupt 

your examination? 

.MR, ROISMIN: Mr. Karman, are those memoranda here 

for me to look at now? 

D. KARMAN: Yes.  

A. ROISMPN: Yes, it will be fine.  

CHAIRNMU JENSCH: At this time let us recess to 

reconvene in this room at 11:15.  

BR ROISAUS : How long is that?
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Wt2 CHA IREIa JENSCH: Ten minutes. 11s that enough? 

RM. ROMSMN: Is it possible to take twenty? 

3 CHAIRMN ENSCH- At this time let us recess to 

reconvene in this room at 11:25.  

(A short recess is taken.) 

CEHIMMA JENSCHf: Please come to order. Are you 

7 ready to proceed with your cross-exard!uatiol? 

RMo VOIGT: MT. (Mairman, may I take a moment again 

9 with respect to the matter of the production of documents? 

10 CUAIRIMAN JENSCH: Yes, pleaseo 

BYL VOIGT: I have at this time copies of the July 

.0 job site minute meetings. I will hand a copy of those 

S to each member of the Board and to Ebro Roisman. "Ne have 

14 additional copies for the other parties.  

5 Secondly, I have the information which was requested 

O2 Mr. Slotterbacko These are copies of a handwritten sheet 

17 bearing date 5/18/72, in the lowe- right-hand corner. It is 

a drawing to actual scale of the bevel on the shoes, and M~r 

Slotterback's computation based on those measurements up at 

the top.  

Thirdly, U.'o Slotterback has located in his file a 

S copy of the computation sheet which was previously produced., 

23 originally translated with AM-, TWosten's letter. This copy 

24 has two additional calculations on it. I thought that in 

25 order to complete the record, we should supply M Roisman
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W t3 with these additional caiculations.  1 Again, 1 will give ,copies of that also to ihe Buard.  

CtAMRN JENSCH: Thank you very much.  

Please proceed.  

AMR. ROISA!UN: At the break, h t adsen, I was just 

getting ready to ask you some questions regarding the Staff's 

7 analysis of the dimensioning and tclerancing question. I had 

c atA-ed you to look at specification number 9321-01-.12-3.  

0 Do you have that now in front of you? 

0 )T%. WDSEI: Yes,, 

. ROISN: The item I'd like You to give me some 

assistance on refers to something that appears on Page 3 of 

3 that document.  

11: In the middle o f the page there is the following 

25 paragraph, and I quote: 

S"All f ield welding sha.ll conform to the latest 

7 revision of the American Welding Society code. Welders shall 

8 be qualified in accordance with the standard qualification 

19 procedure of the American Welding Society code." 

20 Do you see that reference? 

2', MR. MADSEN: Yes.  

22 bR. ROISUAN: In I. Brill's letter of March 14, 

23 1972, on Page 2, he says in the third paragraph on that page, 

S 24 the second sentence: 

25 "Dimensioning and tolerancing of the features of the
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2~t4 parts were not in accordance with nationally accepted 

engineering sltandards, e.g., the ASA standards." 

3 Xt was that charge that you were investigating, and 

A the conclusions of yours are contained here on Pge 3.  

5~ rMy question Is, as Z read the specification, it.  

6 appears that Mr. Brill vas required -that is PECOR was 

7 recruited to use the Aerican lkWfelding Society code, and that 

.8 that is disclosed in the specification.  

I guess X am trying to find out, is the ASA standard 

0 used for some things, and the American Welding Society used 

for something else, or was Mr. Drill confused and was that 

t2 the conclusion of your investigation with regard to this 

13 charge? 

14 1\IR. ADSET: I would like to have Mr. Tillou answer 

ts tlt .  

6 M. ROISMAN: Fine. 'Thank you.  

17 MR. TILLOU: N'd like to refer you, r. Roisnan, to 

18 Page 6 of that exhibit covering the specification. In the 

IS middle og the page it states: "Unless specifically exempted 

20 by the specification, all design and manufacture shall be In 

21 accordance with the applicable portions of the current editions 

2 of the codes and standards." 

23 Dr Brill read these yesterday. Our investigation 

24 reveaied that there is no requirement anywhere in the purchase 

25 order or this specification for any drawings to be made in
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accordance with any particular code or speciftcation.  

However, during our review oT 'these drawings and 

a comparison to the ASA d-afting room standards, which is what 

he referred to specifically, we find these drawings do indeed 

meet the ASA requireient2 with the one exception that because 

of the previous requirement i2 the spcification, they do 

include the American Wel ding Society's standard, syrbols and 

requirements for the welding to be done on this job.
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ME. RO!ISSAN: You mean that the drawings actually 

met both standards. both American Welding Society standards 

and ASA standards? 

MR, T!LLOU: The -met the ASA standards but 

included the American Welding Society requirements as 

pecified in the specif cation.  

XRi ROISI4LAN: Thank you for clarifying that.  

In this same testimony you indicate and use the 

statemien-tC: "'ahe velding information provided was adequate t6 

perform the required work,"v 

MR. M4ADSEN: W -ch testimony? 

ma. ROISMiAN: Still on page three, still in paragtap1 

ILt subparagraph B of the Staff's testimony: "The -oelding 

information provided was adequate to perform the required 

work.  

Did the term "adequate" mean that it conformed. to 

the standards or that even though it might not have conformed 

to the standards, it was still in your judgment okay? 

I-didn't understand that term.  

1R. TILLOU: The requirements for welding in 

accordance vith the American Welding Society requirements 

were indeed. called for. Their adequacy I can't vouch for.  

I did not make any inspection of whether or not this welding 

did meet that. But the requirements vere provided to Mr. Brill 

in detail for the conduct of all welding.
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MR. ROI. AN Tin other words, it was your judgrment 

that 14r. Brill had enough Information in order to be able 

3 to construct and fabricate the component properly? 

AliR. TILLOU: In accordance with the requirements 

, of the specificatioi S, ir.  

NR. ROI Si: That 1.2 in accordance with how they 

were to be constructed? 

AR. TILL0U°: Yes, .  

HE , OcSKAN: Then my conclusion is that there are 

also standards as to how the drawings are to be made? You 

are not saying that those st andards as to how drawings are to 

la be made were not thoroughly met? You are merely saying that 

the drawings were good enough in order to guarantee that 

b the work would be done in the manner in which it shoild be 

done; is that correct? 

I4R. TILLOU: Yes.  

101. ROI3,N: Thank you.  

Going back to you a secondp Kc. Madsen. In the 

course of the work of all of the modification work that was 

clone, there was some machining on the support shoes and there 

vas some grinding and modifications in the support ring.  

What standards were used for purposes of conducting 

f that work? In other 'words7 in these specifications that we 

I have 3ut been talking about, spec nudber 9321-01-12-3, there 

are references to a variety of codes tht are to be used,
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I types of steel that are to be used, procedures that are to be 

fol!mied, stress relieving operations that are required, and 

the like. These various parts had work done after they left 

the PECOR factor.  

dMy question to you isv to what extent did the 

Staff investigate to determine whether or not all of this 

7 modification vork met the standards of the specifications to 

the extent that the standards of specifications covered the 

%-mork done? 

, TiLLCU: During the Staff's investigation of 

11 this entire area,, we found that there -as available an 

t2 engineering preparVed repair procedure based on the evaluations 

3 Made by UE&C and their staff. There ias a detailed inspection 

made by representatives of UE&C, and I believe the licensee.  

1 V although m not certain of that representation.  

These verify that the work was done in accordance 

17 with the engineering. repair procedure, and they tere 

119 authorized to be shipped and instailed from the repairing 

19 agencyo 

20 MR., ROISM N: Did you examine the repair procedures 

2 and are you able to state of your own knowledge that those 

22- repair procedures conformed to acceptable procedures for 

purposes of c,-onducting these kind of repairs? 

24 MR. TILLOU: We did not evaluate them based on 

2 their adequacy, only upon the fact that they were an acceptable
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method of repair ,?hich would not create any further problem 

in the reprocessing of the material through heat treat.  

et cetera.  

FAIR RO!SIM.,N: in the judgment of members of the panel 

turning no.w to the support shoes particularly, are the 

support shoes as strengi.as they would have been if the 

modifications had been made to the generator rather than to 

the generator support shoes, and if the support shoes had 

merely been built according to their original design without 

any additional modifications made to them? 

M1R. TILLOU: You are asking me to express an 

opinion for which I have no basis.  

MR. ROISI4N: I i as asking whomever on the panel 

would be in a position to state that; if anyone, 

MR. DIDS4:. We did not evaluate the effect of 

machining upon the steam generator. We evaluated the 

modification and the adequacy of the modification.  

!iR. R OISMIN: Is the support shoe as strong after 

the modification as it would have been without the modification' 

MR. LOFY: Not having established the entire load 

path from the steam generator into the support structure, 

I can't say that the modifications limi.t the total load 

carrying capability. We only evaluated the actual modification 

involving removal of material.  

hat moiffication MR, ROILAN: And with respect to tha Ck..
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2 and that particular stress or stresses that you examined, 

Z is the shoe better able to withstand those stresses than 

it would have been -without the modification, less able to 

withstand those stresses than it would have been without the 

modification, or no. change? 

6 M.R LOFY': Can I answer that by making a comparison 

7 or using the shoe as an assembly? 

SIAo ROIS?4MN: Yes 

l. LOF.: H1aving been modified in the iassembly 

I of the weldmen plus the pin -- Having been modified. I 

cannot tell you vhether its load carrying capability is less 

or greater than it was.  

For example, the pin could be the limiting item in 

the system. We did not look at the pin itself.  

I -R. ROISIMAN: You mean that actually the pin might 

break before the supports into which the pin is placed would 

17 break? 

M . LOFY: I don't know if it might, but if it was 

9 the weak link in the system, then it still is after 

20 modification, and the modification would have no effect on 

21 the total load carrying capability.  

22 MR,, ROISMN: If we assume that the weak link in 

23 the support shoe as a unit as the ability of the portion of 

.24 that support shoe that you analyzed, namely the vertical 

P5 gussets, 1 think you called them, then does the modification
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weaken or strerigthen the shoes ability to withstand the 

maxi~mum possible stress" 

I1 LOFY: Again, I'd have tro modify my answer, 

I can say that the stresse are higher. However, a projected 

mode of failure might involve the pin pulling out entirely 

vertically where the shear area on one side is essentially the 

same as -it %as in the firs, place. So I guess unless you 

did a test, youA twould real y not know. I can only answer 

your question to the exten that the stresses are higher using 

thie avethod of anialysis tha. we did.
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Iffl ROISEMAN": Let's see if X understand that. Saying 

the stresses are h igher necans they are closer to ihe yield 

poin't of the Blater ialv is that correct? 

MR. ROYIMAN: You would consider that to be then au 

unfavorable direction --o mrove, no-- ne-essarily reaching an 

unfavorable point, but just talking about the direction in 

vhich it's going., That's the unfavorable drection, is that 

C 0r r c t? 

tR LOY: Yes, 

MREL IROYSSIMR: But to really know whether or not 

these shaoes a re stogror weaker yould actually have to run 

-tests that you did not run, real tests as opposed to cakcua 

tions~, to determine their strength ccnipared to what they 

ugeO -to be and as to what they are now, is that correct? 

YO, ROI5RMK:. Thz nk you.  

Ur. Tillou, in the design modifications that took 

place you had iadicated that "you had examined the procedures 

for replair, Did t11hose procedures include any stress relic:Ving 

to be done on the parts gollowing any of the machining of 

grinding that was done on them? 

MI TZL.YOU: They did not.  

M. R0IMN: Vlovi the machining and grinding result 

in stresses at the point where the machining and grinding took
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lfti 1 T!LLOU: 71Tere would be no reason 2or this.  

° OOISMN: I am sorry.  

4 R TILLOU: There would be no reason gar stresses 

S o± this magnitude to be created 1z these areas.  

* ALM. ROKS~INVN: Of which YAagnitude? 

7 M. TLOU: Of a magnitude suficient to require a 

stress-realieving of the areas.  

A M ROIS TN: 1 azin sorry. I just asked if there 

were stresses at all created.  

I! r.5o T.hLOU: Not to my knowledge.  

M ROISR.UN: Would you epzect that there would be 

stresses created by the machining and grinding? 
IM. TILLOU: Not by machining o 

IM fROISRIAN: Were you familiar with the particular 

wo zwx-k that via done on the reactor support ring, X think it's 

17 shown in the Appicant's tesiimony, figure 3? There'-s an A 

and a B.  

19 3M . KAE ,, : Is this the one? 
20 1Mo RO0SI&N: Yes, thank Youi 

Fl Now as .I unde.vstand that depicts Ur Voigt, could 

2 I we get the :'arge drawing tUt was up yesterday that showed 

23 the reactor support ring back up .on the blackboard? 

17 M.. VOICT: Surely.  

2 FI 11M. ROISM09N: I think it wil. be casier i-1f we have 
Ii,
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iO.B33 , the ring up there, then ie can talk about partivuLr parts 

of it.  

Thank you.  

E I, ° VOXGT: Mr. Cairan, 1 harve placed on the eas0: 

once again the large copy of ,ii t is Fgre I attached to the 

App-,.icant s testL'i-e.y concerning Mr. 3ri.12's allegations.  

7 w. A E Thank you.  

SROKSA: Now ther, . ,Uou1 looking at this 

large version of Figure 2'unior 1, and also koing, at Figvme 

Wxlmbe.2 3, does FAi0,e Wunfloer 3 p &vtrprt to show an elevation 

view oA that point on Figure Nuzter I vhiCoh is dLarked splice 

IM I TLLOU: Apparently yes.  

P L ROAIY"'N: ow is it your undo? standing that -the 

support ring required a mathining at that splice plate before 

$I the splice j.lates gould meetf,_!? 

MR2 ,. TXLLOU: That was mot y understar ing , R.b? 

AV$ liszIan o 

I ii' o2 ROIS M: Would ytun tell me what your under

20 standing, was.  

Ru . T I0M, M had understood that this drawixg 

22 -Inidicatd that this mach did indeed occw - X guess lid have 

R to correct myseIl and they did. eldeve this drawing forc tihe 

as .ssembly at the top :n order to provide the coete seating 

02 the joint. an the end, not as indicated therer i at
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ICIM~4 I that splice plate, the two halves of the ring rare separated 

2 and a relieving operation, was done by either machining or 

grinding at thec upper elevation, uppor surface of that, in.  

0 order to allow; them to get a compl~ete bearing Ror the spl.ice.  

~~~M :1R ONSMAI: B~y reliev~ing operation youz meoan they 

cut Some of it OMf 

7 TILAU: It could have been relieved locally 

by either grindintg or by unchiming.  

TEM ROMAI: Well, yox- don't hnow w.hich -was done? 

M.fl T~IUTLO: I do rkot 

AM ROISIMAR: Did the Staff analysisj, and this would 

S be to Zmn member of the Staff panel,, include an analysis of 

0the adequacy of the meetipg of the splice plates -;,d any 

14 work that was done in order to amtek them meet properly? 

S 51 AM. TILLOU: The inspection records indicate t1.here 

to was a coumplete bearing after rework of this area and that the 

V! mterial In this area wras approximately a quarter of aa inch 

le oversiz~ed in thickness and therefor this rework !coule be 

accomplished wfith no detrimental effect on the structural 

20 value of the splice.  

MR. ROISAT: This is something that you analyzed 

22since Mr. Brill's letter was received on Dtarch 14th of 72, 

23 or this had been analyzed some time ago? 

I ~ IM, TMOU: This was analyzed duriAng the investiga

25 tion of Mr. Brill's allegation.



ii ~iM. ROISMAN: Turning to Page 4 of the Staff 

testim~ony which purports to be a summary of the iinvestigation.  

3 of the Staff regarding '11r. Brill's allegations, I d~on't find 

04 anything in there that indicates tbat the Staff an analysis 

of the problem that we are tallking about now, that is the 

faiuY6of the splice plates to neet, and that you concluded 

7on that basis of that anlysis that the repair work was done 

properly and the splice'plates did in fact meet properly, 

Could you direct me to the portionx of the testimony 

pi which discloses the existence of that analysis having been done.  

M. TYU, 1fU: I think we awe perhaps confusing t e 

word analysis. The. word axalysis as uszed by myselfA indicated 

VA that we had conducted a selective review of the records 

t e documenting the deviations on the ring as received at the 

I; site., Also the evaluation of and recording of tkiee devia

-ti-ons by the '(W&C R~eceiving and 7nspection Staff, the 

17 decision and repair procedure and imstructions given to the 

16 repairing agency for correction of these various deviations, 

19 and the inspection of this materftal -after the repair procedure 

10 was accomplished.  

21 This was the Staff aal.ysis.  

22, D. ROISMAN: Did that analysis that you have just 

Idescribed idclude an analysis o-. the modifications shown on 

9 ~Figure 3 of the Applicant's testimiony? 

VAM. TILLOU: Th~is is docu-mented, 'yes. This is
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documented in the inrjection records of the repaired ring.  

fIm.R.0112),IAN: I aiw sorr~y, My quostion vias you had 

described to me a form of air!ysis that the Staff had do=') 

! was Just asking did that form of ana.lysls include analysis 

of this modification in Figure 3? 

Now you seem to be answering th6 question outside 

the confines oT it. I wish if you could you would answer 

it within the confines.  

M. TILLOU: I still think that you and I are 

using different connotatlions for the word analysis. By 

analysis do you mean a structural analysis similiar to that 

conducted by Tbo Lofy?
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MR. ROISTJAN: At the noment X JiAust mean thait 

dissertation "that ; ,ou gave, us a few morents ago of what the 

3 Staff review consisted of* with reagrd to the Brill allegati ons 

apv;. I am asking that the Staff review of the BTill al1egations 

a s you described It include the review oi this particular 

~ifc~tonthat's shw on Fignzre 3.  

, TL j 1-'OUE I did iadeed review th,- inspection 

$ records indic.ativn what repair that vas ,lone and that it was 

Salisfactoriiy accomplished to provide a bearing 

.I ROESMN. On you tell,n e when was Vhat work 

, 2done? Was it done by Mr, Brill i. his f hop or was it done 

12 after he ad shipped it? 

1 I17R TiLLOU: This was done by .a, repai-ring, a.gency 

S e ngaged by Un-td Engineers and Constructors after arrival 

1 on t se site.  

16 MR. ROSMAN: Were vu here yesterday when Yitz* Brili 

. indicated that prior to shipment from his plant of the reactor 

is support ring that some work was done to attendant to eorzoect 

@ what he described as the vhrping of te ring? 

20 MR. TILLOU: I was here.  

21 R. ROSIIMM:" Did your ana.ysis disclose what that 

2 work was ? 

23 M.o TILLOU: 1t did not. Pr,. Bri1l was able to 

24 provide no records of any rework that *as accomplished at 

their plant,
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15t ROSU-. n yoir wark in 1the revilew of reactors 

generally have you Roiund that thiese sowrXing pxoblems of the 

reactor support ring" th~at occurred ar'e typical, to ba 

ex-Pacted, or SQEwhat tyzwsual? 

~~~~,~~ 'IO':Ai ldeIts lk.yto provide somie 

wiarpage or distortlou during th excessive beat which is 

provie during stress xrelieving. The stress relieviag 

operation itselg d~oes iihzs The rzipid coolinag aftax excessivC.  

I'M', DROV&SAY': It~ s my undertanding that tbhe stress 

rellvingthat w'as done on th~e parts 1here In quest ion 

correct me if *' arn tyistaker on this- 'consisted, o:? raling 

the part in q! :-est ion to a. spec if ed teprature,, 1150 degrees 

~henei, or a specified period of tun~e, and then cooling 

it slowly whbile It r exi e d inl a closed oVen.  

NOVI tha t doesn't seem to comport with your 

description o2 q~uick coaling, which sounded almost like 

qt~nchin~g or throwing it into cold air Immediatenly.  

Are you saying that even t his slow coolintg Is th~e 

kind -that would cause thie warping? 

2,-R ROiDMAX: Is It your ta estanding that the slow 

cooling was in fact dcne on thie Su~pport ring? 

AR TILLOZ5- Since there -were no, furnace chaarts 

va iabv -to indicate the. pro Lieenr the Slope tism, no the



decay hieat time, I am unable to inalre that ju ent.  

M~ 0 ROISINAN: Bk~ rill1 had testified yestarday ta 

h~e met all of th- sp~cifications t-hat wore r.equiJrei forl pu 

poses of the =Ms.truction 01- the Support ring itself, that is 

the o terials and ~i~techniqLos that wore :,OO beue and, te 

heat treatment, so forth, and yet vhen he ffiuirhed it it wa 

ntpossible go it to remain vwit'hin theibleraiaces required, 

Did your iavestig,ation confirm that that was the czs 

that vere requied ZIo b.e -followe by the peiictos 

ISR.PO:1S 1 .1 : Did it indicate definitely thiat it did 

-n ot ezist or did it simply not L icate on the subject? 

I.M TIU5LOU: I don't quiiLe understand th~at quest lon.  

IM. 1101"SUAMi: 1 had askecd you i2 it confi.rrnd wh±at 

Mr Brill had Said and you said no,. your ivestigati~on had na

c onfirmed it. Then I asked you did it refute it or did it 

~ Isimply not 1-otch Mi.s all.egation one way or the other.  

M.R TLLOU: I thiink my first4+ ans= or has to stand.  

W ~e could find no evidence that this Item was not Mamugacturaable 9 

M RE OISMAN: B~ut thaat could have been either because 

you looked J.or it and thee wcas none or you din~ loo"K for It,.  

I ha-ts what I am trying to 91nd out.
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in other words, did yo'ar investigation now lead you 

to the concltsion that this item is ranufacturable In- the 

?TAnner in w hich t 'was :noedto be inanufactured arid still 

to naczt the toleorances when2.9 its PAUl 2Tishd? 

Mt. TML(CU: Yes, it ccald have.  

U&. flO:WTMW: That's wha~t I was trying to getA at.  

71hank you 

NGow, -in terms of the rea ctor support ztng modifiCation 

t tIs shown on :ignre Z do you know whether it as deopcted 

here and as n 2ct the: p rcblem e:isteC was that the ring did 

iot -,a t ait the bottom, or did meet at the top? Yurc other 

Words;, to you" Liowl,&e is that an. accuzrate reflection ot 

the precise difficulty wi;ith the splice plates? 

Z M4 TILLOU: I can only quote what was in hie 

records cove.ring this item.  

ISM.. ROXSRUAN: Yes. Ard what did they disclose? 

.F-0%,o TILLOU: They do indeed disclose the condition 

enis t e l 

,B. ROXSMi&N: Looking now at the drawing thatl's up 

hero on the board, it indchates that the ring, that the bottoam 

part o the ring was not Joined and- the, top part was, 

Di your drawings indicate did the top part meet 

evenly all the way along the tp o2 the splice plate oz! was 

there • also some war)i, away from the top edge as well? 

-MR. TLLOU: h.crce, is o evidence to indicate that
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K2Bt5 there is any mismatch on the top surface, Mr. Rolsman, 

3 2 MR. nOISLUTAT. W~as Ithore any tendency :20r the 

there was also testimiony regarding the fact that the ring vvas 

4 slig htly ov'al. Can YOU te"Ll es where did t4-he slight ovalness 

of the ring-.' hioru does t1hat show up in terns of th'e meeting 

09O the splice plates or did it 'not show up at all at~ the 

7 splice plates? 

W I . TILL(IU: X can't aniswer that quezt ion.  

M. ROISMITh: Can anybody on the panel answer tha t 

question? 

1M.MADS1EN: .1 think the; answer to the question is 

we are not aware ozactly where the ovality is. Vie know it 

0exists. Wie then looked at the repairs that vere performed 

M and the, final status of the ring -girder and m~ad4o. our 

1113 evaluation on that.  

G 0.1. ROISMMN: XYoking still at -the large drawing 

1~7 of Figure 1, Tft. Tilloux canl you tell me after the machining 

1AS was done or a grinding as the case may be.. and a portion on 

i9the splice plate was rem~oved,, did that leave- a su~pport rlaf, 

20 that was smaller in circumference than the ring was 

21 originally inten-dod to be? 

22 ~ ~ IM RSENT: I can only state that after thae 

21- installation of the vessol there was no variation in the 

324 support pads ,thich would have had any bearing 07% the. rings 

25 other than tho Change In the size of the ring, 1 am trying to
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say, did not reduce the varying surfaces for the nozzles and 

thereby increase the stresses on the rings.  

R. ROiSTMAT: But the ring my in fact have been., 

slightly different than the original? 

M. MADSEN: it may Indeed have been: slightly beiov 

the original conditionv- although this was not specificaily 

measured and evaluated by the Stafff
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M. ROISMAN: Can you explain to me, while we have 

this drawing here, to see if I understand correctly, how the 

aipport ring and the reactor join up? Correct me if I am wrong.  

At the point where the cooling pads are located, the nozzles 

of the reactor coe in contact with the support ring; is that 

correct? 

M, TllU: It is oversimplified, but yes.  

MR. ROISN4AN: If it is halfay clear and it is 

oversirplified, Oe are a long way in the right direction, 

Does anything else hold the reactor up other than 

the support pads against the nozzle? 

MR. MADSEN: The reactor vessel is supported by 

that ring and the support pads are part of it. There' are 

some shim plates that fit in above the support pads which you 

are looking at.  

ZR. ROISMAN: I woas going to get to the shim plates 

in just a second. Was that the reason for Mr. Tillou's 

statement about the oversimplification, because technically 

the nozzle rests on the shim pads and the shim pad rests 

-And the green grass? All right, I got it.  

M. MADSEN: I believe the answer is yes.  

Mo ROISMAN: Then is it correct to state that if 

there were a deficiency in this ring's ability to perform 

its functions the support pads or the rings which are 

supporting this support pad, that the effect would 
be that the
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reactor vessel itself could fall? In other words, this ring 

a is that critical to the vessel and its integrityv if you 

i 1. 1? 

M,. MADSEN: For instance, if you just all of a 

sudden took away -he ring girder, that is possible.  

'R. ROISMN: And if the ring girder were to go 

7 down just slightly on one side, collapse a little bit, you 

P_ I would be setting up a new set of stresses that are not 

inte~add to be, zherby tending to twist, or there would be 

a tendency to break off a nozzle on the reactor vessel; is 

that correct? 

H Y£ ,ADSEN: There would be a change in position, 

P0 yes.  

t 41 DIR, ROISMOT: Would that change in position set up 

I stresses 1in the point where the nozzle and the vessel meet? 

C I realize the nozzle is part of the vessel in the sense that 

71 it is all. one unit.  

iti l . DSEN: I would expect that additional stresses 

IE would be imparted.  

0 ., ROISI.SiN: Is it correct to say that the levelness 

2 of the ring is a very critical and important safety feature 

2 of the reactor2 and something which you as compliance would 

23 want to make sure that levelness was maintained and installed 

originally? 

I 11 ADSEX-h The levelness of the reactor vessel
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I itself is important, yes.  

2 M- ROISIAIN The ring's levelness is only important 

3 insofpr as you canrt correct its failure to be level in suc h 

a way that you can make the reactor vessel level; is that 

correct? 

cMR A SA'f: T1hat is correct. Now we are back to 

7 the shimso 

ROISMMM: The shim plates? 

MR. IADSEN: Yes.  

MR . RO.S14AN: Was this originally designed to have 

shim plates between the pads and vessel nozzle? 

ShR. MADSEN: My understanding is yes.  

, MR. R'0iSIMAN: Were those shim plates designed to 

serve the function of correcting the failure of the ring to 

whatever extent it did fail. to be level? 

* ~T.4 MADSEN: The shim is normally used as a fit 

T7 mechanism. The answer is yes.  

M. ROiSMAN: After this ring was shipped by 

Nr Brill -- I understand that he also had constructed shim 

0 plates that were a part of the whole contract for the support 

ring; is that correct? 

122 MI. MADSEN: That's my understanding.  

3 . ROISMAN: After they were shipped, was it 

24 determined that further shim plates ifiere required? 

25 3. TILLOU: r. Roisman, the shim suport structures
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under the nozzles are a part of the design of the vessel.  

9- These are a form of material which is special material which 

S is machined to ekact!y fit the shoes in the support position.  

These are part of the original design of the vessel. These 

S are tailored individually to fit in order to provide perfect 

c level and Dlumbness of the level, They are made this way 

7 in order to accommodate minor variations in the elevation 

S of the support pads as you see them located on there.  

MR. ROISIIAN: And that is only done after the 

support ring ie delivered and an initial attempt to fit the 

11 vessel and the ring together is made; is that correct? I 

J2 think this is in the Applicant's testimony they.ifnidicated 

9 that they used 

14M. TILLOU: I was going to suggest, this has been 

gone over rather thoroughly by the Applicant in their 

~ testimony.  

WL ROISiAN: I am trying to make sure we are all 

1 talking about the same set of shim plates. The only shim 

is plates involved here are the shim plates that were made that 

-0 is involved for purposes of these cooling pads.  

IM Were the ones that were made after the ring was., 

32 delivered fit up, installed, the reactor vessel was put down 

there2 the plastic suibstance was used to get a mold for 

purposes of getting the exact configuration of the shim 

plate, amd then somebody else constructed, fabricated those
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shim plates; they were brought in, put in and the reactor 

vessel was in place permanently; is thatt correct? 

NR. TILLOU: Right.

I
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b II VR RiDSMAtN: The reason that I was confused is 

5 that I thocught that 'Mr. Brill had constructed shim plates 

,~for this ring at the time he constructed the ring4 Your 

Utestimony is that at least the Shim plates regarding these 

COO!lIng Pads Vould only have been constructed after the vessel 

and the ring had been brought together; Is that correct? 

MR. " ILLOU: That's m~y understa-adIMg, yes, that' 

Scor:rect.  

141. ROISWtUL Tn h Applicant's testimony they 

inica~ted that beneath the ring there is a grout of some kiid 

by twhich the ring is attached to the concrete pad on wqhicha 

~ Iit Sits. Is that a correct overs imlif icat ion? 

MR. TILLU: Yes V&.1ismalnq 

kR,, ;jSITN:>Thy iica t ed that ir. order to get 

therin leeloneof he djutmets hatthey'made was to 

chane te dpthof he mout~o grut hatwas used.

Are you familiar with that part of their testimony? 

M{R. TILLGOJ: Yes, I am.  

M. ROXS1MN: Did the Staff do an analysis to 

Idetermine whether or not changing in the amount of grout in 

Sjany way affected the stability olf the ring or the contact 

between the ring and the concrete below it,, or the strength 

of the ring 'or Zanythling -like that? 

M{R. TIhLOU: Again, we hzwe a semantics problem.  

SbGrout is cement or concrete.
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VM. RO!SDAN: Ys.  

MR4. TLLOU: If ue reduce an area of concrete by 

2 a fraction of an inch, such as was done inthis case, it has 

no bearing" hatsoever, Concrete is concrete provided it is 

h properly made. Whether you have three inches 

M. ROISLAN: You have your finger on it there.  

17 1IRL TILLOU: Whether you. have three inches or to 

and a half inches: it has very little bearing on the 

installation of the vessel or the ring.  

M, !. ROISMAN: I don't know if you have ever done 

any bricklaying in your time, Mr. Tillouo As you know, when 

you start w-ith an already finished piece of concrete and 

you attempt to bind other concrete to it, it is a somrnwhat 

194 more complicated process than if you start originally and pour 

0 all of your concrete and all set at the same time. My 

1147 question to you is, in making this grout,. as I understand it, 

V we already had a concrete pad, and ve are now filling in the 

13 space between the bottom of the ring and the concrete pad 

29 with a grout, namely more concrete, -which was to bind with 

SO the exiti g concrete, and some oay or another was to be 

12 attached to the bottom of the support ring.  

I 22 There was an initial depth of that that was 

Irequired, and that depth was changed. rly question to you is, 

P how does the Staff know that the change in that depth of 

a grout does not have any effect on the stability of the ring
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or the bind between the ring and the support concrete below 

S it? 

]M, ', TILLOU:, We are not oreparzed to answer that.  

I am not a civil engineer by profession. That gets into the 

area of ciil and structural engineering.  

MR. ROISYJZ,: Mr. Tillou, if you wanted to say 

s omething else, you way. Was there someone on the Staff with 

that qualification who o-,uld have examined that quest.on? 

M HADSEN: Not in the specifics that you relate.  

IIR ROISMAN: So that in the course of doing the 

review of these charges that were made by Mr. Brill1 the 

S Staff has not independently investigated or specifically 

Efocused upon the grouting question as suwh; is that correct? 

M, MADSEN: Our review of the records on the 

installation, we did carry through, and part of that was the 

Fouting.  

Ik,. ROISMAN: You mean your review at the time Ii 
j of the installation or you mean this most recent review? 

g MADSEN: The most recent review.  

MRo ROISMAN: So you did find the records that 

showed that they did grout and that the grout thickne-s was 

changed in various places to accommodate the ring? 

MI. 1ADSEIN, gThat is correct, 

24 ROiS N: Did you go on to find out whether 

that grout thiclaness difference made any practical difference?
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I-JR MADSEN; Our review was not the depth.where I 

can answer yes, So I will have to say no, 

1i. ROISMAN: 1,r. Tillou, can you help me with 

one problem just with the drawing so I will be clear on 

exactly how the drawing is made? Can you tell me what those 

little holes are or what look like holes? 

MR. TILLOU: Relief holes for the installation of 

the nuts on the anchor bolts.  

la. ROISMAN: These were the holes that are referred 

to in the Par~imeter, Inc. study when they said there were 

certain notches that were made for anchor bolts? These 

represent those notches; is that correct? 

MR. TILLOU: I don't remember that quotation.  

MR. ROISMJN: It wasn't a quotation.  

MR. 14ADSEN: I think perhaps it is best that Mr. Lofy 

answer that question.  

MRo ROISMAN: Let me get the pertinent page.  

Mr. Lofy, looking at page nine of your study, could 

you identify for me if any of the modifications briefly 

described there are the ones that I indicated up here on 

Figure I which is these four little holes? We see them again 

over here.  

MR. LOFY: On page nine? 

MR. ROISMAN: Yes, Page nine of the study, not the

I
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attachment. .That is whatever you call the front part.  

M. LiF.Y: We have that described in a sketch in 

3 attachment .o, 

Ei. ROSIN: What is the page in attachment two? 

14R. LOFY: Page twenty.  

MR. ROIS.A N: Are the holes that are shown there 

7 roitghly these holes that I: am rio' pointing to .hich are 

s beneath each of the four cooling pads? 

M°R. LOFY: Yes.  

SIMR. ROiSMAN: Is this a solid piece beneath this 

S plate all the way down, or is this just a vertical. piece of 

12 sheet steel that goes up fro - the bottom plate and attach s 

to the top plate? 

. LOiY: It is a vertical plate of two-inch 

thickness ; I believe.  

MR. ROISMAN: Is the hole all the way throgh? 

n tl . LOFY: Yes.  

M. ROISAN: Do I understand that your analysis 

1 as made on the assump tion that the weight that is placed here 

20 on the cooling pad is being picked up by what 
is shown here 

21 as internal stiffeners? 
MR. LOFY: t is pieked up by both the internal 

2 stiffeners and the vertical plate.  

24
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* ~ ROISIMN: Was, this vertical plate weakened by 

a having thiose notches cut in it'? 

TM. LOY'2: Well, cutting those notches is not a.  

W ~modification. They were in the original design. The only 

modification was rounding out the corners of the notches.  

6 ~ ~ M. R0ISLMN: You are talking about these little 

Vwhich are not shota there but shovn on your F~igure 20, the 

little tiny holes. in the corners? 

IM. L0FY: Yes. These are accesa houles where vnrench 

Cl.ear'ance to got in and tight'.en up the nuts on the anchor 

bolts. 7They v'ere in -he des~ign al3. along.  

i2 M. PR0X$MAN: What was not in the design all alog 

Iwas the little notch hole up in the corner? 

24 M AT. LOPY: Yes, the haUf-inch diamxeter drilled out.  

carner.  

MUR ROXMMIN: Did that weaken in any way, the supporIC 

U L1M. LOTY: X~oit did not.  

M. R0ISL!AN: Mr. i1,1adsen, one point; I'd like to get 

clarified; if possible.. is that there seems to be ,on this 

zo quv-stiov. of the reactor support ring some difference between 

21 the analysis that has been done Toy Parameter and the analysis 

2_ to which the Applicant has directed Its attention.  

Parameter seems to be gocusing on some modifications 

PA that the Applicant didn't particu~larly focus on, and the 

Applicant seem -to be focusing on some modifications that
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P aametr didn't focus upon.° 

I wonder, can you tell me or can you explain what 

the situation is ' oz' instance, X dont see anything in the 

4 arameter study that deals with the. modification o: the 

Apicant as shown in Figure 3 of its 

Ma o L ,fAN: Ro. lin .oud appreciate if 

each of the so-called dlfferences you would be specific as 

. to ,hat you have in mind° 

o ROYSIAl3f: I vuzs referringg here to Figure 3 oA 

' the Applicantls testipmony. Et is the oae that Eir. Tillou and 

Z started talkino about on the splice plates.  

. D : That is correct, 

i3 Pardon me, I now have the item, Figure 3o 

q M. ROISMIN: YOu just said as to that being correct 

1Z the question was, was the reactor unsafe, and you said that 

is correct? 

BM. MPDSEnI: Did I do that? Can you read back. that 

t 1 an1swe r? 

MR MAWR : Tiat goes back to Al Smith.  

YMIo ROMIMN: My question is, hovr did the Staff 

make the determination that the more, iif you will, thorough 

22 or detailed kind of study which Paramater, Inc., re p esent 

23 did al have -to be done with regard -bthe splice plates? 

Let me refer you particularly to the statement in 

25 the .arater, Xncotdy which indicates on iage 5 of the

I
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Parapmeter, Irc., study in tibe -tro ductory praapht 

they dascxibe vibat is tigpae.They say: 

t17he Division .0-Z COMPliance Technical SUPPOrt Branch 

has. authorized the Pa amter, In to review modifications 

.mide in certain shop gabricated components rhich support the 

reactor pressmre vesel and stea genaerators at Indian Point 

Unit - 2, and to evalm-tille any possible effect of the 

modifications on the structuxal integrity or servicability 

of thos cor ,ponients. SpecifiR-cally, aluestions have been raised 

as to the condition of the reactor support ring and upper 

level steam generatc~r support shoes on which modificat ions 

wer mde su~bseq~uent to delivery -to -the site*." 

Then suggested a dolincation in- the. Parameter, Znc,.  

investigation. bnseed upon a period ci'tine rather than any 

particular safety judgpeat.  

I vonder iif you can explain to Die, is this modif ea 

tio of the Applicant dopicted on Figure 3,one that didn't 

fall within that tirae period, or why was it not included in 

thie detailed analysis? 

M. DOSU1: I :think~ ve will have Ma% Lo-fy answar 

that question.  

DO ROXESDUN: All rigLt.  

RM. LOPY: I'd ~like- 16o saty thatt we reviewed a grea-',, 

deal of information here at indian Paoint before deciding which 

areas Were modI.fications to tile original design and warranted
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t4 an independent analysis. One of the areas we looked at Was 

2 ithe splice plate.  
Reference D-13 describes some Information that we 

4 reviewed, and from it determined, number one, that the splice 

plates were machined to have adequate hearing area both on 

surfaces and under the bolts and nuts.  

Secondly, that the thickness did not violate the 

8 Ioriginal design.  

9 On that basis we did not consider the splice plate 

10 machining where it was done, a modification to the original 

11 design, and, we did no additional stress analysis. It was 

S reviewed.o 

13 rMR. ROISMIN: .et me see if I understand the term 

tmodificatono" Do you mean that any changes that were =ade 

in these components which merely brought them into line with 

16 their original design requirements as opposed to changing 

17 the original design requirements were not ones that you went 

Into further investigation upon; is that correct? 

19 IR. LOPY: That is correct. We were under the 

understanding that this machining was performed under the 

direction of PECOR. It was not by others. It was by PECG, 

22 to the best of my knowledge.  

23 

8 24 
25
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I t' M1R. ROIS M N,: Now, Dr. Ldsen, directing your 

attention to Pages 8 and 9 of the Applicant's testimony, they 

indicate there that in terms of the work that they did on the 

s4im plate with regard to the vessel, and I am quoting now 

from Pge 9, that, "blueing measurements indicate that surface 

contact between each reactor vessel foot and its associated 

shim was in excess of 67 per cent, thereby assuring uniform 

transmi.ssion of the load to the foundation." 

Do you see that on Page 9 at the very top? The.  

first full sentence at the top.  

Lo MADSEN: Yes.  

M. ROXSDN: Now did your analysis include a Zit-up 

of the splice plates indicating that an attempt was made to 

determine how much contact there was between the two pieces 

of splice plates? 

. ADSEN: Yes.  

MR. ROISMN: And what was the percentage of contact 

as ccipared to 57 per cent that was found between the shim 

plates and the vessel foot? 

M. MADSEN: When I said yes, we are going here again 

on the basis of records.  

IM. ROS IN: I urderstand. Yes, and what do those 

records disclose? 

M. MADSEN: I think in answer to this is that we did 

review this specific thIng. and I thi-; Ltz. Lofy can address
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Ml~t2 ou as t91o our findings.  

IM RQI14AN: Good, fine.  

3 Yes, that's right, contact between the splice plates.  

9 4 ~JM LOIY: I am not aware of a requirement for 

S blucing Similar to that gor the vessel shims, And the records 

showv that they were machined, I would expect machines surfaces 

7 to reet withia, and wvhen they are bolted up, to meet within 

such a toler~ance that you -couldn't put a feeler gauge in, and 

you h~ad metal-to-metal contact0 

I don't know if a percentrge of bearing surface w,! 

11 stabished. I am talking about the splice plate.  

rM.R.OYs1.1AN: Yes, that's right0  Did you see a nything 

n3 that indicated to you that any attempt was, made to verify that 

TIthere was a substantial amouht of metal-to-metal contact 

is between the splice plates? 

Aft MADSEN: Tast the infoituation in reference D.13 

19 7 of our report.  

MR. ROISUAN: That's the five-page report.  

IS Mr Chairman, I would assumtA that that would be part 

PRO of what the Applicant would be producIng in the way of documents 

21 If I am incorrect ft'x aybe ?ft,. Voigt, who is handling this, could 

22 tell me that he was not intending to produce that particular 

23 referece., Wts on Page 15 of the Parameter study and i' 

PD-23.  S It says "Five pages of correspondence and inspection
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MM2v data relating to richining Of ri.ng girder splice plates.  S M VOIC-01: M% Chairman, it's my understanding that 

:11 if jr Roisman want" s a document pcortaining to the Staff 

04 t~e stinony he will ask the Staff for it, at least in the firslt 

Nowanc if teeis sm.difficulty, if the Staff couanseil 

hiasn't been able to provide hir dith the no atnwde 

8glad to talk to him about it. 'But I: believe that ord~ry 

procedie dictates that when ho is c ross--examinin~g the- Staff 

B0 and-he is inquiring about the dcumonts t1hat the Staif witnesi. .3 

hazs referenced and relitad upon, that be direct hb requiest at 

least in the fiw'st instance to the Sta:E wtes or the Staft 

counsel.NSCR I think that is correct,. This is 

foundatioD evidence for the Staff.  

MR. ?' & LUM1N: We have no proble m With furrdshing 

Va. RO-Isran with copies of -these. WVe don~t have sufficient 

copies to distribute to everybody in the room.  

I AT ROISAi&: Po yrou have'thezi1 with you, all thel 

20references.? 

2R. 1 MM KA1: They/ were here and at the moment they 

22 nora are on, the Applicant~s table because they asked to look at 

"'IS them just befTore this, 

24 CMMIMITA JERISC1: 7This is the second instance now., 

25 Db% Voigt. Would you, hAving gotten to step numl'yr 1 now go
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IME?. VOlcaT: I uruld point out for the benefit of 

the record that the top Item on this reference which i5 the 

4 mesII oeents o tie so-called ovality of the rimg, is ;,lso 

S one of the items tb. t. T rosten previously furnished 0.  

Mr. Roisano, I havena t checkred the correspondence -that goes 

with It.  

CF.KAI/ IN JETSCL: It will be so noted.  

M..l ROMO: Let ime just clarify it.  

MR. ZRMZN: We would have no objection to the 

Ap Ic.ant making copies for you. 1e donIt have the f ai iea 

t,2 M, ROXISM01N: X understand. I wonder if it would be 

Ts possible for me to have access to those re erences at I'Unch and 

4 this evening when we break.  

DE KtMUVJA: Certainl~y

C CIERT& JESCH: You expect it to be available 

V sometime after the break this evening? 

S. m hope 

CfLuA nl JENSCH: To review it. Very well, proceed.  

2o M .R .I..: & . Lofy, just so' that we are clear 

on this, the items which you have identified in your analysis 

22 attachment number 2, those represent the items in ich the 

23 reactor support ring differs from the ring as originally 

designed, is that correct, to the.xst of your knowledge? And 

'they are suhmrized on 'ages 0 and 10 of the main body of
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your report.  

DW. L 0. T Yea., 

3 

72 

13 
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MR. ROISWMAN: M4r. Lofy,, in your analysis the 

po t o co t iePn a ta h e t n ule t~ ,;o ata n uber of 

are also indiz2ated. 'Nv on4 thesec figures, like the figures 

' that we discussed Tth regard to the support 1shoes, based 

upndt ta o :::t::z11':22 f:' rom::& rather than upon :-an 

9exactly In~o much Stress is being applied to 41the reactor 

S-.1PPOrt r-Ing, given the -weight 'O the renctor and how,% much 

.tress toould be applicd to it ini any kind of a transient

conditlon? 

IS.. LOFY: Can vbu be specific? Can you hb:ealk t 

DURI R0ISVA: Yes. For instanfce, looking up here 

at Figure 1, and assum~e for a moment the cooling pad that~s 

17 shomn on the right-hand s-ide that has the weords "cooling 

pad" alongsido of it-- piow. you are trying to determine ihether 

S or not the stresse tthat bears en Uzat cooli~ pad noth 

support ring tuider -It as given by the reactor through- the 

nozzle will be greater than wba the support pad- thie rings 

~2~can hold, anid youx analyses have iLncluded an attempt to make~ 

Sthat evaluation folio~ing the grinding -and so forilh that 

p4 as done vith regard to the support pad. That is cor~rect, is 

it neft?
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i' R ROISIN: Yau had to knco how rsnch the stress 

,9. -oas in a static con.dition for the -essel, I assume.. You also 

had to knomi hawc h the load was going to be under an 

appropriately conservative tnansi.nt condition; is that correct' 

DIR. LCOFI: We had the knco the maximum stress.  

M 511. LOFY: Maximum load I should say.  

. f~l .. OlSAN: Riht.  

04R L01 .: Right.  

R. ROISIAR: And to get the marxi load how do 

° [ you get that figue? 

IMIo LOY: We depended upon a reference that I 

. olotained during ou" initial meeting here at Indian Point* 

Mi MR OIStMN: By that' you mean TJEC gave you that 

information? 

17 MR. LOFY: - I am not sure whether it was a UE&C or a 

18 Westinghouse reference. Vd have to check here, 

'MR.. ROISHiAN: Can -we both get to the same page? 

,0 I am a, aid this portion of the Staff study is a part I have 

not been able to read as thoroqghly as the first part, just 

because of lack oi time. So if you can direct me to the page 

where the reference appears then we can both look at the 

S ireference to talk about it, 

2S I, LFfITY: The vertical load is shovin applied on
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I page twenty. I vill attempt io find the reference from which 

I that cou S.  

MR, ROISMiAN: Is that load represented by the 

4 figure P? 

MR. LOFY: Yes.  

MR. RO!S lAVN: If you are going to look at a drawing 

maybe you can give me the draxing number and maybe it will 

be one that i have also,.  

M. L0IY: it is reference B.7 on page thirteen.  

MR. RO'ISIW: I don't have that reference.  

.'I. VcIgtC,, is that among the things that you had 

on your desk that the Staff let you look at? 

MRo VOYGT: Mr, Roisman:7 the only item I had fLrom 

the Staff, based on my specific request to the counsel, was 

D.13.  

MR . ROISMAN: Oh. fine . Thank you.  

7 14M. VOIGT: The reason I asked for it was because 

I didn't know what it was. I havenIt asked for these 

drawings and i suggest that you ask the Staff cousel for them.  

PRO M. YAPAN: Where are we no-? 

M,. ROISI/AN: X am still trying to find out where 

22 I want Mr, Lofy to have in front of him Whatever he needs to 

2$ tell me how he Inovs that the proper P figure should be 

2 .4 1,329,000 lb., uhich I assume is pouinds.  

., LOFY: It's in this package.
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I MR, ROISMA1: You mean it came from a particular 

2 draxing that was provided to you by, Con Ed or one of its 

3 subcontractors? 

MR. LOFY: Yes° 

0., ROISM.N: You don't have to go and look for it 

r4rLght now. And that was not independently verified by you, 

7 is that correct? 

MR. LOFY: That is correct.  

IR,. ROISMAN: Nov was it your understanding that 

the figure th.at you 'were given represented the maximtm load 

under the hypo'thetically worst pois¢sihle kind of condition 

that could oc-cur, the break of the pipe or the earthquake or 

13 whatever it was that produced the highest load? 

e MR. LOFY: Yes., 

MR ROISMAN: Did you attempt to determine what was 

the criteria used for selecting what was the worst condition? 

T7 MR. LOF: We did not.  

Ie r51, RQ0hIM.M: Now about this sheet nzmber 20 here 

19 not p-sssible for me to read, no fault of yours, Would you 

2 just briefly tell me hew you translated the P of poauds into 

1 the bearing -eight, the ability of the pad and the support 

22 ring at that point to vithstand the weight that it was being 

2 subjected to? Vhtat is the figure that shows what its strength 

P.4 is and what is the figure that translates the pounds into a 

s psi figure?
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MR.. LOFY: Well., the load P is taken by the 

z structure and cross.-section in compression is that described 

3 in the equation for ccripressive stress, the last one on 

4 the page, and results in dividing load by, the area in a 

stress of 651.5 psi.  

6YiP RO1WAN: That's how much stress is applied at 

7 that point? 

~iMRo LOFM Th"l. is the campressive strength in a 

, j cross-section that we have assu-med here.  

1; ' 

jl 

20 

a i 

2 I
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SR ROISMAN: W-There do you show what is the strength, 

that is how urach stress this support shoe and ring can 

3 withstand at these points? 

4 1. LOFY: Hon, "much can it withstand? We do not 

3 calculate that.  

6 HR. RIo: .5Ai: Do you calculate ":!,hat is allowable? 

7 MiR. LOFY: ell, the allowable stress per AISD 

S ioulc be, for a normal structure 22,000 without any extra 

n.lownce for pipe that might break or any other abnormal 

I -.RU,.MAN: Does the pnint of the arrow P Ind-icate 

a point at whpich the entire 3,329,000 pounds is picked '.., 

a or iLa that amount of -iieight spread over this "U-shlaped or 

T4 what I assume is a shim on top of* the cooling plant? 

IM. LOFY: It's spread over the shim.  

1,6 !,a. ROISAN: So that IC is the knowledge that the 

17 shim meets not only the cooling pad but also that it meets 

the nozzle sui.rface firmly that viould he the basis upon which 

you would be able to conclude that the load had in fact been 

20, spread? 

21 I ' LOFY: Yes, sir, 

2 2FR.o ROISMIIAN: And. if it turned out that there was 

23 a little high point there in the shim so that that litle 

24 high point vas taking all the weight, the high point ,as only 

25 
one square inch, Twe'c come up vith an entirely different set
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of figures do~n here.  

MR. LOFY: We'd come up with different figures at 

1 the high point, but not in the gross section.  

M. ROIS.N : 1 unders tand.  

Y No ,' do these figures deminstrate that there is rio 

give in the support ring when tke stresses are increased as 

7 "the result of some transient condition taking place that 

affects the reactor? Riemember, we talked about the support, 
the generator supprt shoes and discovered that they actually 

1W Moved to some extent when stresses are applied. But as I 

A understand it this particular itezn is nerm aent that is the 

j cooling pad is welded to the ring and ring is e~lded together 

i az. it is tu n attached to the concrete belole. Now what 

1,4 happens? Is there enough strength in that cooling plate as 

v it's now -.nstalled in the plant so that there is n o give 

16 or do we have a oituation i-. ,hich there will be some give 

7 and for a period of tiune. no matter hot0 brief, the reactor 

vessel -ill be not level as the result of extra stresses on 

one side as comoared to the other? 

241 MR. LOFY: You are selecting a vertical direction 

21 °when you say give, 

L MRi.o ROISMAN: Yes.  

23 MR. LO: In the vertical direction Stress levels 

are quite law arfd any give on one side more than another 

I b S would be a uistter of~ riicroi dheso
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ROiSMAN: Within ,01? 

Yf&~ g0V~A: "-M sorry? 

Mo LO 3Y: No, not within ten,-thousandths of an inch 

t RO"SVA Now the other kinds of stresses that 

id lie iiposed on the cooling pad at this point are also 

the stresses that are discussed .in this telephone commuanication 

which you gave Mceoe rmth 5ay4h is that c'-orrect? 

Those are r.adil rces, rictoal load.  

-l tn Up until now -.we have been looking at the 

case 'of a vertical lo'am", 

MR.{ LOAf'Y: iight0  There is another Load 

is rad-ialo 

DR. R.ES'i.. N: Can you briefly just desccribe that? 

MR. LOWY: Yes, o"1r 

N , ROIMN: Is it depicted here on sheet nuniber, 

or could we use shec number 20 t;o see it, or is there a 

better sheet? 

?'t. L0f: I think rj e can go to sheet 13.  

~ RiO~ThAN: The R shown there sort of in the 

middle of the draving represents the radial force? 

M,-U. LOF.: Yes.  

'MR. ROIl N: If the radial f.rc were to n.-e,

the stre,ngt.h of the support ring, wvhat ould haopen? .uld

I
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the ring collapse on one side? I am unclear as to what the 

consequences are of that kind of a force.  

M. o 'll, first of all, the radial. force is 

due to friction° 

plt, 1 ROLISMN: Caused between the nozzle and the shim 

plate? 

7 MN. LOFY: That's correct.  

1 I 

B 

22 

23 

22 

24 
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MR. ROiSAN: Yes.  

!S. LOFV- As the vessel grows or contracts. If 

3 it were to be exceeded it would. increase the strength on the 

A r in g. We did not calculate any case other than the radial 

5 load that was specified in the same reference.  

.6 1CR ROISMAN: By the same reference you mean that 

7 sana drawing, C.2? There is a reference drawing there. Or 

a dio you ' mean this reference that you referred to before, 

9 B something, M.7? 

MR. ROIh1PN: Mr. Cnairman, I think at thi; time 

0oM wy staxdpint I just need chance to look at sorae of these 

M ocuments that are coming in, I do not feel that this 

M4 cross -examia~ot is as fruitful as it could be, and as L 

0 T hve indicated when ve initially asked for documents we were 

1 fearful that 'that might happen. If it would be possible for 

17 us to break for lunch I .ill look at as much of it as I can 

during the lunch hour and try to focus the cross-examination 

19 after !-uanch.  

20 CllAIMYIAN JENSCh: Let me inquire ho' much More 

2 cross-examination do you ernision that you have? 

I T.. ROISMAN: Well, that really depends on seeing 

23 the docuentso Some of them that I have seen dispelled 

,'4 questions that I had. Others raised some. I just canot make 

25 1an. accirate praliction of that.
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CHAIMRMN JENSCH: Do you have any crsexaination 

2 contemplaterl in reference to this safety valve header system 

3 odif 1ctionT? 

M RO'-T.SAN: That: 1 don't know7 because I have tnot 

7e-received a single shred of information on the subject. The 

Staff has a ,Aitnes r ,, il! testi-,y -ra-..iy but there is no 

written tesitmony. 1 g u ld anticipate that I will have so~ e 

8 quest:ons about it, but that's only a guess.  

A IeRnoW. JI heS i I wonder if we culd provide some 
time this -afternoon for the oral presertation in that regard, 

and you'd have the transcrip': ailable for revie, tonigJt.  

2 1 O ....... ? N Thfat would be fine, I wouldn't object 

TO 3 if at. were 2one right now, if the Staff woishes to have 

scrkar?.e prens,-a their testimony on that.  

5 R.° TROSTE0N: ]Mr. Chairman, we have an answer to a 

,,6 question that was posed by B riggs which we are prepared 

7 to offer in evidence.  

M CHAYIRWAN JENSCH: That relates to the safety valve 

19 header system. And that is all that you. inten&d to adduce 

20 in that regard? 

N,.o TROSTEN: We are prepared to respond to the 

22 questions the Board may have on this.  

ARAN: We have no direct evidence either, 

L qr. Chairmno We a.e prepared to responde as best vie can 

g tith the people -tie have here, to respond to this.
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LRP I 2VikA7 I am afrid 1 don t understand your 

letter to ime,.., KaNrman, which i don't have in front o2 wre, 

or . should say your response to our request for data 'hO.h 

said that you %.ere planning to present data,
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MR KAIURVA: M7. Roisman, we discussed this on the 

phone mybe a week -and a half? ten days ago- In which you 

requested permission to discuss with members of the StafX 

most knowlredgoable on the subjectI to find out exactly what th-a 

-problems wvere and possibly to enrich Vourself in this Matter.  

At that time X indicated! tht the man who would Ix,, most 

knowledgeable were about t~a lea a the afie an ta ~e 

would ' e baclk the fallowing week.  

You idicated that you were quite busy and you would 

get in touch With me andi possibly speak to them on the ph1one 

Ior try to make ather arzrangeonts 'to come and discuss it.  

am speaking Pr~.mArily of either 116T Wlccary or Mr* L~ange o 

cur office. ha ve &at heard froin you slace that tim~e.  

MR ROI!A!O: Vbviously there' was Some conf-USIOM ini 

our Phone callt because all I wasr waltiing Ror- was for you to 

g-ive me Mr. Lange's Phone nu~mber and the location in which 

17 he wras traveling so I could call him.  

I I KAMITY: I had Indicated he was going to be 

19 away for a few dIays. ~d oehn ol 

20CAMM11i JENCH.- 15i ssmoh you cudtake 

21 up at the noon hixvu. This could be the first item after lunch..  

22 We could have it established on the record and have it 

.3 available for considerationl tomo- r .ow. After the presentation 

of tedirect exyidence) or whatever the data are with 

25 1reference to the safety valve systeno we can return again to



the baalance of your examination on this report by the Staff.  

4 Is that ag -ecable to the parties? 

3Mg oTTE: ! ~os 

CIUAMN JENSCH: At this time let us recess to 

5 reconvene in this room at two o'clock.  

(The luncheon recess is takon.) 
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A TEF NO TN SES S ION 

2 CHA1*iAN JENSCHI: Please come to order. Just before 

the noon recess -te vere considering going ahead at the outset 

of this afternoonls session with reference to the data on 

the safety valve header system. I believe there was a 

question propounded by Mr. .ciggs in that regard. Can you 

I identify the portion of the .eeord? 

a Mn.. TROS.TN: Yes. lix, Chairman, we have prepared 

a response to the question ident.ried by !,r Brigg;o. It is 

10 4n the ",traoscript, page 4 .S83 ine 17 to 13. Transcript 

ae 4849, lines I to 3 and 15 to 12. We have prepared 

112 Ithe ans .,er wyhch mj, Cohen is passing out to the Board and 

1 the perties. ncv, and we -re prepared to offer this in evidence 

under the sponsorship of M!% Grob., 

We also have some addit1,nal back-up witnesses in 

case there are more deailed questions.  

SI CAIRM.N JENSCH: Mr. Grob, having been previously 

18 sworn, need not be sworn again.  

19 lez T,1OSTE: 'e. Grra, was the answer to Mr. Briggs 

question raised at the April 5th session which I shc.w to you 

21 noxw and beam the heading, "Question No. I1, transcript 484.6 

221 line .7, 18; trnscript 4849, 1-3, 16-20 ASLB 4/5/72, 

21 discussion of code requirements and heat treatment for 

modifications to secondary plant main steam safety valves -

Were they prepared under your- supervision and directhon?
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Fd-. TROSTEN: Do you desire to have this answer 

I included in the transcript as if read and received in evidence ' 

S in this proceeding? 

MR, GIROB: Yes.  

0;I 
,9I 

*N
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EqYRO Si.'N: u C rman, in response to the 

Doaord's request for in;rwatin we offer the twopage decrement 

: which I have just ientified in ev Ince in this p.roeedingo 

CHAIIMPT JETTSCH Is there any objection to having 

this stante physically incorporated within the traascript 

ao if read? 

!egpila tory Sta f: ? 

D. YU-IMAN- ITO -obje¢t£lxa, 

CIUMUl" ZITUC,": Stato of iFlTev York? 

m. B M 3'M. A]RTI,: No objection.  

| I CHAIRM7q 1i SCR: Hudson River Fishermen s 

12 Assoclation? 

B-~i kACM3)MTM No obetion.a 

CM 'IUMAM! JENSCH: Citizen s Comittee? 

L. .O ROISIVN: Zs this subject to cross-examination, 

i, 'Mr.. iCairmn? 

CHA UI.i" JMNSCH: Oh, indeed.  

92 R% OISIMC. No, no Objectiono 

,I CSJIMAN JMNISCIX: T %e s'atcment identified by witxIests 

20 Grob and to 'rihich Applic-ant's cowa sel has just re tared way 

b -e phy -ical.y inco: orateel in the transcript as if read.  

a. (o2nt (oDlowso a 

P5



.P~2LM.E TBO$STEN: Hir. Chairna~n,, I am sorry, I neglected 

to ask a question of 2r. Grob which I intended prior to the 

3 o f.{er.  

r Mr, Grob, is tieer-e any- correction in this proposed 

F, testimony as originally subt.itted to the Board? 

tit. M-S: YTs Wha; 1 have here now inclules a 

S chan-e in then to- sentence where the post weld heat 

C; treatwea ± is described as bein J in accordnnce with the code 

, but does not include the -precise ethoad of heat trea .ent, 

v hereas the initial one sent to the Board indioated induction.  

CLf lPMIN Je SC ,,1i :1,"- ,.hat is the change you prp;pose? 

- TROSTEN: The change we propose, VD. Chairnfan, 

t. I is'iat in the th..f4d line frorm the end, 1,1r. Chairma c the 

}' I I documnent thiat was oi.,gixia 11y Submi.Jtted to you . I cbn' t 1now 

1 jy tht hor you have it with you, '". chairman 

CWUWUAN JD"CH: No, I do not have that available 

isI at the yeorveut.  

,T .,OSTZ I: any event the change is that the 

20 phraze 4 Ltlttnlg lidtetion coil heating" reference -to 1331IJ 

. has been deleted The document that's just been given to you 

2 -' doesnt have those words.  

23 CIf lMN JJ!'SC.: Very well. Thank you.  

24 Does thSta" have some evidence in this iespect? 

25 ?&A. K -i2AN: No, we do not, Hr. Chairmaa. There was



Bt3 no question propound by the Board or any 01 the Staff 

2 witnesses with respect to this matter, and I might add that 

vith respect to this eat-ire reattorof the headers I would 

11. l ike to distr~.bute 14o the parties a copy of a letter whic.h 

was sent by tine Regulalto±-y Staff 1to. the Applicant on Dby 12, 

which indicatos that tho egulatory lotaff is awa):O of the fact 

Sthzat as a resul,4t of a diesig~n int'erview conduczt.ed by the 

0' -Applicant a change in saeyvledslla-"Ot-pp 

orlentation and additional relagrcem~en-4 In the nozzle area 

o f thre wa-In steam piping is~ pland.  

u To~e Regulatory Staff goes on to request, 

12 1 Please prxOwide ;LVo-. oum review the design aind installation 

oritera and a summary of~ streases and other pertinent 

I Yat'ors soat ho -ri a, Dbr. Chairinan, we have really nio 

direct testi.momy on this 'sibeCt.  

CHAM M A~AN JE,.,SCXH: Yn resposnse to your letter have 

17 you ha d a* design proposal? 

MR. VaM1AN: The ~letter was just sent oil Eiy 12.9 

dir0 CbaIran0 YWe have not to t'he best of m~y tnowledge had 

20 aay esqva.  

12S s that it? Ifts it been dono? aitbedsgn?*Ho 

24 along- --s It? Can you toll us oitngaluth? 

25 M MS1E:Yn ,.ocarepntota-
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I.M .~ GRB, It has beeon C4isaned, the work is cur ?ealtl 

3 n ~ 1yWr has, becen do&,-o the ezhaust e~bows fro-,,I the 

4 safeoty -,alves and weld metal Is preic-ently baizng deposited on 

tlae main stezri piPingp 

CMUEVLK JEHISCH!: When do you dxpect thios wor wil~.  

be dole? 

01(2. The ezat safthdule of this viork I would 

Thie work 4. schedule~d to be =oaple ted towards t he 

ILtteor part Oxjua, 

CHATRI1kNA JEThT3CH: 17011, here is a lette~r of may 12, 

1972, from? the Rutory Sta r questink- oportny U-1 

thne Staff to "reviey -the desirp artd InstailatoWi criteria, and C unimary of strwesses aplicable to thcL, mozanting i pressure 

is ]reier;Ing devices (safety valves and release valves) for t-he 

is. Over3;rescsure :2:otection OZ systems with ASE Class I and 2 

'7 COMP1.--ents for Indian Point 21, 
1. "Za paU.ticular' the design criteria and summary of 

19 stesses. used- to acobt for full discharge loadin~gs (ie 

20 thrust, tendiag, torsion) on valves and on conaected pip"Ing 

V in 'the event all vals for a systoya are required to dischar.ge 

t shuldbe described incl.uding the _p-z visions- ndo to 

23 accummodate th-oe loa4d.s:1 

6 "S tate~ all zlgnifUicant asumptions Used An t1,he 

25 analysis of tresowee A-Eo sazlety valve s-ic-ag.
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,5 Thi asw stresed to DU% Cahill, Have you Il.eted 

this latter, Pre. cah"Al? 

2 
'7 

H 
U9 
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I MCAIMHADI JE1SCH . If yc, design and inst0llation 

criteria bav. seen •formulated and written don ad recorded 

are you able to Xerox the thing and send6 it back to thLs 

41 . il, I CA&H!LL: .Lir, ' the letter asks for 'i,,fo imat~n 

C- on other valves besides the main steam safety valves, We 

Y -ire endravori.ng Lo respond in a prorapt f a shion, Ut veo 

E5 :,eady to Xerox the complete answer to that and setd it ofX 

this ins tant.  

C HA :..."- ,.,3CI-:=,. :, tell fie, have you forrmulated 

yoLn: design and instellatio!n crt"eria? 

.3 R OA,&ZLL: Yes, for the main steam safety va.lves, 

CMAI~RMAN ~JiNSCII: Have you com-puted or made a 

- -f the stresses applicable ist mounting the pressure 

release valves? 

~~CAMRILLt: Yes.  

CL.LUAN JENS2H: Those could be Xeroxed and sent: 
taf, s that correct? 

I Cy back -to the Staff', is htcret 
0 !'R. .CARILL: Yes.  

21 C1RNDUMN JENSCH. If the Staff should suggest some 

22 changes in what you are doing axe you in a position in the 

course of your construction to adjust to it and retrofit or 

2 
LackfLt.  

5 I-,; CAHILL: Sir, that wo~uld of course depend upon
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the nature of the changes. We are correcting a deviation 

. from the plant design criteria as given in the FSARo We are 

bringing the safety valve installation into conformance with 

the design as we have described it to the Staff, and do not 

anticipatev therefore, that there would be changes, and we 

are moving ahead to accorplish this because of the urgent need 

7 to keep woviig and if of curse a change vas required and 

forced on us, the risk would be -.- That would be at our risk.  

CHAiRUMAN JENSCH: Just so ,e may understand some 
other matters, too, on which you are speaking, Mr0 Cahill, 

I wonder what other items do you have coming on for this 
I!flatter part of June" so that everything will be directed to 

criticality. Can you tell us what other systems a d 

components are under review or redesign or further construction 

or completion of original construuction? 

SMt CAHILL: Well, cn the subject of this letter, 

17 there is a review of the safety and release valves in the 

ASME Class 1 and 2 categories. In addition to that we have 

19 several atter's viich do not appear to us at thi--ime tbe ..  

contro" ling on the start-up schedv.le, The controlling item, 

we believe, is this safety valve modification, which is a 

significant amount of work. There are tventy valves on large 

R3 piping and this is the controlling item, We have some 

.corrections to be made in a boiler feed pump, in a main 

25 coolan.t pump motor. We have a control rod malfunction which
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5has been picked up -and~er the precritical flm.'test control 

rod exrercisinfg, That has to be corrected.. There is st-ill 

some worlk which is not controlling on pipe restraints and 

hangers, There is still som~e insulation work. There is an 

5 electric heating tracing circuit that has to he completed as 

6 part of the final repyair, and w ell, that's all I can think of 

7 right nai,. I hink that is essentially it.  

19 ~ CHAM~AN JENEX.-H: Does this control rod malfimetion 

9 reuir. Aretesting' of th~e other control. rods? 

10 ~ ~ 1M AHILL: Yes, it will.  

12 ~CHAIRM4AN JENSC'i And is ..this somethimg that yaa 

SIare working wi'*th the Compliance Section on? 

~1R CAHILL: W-Je are.  

CHAIRMAN JMSCHI: Have they made any suggestion as 

to the tests to be undertaken with reierence to yciar other 

control rods other than the one that 's in malfui.-tcn? 

MR ]CAMThL: I'm riot sure, sir. I know that they 

are informed of the iwtter and folloving it and 

CHA2lUAVO JESCHi: What is the malfunction? 

MR~. CAHI.LL: We are still imvestigating, but the 

21 salfuncticn weas on testing. During the precritical t est a 

contral rod st wck. Ira fact three, I think three control rods 

23 stuck. B~ut one of them jammed and on investigation We found 

P.1 that the I f you are familiar with the configurat ion, the 

gIcontrol rod cluster arrangements of several rods that go 1unside
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the fuel elements,, held together in a structure called a! 

spider, Tehich is then attached to the drive shaft, and on e 

of the pro.jections of that spider bzoke apparently becaue it 

was jammed by a piece of metal, which %-7e are determining just 

what that was.
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ckAIMAw JjErN.,:. You don It knows, the source of this 

piece of 'Metal? 

N& CAI.: I" t .- ks lIke a machine chip, 

CHAIR,4M JENSCH: Are yo, going to have to replece 

that control rod? 

M* AHILL:Tt control rod xil have to be 

replaced, yes, 

Ct U1Lt1 N JENSCHt And. the main coolant pump motor 

v,l,.l have to be replaced or repaired or cali.brated? 

,., -ILL: I believe that's tepaired. The motor 

was removed to raplace a seal on the pump, So it is not a motor 

C1 ,I.hMAN JENS(:U: And the boiler fuiel pump? 

TM. U-It ."LU: "The boiie%- iae0 pump also has a seal 

modification to be made, 

c1MO J-U,: And you. have some vibration problems 

on the pipes, .th yois }hrobie? 

MR, CAHILL: I t-. not vibrations, sir. hese pipes 

a'cIe supporte4 in"a much rdte complex nay than conventional 

plant pipes are, in that they are restrained against seismic 

motion. This requirement for seismic restrainrt was iosed 

rather late in the phcn design. So it is one of the last 

items, It is very ,arly complete no., But we have been 

woorkinr on this fot 0a. long time.  

CH AMNAN .G H. : You say you have some insui.eion
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J i ork to be doneD too, in conneection with the fire aftermath; 

is that correct?

3 C@)LL: yes, We had to remove =- Some 

4 i nsulation vas damaged by the water. We had to remove it 

. and clean itt There is some very small amount of work to be 

65 done in that area, 

I . I&Aa JE S,.: If there are any other i4e.p 

will you sen-d us a letter about what the aeddtiona. items are 

e C ,.,,.., We cer ta,-ny i,411 let you kInos- of those 

SI items and any others." 

CMHIKAN JENSOC: These valves, for the Oafety valves 
eo y u ha e a l Va vespreerty on site and so f~orth? 

DEL. NCHLL: Yes, 

Q v MITi JNSCH: In fact 

~{RQC.41: hos vaves were installeo 

CT A. yd just changed the eiki ut 
C~c oR-N 3E'.: A... v, 

structure; O.s that Correct? 

. . . - A11.,: We have chaniged the exhaust struetre? 

.. ... 1 ... . . Yes, you have.  

1i N",, CAHILL: The angle at which they discharge, that 

2 has been a.ccomplished. in addition, we are reinforcing the 

1. -,area whe-re the inlet of the safety val-ve jons" the z;an" 

SteamH.  
CHiAIRMAN JENSCH. How are you el-ing that?
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MR. 0AHIIL: By building up a 0ield deposit etal 

,t the intersection of the safety valve inlet nozzle and 

the main steam line.  

c¢mIPmm.N JEmSc: And you are stress re eving that 

process? 

MR. CAHILL:. Ye S.  

IN RA ~C1 Peap., ' o~tuse the te~m 

properly. You are post4heating the area, so it is gradually 

coo .ng; is that correct? 

IR. CARIL: I believe se, - t I think .Mr. Grob has 

mere deltailed informiation".  

NRM ,C;ROB.: Wei yes. e_ the welding work is 

complete there is a past-heat treatment .here you soak the 

weldmPnt-for twyo hour, In this case at a temperature of 

1100 degrees minkU,.n 1,n order to relieve " stresses which may 

exi.r due to the weld depositing heat.  

CMAMAMN JENS . And thtat process is going on for 

each of the valves? 

MR. G&: It -llI go on for each of the valves. aftert 

the weld deposit reinforcement is complete, 

CHAIRAN JENSGC: How many valves have you corrected 

in that manner out of the twenty? 

MT.. GROB: W'e have only startei on this. I wuld 

hae to verify that. All val.ves are in process. They are 

about fifty percent of the xway al.ong

2 3 

12
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CHAIRMAN jENSCEI: No e of them is complete; is 

that correct? 

3 i R GROB: Nore of them are complete,, 

4 CHA3TRN! JENSCH: Perhaps we can see that phase of 

5 iL, toog when we view the site, All twenty valves? 

45J.P, iGROB: Yes.  

D1 O IPW.IGS: Are you uoing reduaction heatig or some 

8 other me-thod? 

MR. GROBi The recosmended process is resistant 

heating. That is surface heating using electricity resistance 

heating.  

CHA1IiW. 1 JENSCH: Thank you, 10% Grob. If eaylody 

has a-y questions, you may. Let me ask the StaffL D, you 
.I have some'body here who'is iafnil.ar with this ty ork and 

ha;e you observed it? WhRat is going on? Can you give us 

some information in that regard, M . Madsen? Are yo= the 

1-7 expert? 

MR. KAMAN; 113 Kedsen "is in the Compliance Division 

* CHAIROM JENSCH: It is the same definition, 

R KARYMM-I: i w anted to eistingul.sh this question 

tof possibly what Mr, Madsen has seen as distinguished from 

the requeGt of the Regulatozy Staff for this, Mr . Madsen 

is not in a position to say whether he approves it or not.  

I CYAIRAMM JEISCI: I understand that. Have you 

been down there and have yoa, seen what they are doingi I
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Ithink we aked you once before zaout a time schedule.. It 

2 I worked ou~t pretty, well orgyour last estimate, Would you give 

3 us. an estimate as to how long this will take? 

MR M4ADSEN: lth answer t* your question, Mt 

I really do'n't knaw. I have not looked~ at the statias in -the 

last iweek. It gives rie a little bit of difficulty to say 

7 where they are today.  

GAIRUMIN JENSCT. Give us what youl saw last week.  

Has there been much chaj~? 

1. MR. &-IDSEN: 1 have n~o rea.son to say tha.t it cannot 

be accomlished befor<e the end of Jwi.me 

12 CHA:IAM1 JENSCH: Le t we ask it with a little m~ore 

positAive thinki dng., Are you con-vinced it can be accomplished 

14at the rate oe. -oork that they are irdertahing down there ii 

M ;.induction heating tnd resistance heating involved? 

16 DM. MADS~EN: I would say it is laossible to do this 

I' n that length of timie0 

C1MXA1,JAN XENSCH: Is it possible or is it probable? 

19 NEK. MADSEN: G osh* I have no contxol oil how many 

Rd people they ptit (w -the job, sir., :w uderstand that as of 

21J today, at least, they are 1 vorking twen&ty -foiw hours a Aay Oti 

22 this part-Icular work. This is in the mnisi steam sa Tety 

23 valve modification.  

IIOn the basis of th-7s3 if they put maen on~ all t'- ;Pnty 

25 v alves ar d proceed that way, I don~t see any reason -why they 

1can't coa,,pk te the work tha1Mt I -m aware they are going to do,

3437
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CAM.MIMMI JE1SCH-, What about this control rod, bor; 

2 long is that going to t kPe? Dco they have the parts? Do they 

hve the metal chip oit of there yet? 

M. AMUISI: J cannot anzwer the •ec'tlon U they 

U have parts. I would imagitne in Westinghouse they have a 

spare rod some Place. The xptter Caine uop %,Te 29th is when 

7 became aware, the 29th of April, of the rod problem. Since 

then they Itave rernoved the head and are prTeseitly Investig'tin.g; 

the .roblem.  

'l: j OEMAUTJ J.SCH: As I understand 2o. Cahill, three 

control rods are stuck but only one of wvh:ch seems to be 

2 T a: ec.tod ny that WhIp of metal. Is that your understanding of 

t;h .situation? 

KR,, ,ADSI : There is on.y one that I am aware of 

that they are having a problem with .ith respect to a chip of 

irnstal. There aro two others where they had some difficulty 

IT7 dur,.%ng the rod drop testing, Te exact nature of the 

problom z am not avare of.  

I C~~XAM.MW JENSCH: ihave you had an opportunity to 

"'m inspect the faclity Since yo, ;bocaie aware. Of the so* uation 

21 on April 29, 1972? 

22 MR. MMESET.: I have no. The head was on the last 

23 time I vas here for inspection, 1W. Chai .  

,24 CERLMSI'. JNCII: Iby question wasn't quite that.  

You haven't had , chance to go down, SInce the head is oT:"', and
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take a look at the control ro.d?,.  

. :riDSEN: I h- rt seen ," 

CXTiAl JENSC. Are you. planning to do it? 

,.,M, TT .AL, JE:SCI-': 3. i; g ~in;. to be yow thought 

-th;a't they have to eamine all the other control rods, too? 

ill, yAADSB24: Thmaio. Y, control rods? 

,.. ..... . df on t th I .f can answer that quest:on 

yes Xo the simp le Is,-n . must see the natmre of the problem 

Vgo re Z can even -ommuate my om opinia.o 

CM11."MI JES WIah' t W i is that you have seen, if 

anything, that hmve you seei ay- reports on the control 

rod being stewk situation ? 

AM . MDSEN: I have only -had telephene " 

since the time of the problem. X was here darAi%- the rod 

drop testing and the hot flow, no flow There was a Probl ...  

with one of the rods which happens -to be the one that also 

has the metal chip associated.  

CHAIRIMN JENSCIT: I believe that's all the question.  

we have,, 

WoWad nybody 2 rike to ±nterrogtate with reerence,to 

this mater oz shall we let it stand and go ahead with the 

analysis that have been made? 

Dr. CEYE?. , HIow does the fact tha/t they have to
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have the head off and worix on this problem of the control rod 

. sticking delay their -,, vhat effect does it have on the 

a tet6tiug prog-rm? Will it delay it? 

BR MAL !8EN: lieedless to say, after they get trotgh 

making the necessary cangas- with tbehead oft , the head will 

lmve "to go back on and all the rods w14 have t, be checked 

7 out again before they go Into operation.  

DR. GUYER: But theere are Other testing operations 

goiqg on; is that correct? 

kI,. MADSEN: MOst of the testing has been complete.  

.ero are a ew tests tha t have v,.ot beon coampeted, and they* 

ar a lw tesits wialch I1 h.-vve irat vorilicd. flero ag~ain, between 

now and the en~d oiX Juno X ,h17,a no reason to think that that 

cannot be accom.ished.  

DR. GEYER: 'Ekving the bead off and working on t hi s 

, problem won 9 t interfevr with the completion of the other tests,; 

-7 is that correct?a 

RR, MADSEN, Righ t olffhand I m-nW t think al a ts 

• that ,nterferas with it, except the te.t of the rods itsalfo 

2 0 DR. GUIME: Thank ypou.  

SMAUDSEN: There may be one but I can't think of 

it rigbt nowo 

23 CACAIMMAN 7.NSCH: What -1..s the aish of the parties 

24 with refevence to cross-earina'tion on ti.s subject? 

HR. RISP&IN: ,'. Chairiman, before we do cross-
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02,Wt4 j ea~.~n~ination, Io ahiUis testimony has gocused on a problem.  

: that we raised before here. I thought we. had some resolution.  

Apparently we haven tt. I Will. ask the Board if we can get it : 

S again.  

S As X understand It, once a reactor begins an, A C 

•approved testing progrA,, any abnormal occurxrnce such as a 

II stu;ac~z control rod, becxcwaos t1he s'ubject of a wiritten com;munica

4 tion between the Applicant and the Compliance Division or 
Regulatdry Staff, and actually gets - . think they call it 

11 dn. AO* number 0  Certain of these AO numbers represent reports

. on a..)boraal occrr..ences, and they can become the subject of 

tnvest igatidn asz required', 0 1 "There has been no co;munication which we have 

1 received, although It is our underst'ndiag that we are t0 

receive copies of comnice.tions between the Applicant and the 

O Atomic Energy CoThmisskon dealing with this reactor. Tis 

p17 problem has already once caused ui- to go through th1 epensO 

Is of flling a request to require the Applicant and the Staff 

1 %1 t submit data on several items vlich woe filed on the 10th 

21,0 of April, and finally, when we got a response from the ApjlAcan'4 

2 1 to that, hich we received on the 20-h of April for the fiz'vt 

2 time, they attached a letter dated February 2 ,, -that Iri 0 

C chill had sent to Mr; DeoUng de'aling with one of the =m,.tt-ers, 

a and a letter dated February 25, 1972, that Mr Cahill had sent 

to a,. D~eYourg dealing, with ano.ther e of the matters0 o



Ii t is not our understanding that it is e:. ected -for 

2 us by h~appenstance to discover that control rods got stuck 

• 1 due to a metal chip which was not to have been t °here at all, 

gettinr, into the control rod and jamning it, but rather in the 

normal course of -things, we are to receive these cumunic tions 

e Ataveo had this probien tn anoher hearing in which the 

7 Chairman was the Chairman, and at that time the Chairmn 

directed the Staff and the Applicant to provide the lutorv-.'*nors 

Swit this correspondence between Ap.icant ad taff a, s it is

served on the two of them, 

I 2p wl d request that the Chair -rect that t ha t be 

2 dome again now in tAis pzoceedng, and in a1ddition, that the 

eomnunications which ha e- already -aken place which e have 

.. no't received be ser.t to us so that we cav. find :ut what is 

going on.  

I Xt should not be stvrprising to 'die Applicant that 

T'we ar e very much concerned about a control rod sticking due 

to the existence of foreign matter in the reactor vessel. We 

are delighted that they discovered the problem. We are troubled 

a as to why it wuas therve in the fi-rst place why there %az metal 

21 lLpplng there in the :Crst place Ii 
0 That is the irst thing that we would like, to make 

23 sure 'that we are kept up to date on what %s going on eOCept: of 3 having it all sprung on us at the last minute only when the 

..i .ard; in its wisdom, asked Mr.Gahill to describe items of
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delay and he, and then he for the first time revealed to the 

public 0e existence of this pro~bem.  

Insofr as cross-examiuation is coicerndw have a 

rather large amaun't cg ross -oamination tht ®e would 1i1h.  

to conduct on the safety v.ve questlOno

40Q2wt3
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CU RUA1WN JENSC*: Has this subject come up before 

2 . in this proceeding? It escapes me. I know we did consider 

5 j it in another proceeding when the Staff recognized the 

oversighto They are not supplying documents of this.kind.  

I wonder, was this Considered in this proceeding? 

TROSTEV: No it has not, Mr. Chairman, 

7! Cfl=1AN JENSCH: 'Ih.at is the view of the Staff on 

j this situation? 

2.1. KARTN: Speaking on behalf of the Staff, 

O !Hr. Chairmanip to My knCM ledge 1 ' have riot seen ; any such 

it docuinent with respect to the control valve problem ard control 

rod. I'd like the Chairman and the. other members of the 

Board and party to knou that correspondence between the 

Applicant and the Regulatory staff vahich came to my lakiovldge 

has been distribu:ed as soon as I ge t vy hands on it.  

1M .. ROISqix:. I lave had no problem with the Staff 

T.7 although i think it is an unnecessary delay for that 

la _-ftc. DeYoung sends to H Cahil to have to go to Mr. Karman 

b oefore it gets to me.. Dtr.- DeYoung is perfectly capable of 
av, [ VAMPYN:, I brought it with me because I did 

all not receive a. copy of this xntil Monday0. I thotht it would 

22 be faster to bring it than sail it.  

8 MR. ROISMAN: ' have no complaint with Mr. i arman 

I i wuight ask Mr. Madsen if' Compliance has received a report 

25 on the abnormal occux.':en.ce of the ttuck rod?



4'VA M ADSEM: No., but Can Ed is comamitted to Issuance 

0 Of the report on this Subfect 

CHAIRWN JENSCH. whrn ? 

DM, M~ ADSEN: -Nee dless -to sa. they can t give the 

naltvlre of the problem until. they finet unt Vhat it is.  

if ~ ~ CAJAN J1ENSCH: That couldn't prevent them 

r wigthe inciden-tcud*? 

~ ~S~: Te epotig f the in cident an vP-hat 

CA)MYbMMNLSCH: Do you nf-t 'have a reejuirewment for 

S]a report of a~n abn'orm~al situation wArsing in the cotrnse of 

17 testing or operatiag? 

1 IS I.M. TROSTUTT: Mx Chairman, to tChe best of my 

DR. 'L1ROSTEN: 7. doi:Ot beieve all instances in 

20testiLng programs are rep ortedi, !,,k Chairman. I would'harve to~ 

2 . go back and consult: the techxiica3 specifications for the 

27 eirct language'of it~ 

23111. ROlSMW: aWybe DW. ldsn can te)o us v how he 3, f mind ou-t abovut -Lt. Wa~s -it just this -mar n-ing or this 

215 atrnoon when 14r,, CadUi.. just told us?
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IM, MADSEN: :Trnud out what ? 

Si ' ~ROISMAN: The control. rod 

At j .Eji: I Tas h-, ere on site during the testing 

program witnessi g it VIhen the problem came aboutO 

,UK . .. : You actually saw it when it ocurred 

rather than gett.ing a comunicat:Lon from -

SI W.4 MOADSEN: That is correct.  

F R. TROSTEN There is, of course, a six-month 

ID reporting requirement that covers natters generally of this ] solt.N, . Clirman. i didn't mean to imply tihI that isn't 

CIAIRV. JNSCH: Does Con Edison plan to submit 

a rritten reort about tbis incident either before it is 

14 :ully analyzed 01 after it is fully analyzed, separate and 

di.stinct from the six-maonth reporting requirement? 

1 %.R ThRSTEN: We bave been asked to submit such a 

'D7 report R Chairman, ard -e iatend to submit it.  

CIT2AIRM M ,,,F : Do you have an obJection to 

making it available to the iMt:ervenorG? 

P91 M.R. TROSTEN: NoY we do not;;.  

SCAIUMI JENSCA. U1iI. yf-A-f do that? 

I MR. T1ROSTIMA: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN jENSCH: Very well.  

MR RO &OMAN: M.r. Chairman, o1dwe get .hea 

25 d-IrVected to give us a copy of all the ncptions that they
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make to the Staf'b. and the Compliance Tiviionp 

2 O±CAi~I4A~JfNE' Fr~om nIow *n? 

.ROLSA1h. Yes. K make An attempt, o • 

that . aw aare that :much of ".,+- information 1r. Trosten never 

thought was a!;:y oobigation to provide, I -,lii go thrm,,gh the 

.Pblic Document Room, and -if 11 find Dthers, I will note those 
and , se" g-' .. . p° y, ~ j:. t he '7 i d% 

and sd a letver t. h App,, a cotpy he 

re que sting that ve receitve copies, of those ,otherc decume.ts 

.... ,. JFSCH: Do you h1a've any objection o, that 

. s':.. : TRS+ I Che's.ran, i+., the Board dir c s.  

.U,11 furnish M11 RoioMn -,ith CpA. o .. all 

] er..e i.s nothIng in h AEC s regulatLons treat requi:ces us.  

to da this or rcuqi.ires the Staff to furn..sh Nz'. Roisman copies 

of this.. If the Board believes thiat ,le shou441d do ti 

then certainly- ve i., comply vith the Boa-rds request.  

CX I-iAIhX. JEXI :C I don.'t think it s.hould be on that 

1!basis" I think we have a diff.icult" in many of these 

49 pyoceedings be.ring in mind that the S taff is a party to the 

proc.eding. As a party, nd especiai.ly a representa.tic 

party from a fedefral 0agency, they do receive many 4ocuients..".  

in the course and p ormance of . eir dluties, somte of och 

,23 may be directly related to Proceedings then pendig. ! think 

4 rLly i- is an aid of ep iting the proceeding. It &ems 

25 adviSable forl aZ pp.ic.nt to make general ' st..... o""
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those doc.fments which ulil "e placed ultimately in the 

Oub'ii recrd.. I ttlink it will help miove the case along to 

do thet, do you ns.,.t agree?

Q 3, I- 5

*h
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I iR TR03TN: Well we. will endeavor t14o keep rb..  

Hoism&.n informed, M\r. Chairman.  

3C~ IRHAXM JEWCH: Very wel.  

Mt.? MPRTXH: Would this be for all the parties? 

MAR MiOVE!?,: DW. Chat'man, rally. 1: rea~lly think 

is is soto get2kng a little bit out of ha~nd. f or a 
~eoth ;t all correspoadenee thatl s furnishe-d to the 

Ro,-atory Staff-- Unerea is a requiemeLat Ina the rguations 

iit~a~ev~ery cotinwniction toand frm the Reullatory Staff' go 

Into the Public Documen~t Room. Viats what the ABC's 

Sjreaulations require, and I really. thi. that lluhat~s ratha-r 

sl-tring things that ropies of all coiwmunie t ions to and 

~ Ifrom the Regulatory Staff, whicha is~ the responsible agency, 

be givona this typo of vdidepreadi distribution,. It~s burezsomie 

Siand I just dont think it's rea ly appropr iate.  

C.-MM71,4A JEUMSCf: Well,1 I think that your point is 

'17 well talsen. How many conimunications do pu general.y have. in 

1 a i iur ? One or, two a imonth1? 

M. M1OGTEH: . Xdon't know.  

CHAIRMAW JENSCH: Do you Xero.. those off .and stick 

V jthew in an envelope? 7. don't think Con Edison~ should be

16tdeedwith mailia.g expense of thr'ee or~ fouz, letters if It's 

2.3 too miuch of a chore, but I think that you should analyze your 

2,4 position from tie poiat of view of the numaber of documents 

involviad and, the cost. If it's three or four or five letters,
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rqBt2 maybe Intervenors would send you some return, stamped 

envelopes or something to cut down the exense for Con Ir"Jdson 

3 which. is kaiow is a big concern.  

D Do you think it's r uch of a chore to send them 

another letter in a pe-addressed envelope and hawe it sent 

to a party? 

MIR. TROSTEN: X rw Ch airan i we will endeavor to 

keep the other p.rti s advised of this orrnde.ce 

*CIM ,IM LE.NSC!: Very well. That will be helpfV! 

1 am sure'. Thak you 

ST Ars" c we ready to go baclk to the analyses of the 

sitmation we conside-.-d this rorning? 

)IR RO A.-O . T'd like to gc on Ttith the salety 

., valves, Ifr. Chairm an, if 1 may, directing the Board's attention 

to our motion on which the oard has wot yet awcted as to the 

I utf..* and t p.articular to the Staff's respom. e to it 

The motion on April 10th was entitled Citizen's 

S CCmr.itt.e For the Protection of the Environment Motion to 

Require Applicant and 23taff to DuWit Evidence and,.wa -:,a-d we 

.requested th -.Board to order the Applicant arnd the Staff to 

j introduce into evidence a. t the nex, hearing nsesqbion, meanng 

this one, all the .data within their possession, including the 

o .ral tes:timony oF qus:LMe. .witnesses which is relevant to the 

f:ollowing matt.ers, and "e- Number' . was the reas.n for the 

2 11 change being imde in the ,%tm sal;efy valves, including a
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r dotailed description of deficiencies, the reason they were 

undetected previousky, arid a deotailed description of the 

reepairs and methods for verifyivn, their accur.y.  

An we refered to0 M7r. rasteni s letter of 1\prZll l~g 

1372, in which he revealed the existence of thAs. difficulty.  

SNow., the Sitaff responded to that motion by a one-page 

response kated Aril 20, 1972, upon which we fully relied anzd 

i 's signed by S x Warman, and he said, "'The floe7gulatory Staff 

i ntends to furnish the 12carc and th-e. partes jrior to the .next 

VT hearing session its, proposed evidence relative to the 

.uimera ted itenas,. mearing the items th Y 14; 3 d eurerated in 

N2 Ahis motion We -;dnt get anyt.hi.g on these items from the 

Saff prioz to this V! did receive as attached to the 

Applicautls rosponse cojt'& o letters Jfrom. Cahill to Ur0 

aDeYoung, which satisfied our conerns with regard to Item 

Number 2 and Item Number 5, and we have seen -- I am sorry.  

We did get one thing r om the Staf'"

Mr. DoYcung indicated we received a copy of the 

S letter regarding Item N-mber 4,. np:amely that the Staff had 

20 1 completed its review.of the proposed change on Item Number 4, 

17he hearing, of course, has been deli.ng with Iter Nubemr 6, 

w. hich is the aXlegations of R-. Bri-ll We have not yet had 

23 any further discussion on I5tem 3, and'the one question wdioh 

1 I0 the Apmpl n ired whic-h doass astcd by fl. riggs relates 

25 to Item Tine 1, but does not 5,n ottr opin-ltou .n any ua,Y
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exhaust the subject 0 .  

" .e would st±U1l lMke to uow where the stas .- 's 

3 evidence Is, O'bviously it calft be provided to us prior to 

A this hearvnig session. We'd bz doeighted just to have it 

Sduring the heariAng session. .Ve are preparxed, based upon Only 

OZ limited axkouxxt oX intfarraticsn, ecuewe have nat had any 

i other -: orirwgtlco * beCnUse we have not zad any other infcrnlca

Stion, £ coenmuee to conduct cross- aamtion oF the 

1Apyl cant withi regar to the subject as described in ra.ragraph 

I C :. r. to ci ... i. --0th o 

CU4 IRMAA JE*SCH: We ll, not havjing reci~oved it 
12 beS:ee there its a witness here in refe'ece to. VIeC t. r 

I describinv,,.n wht t-hey h.n to do about heat treatment for 

19 mdiioiation to secondary plait oi main steam safety valves, 

aned the subject e o bl o i read"In scope..  

Din you not proceed to maike inquiry at .this-me? 

IT.... Applicant..  

"fAIRMhAN JEN3Cfl: rt occ-,st 

. MR11."I)T.-: I take it Ior the Staff to have a 

20 .Presenta tion is goin ; to depend upon them receiving the 

response to their Ymy 12th letter, namely askina for the 

22 information regarding this,. But I would have some questions 

23 to ask oi whomever is the appropriate wit ness of the .Applicant 

~oh the subject r,, Grob sponsored thiL. Maybe he is the o;'e 

2. wlo can ans.er a question.  

II
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Tht1Bt5 j CIAZtRM AN JENSC.: Let 's try it.  

. 0 , OIsTsL2a- Mr~ Grob9 a .ytt!, tall. me how it 

a h.appenad that this changc was aiade by th Applicant in t e 

steam valve, stea,: release valves? 

U2. 0803: Yes; o.R o , s Ka 

i the course of review of the desi p  o se steam 

SI 2 ... ,suct nenuat to soiae di,,icultv that occurr ed 

j at Tlrkiey Point, We rbeocAan analy*ss of tchese valve 

connections 26rotoN esti.ngc,..se ,,, oalso at the 

U-b tie had bee ondu th' eir on revfiew, va- the 'results 

* ot thimt±naiy:sthZ& cIat At polit between 

~~~~1- nczh r'~f~Q to t aIn steam pipe, this nozzile Ce 

r;, having attached to ithe safety valve whica trn then 

4 goes intoo an exhaus. ipe v' ro ,,', we found that there was 

a* rtztress which exceeced the allowable st'tresses when rection 

i 01 forces from the valve ex.lausting are added to the norrmai 

17 prmisure of! 1leads from irtsids thre pipe.  

1i the n 1.,3 to a need for a reinforcement and 

S oh.er errctive zieasur:sE. Ac tuall e total: co:rection 

consisted of cutting the exhaust elbow from the safety valve 

in such a way that ore did not have a reaction force parallel 

V to and perpendicular to th e main steam pipe header, ixt rather 

the reaction force from -e exhaust.ing of the Sa... y valv.e s 

:i: iPointed more to"raras the center line of the valve, thus 

.e'ng the force that teandcd to cause verscraing at the
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RDt6 junction of -the nozzle with the main steam pipe.  

In addition to this a reinforcemlent was done around 

the fitti.ng at the main steam pipe header so as to dist.&bute 

the load over a wider a-oa and reduce the stress at that point.  

TM. ROISRAN: Was the initial ftsign of the main 

steam safety relief valve and its conection to the main steari 

• I header the subject of a stress aialysis for Vujcposes of 

detevmining wviat the design criteria should be? 

R.., (MGM: TIhe design criteria exists. X don't 

10 und.rs tand the qiestion in that 'o~m, Y-v, mean the design 

cri t eria contained in the requi ements of the code B31.1? 

There are allarowable S;resOS assoCiated Vith the ;aerials 

. that are nsed here, na.-d these allowable stresses were found to 

be exceeded under the combined loading of the reaction force 

with the safety valvo blowing and the pressure load inside the 

end 16 wain steam pipe, aormz.l pressure load.  

23 

P4 
9
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MMR RCW3S4AN: Yes. ai sorry. What I mieant-ws 

in designing the manner in 'which the safety Telief va]lVes 

should be connected to the mAinh steam header, was there an 

atterapt m~ade to dterm~ine w -hat stresses would occur at that 

00int 4-1 order -to make sure that the, connection 'was designed 

ia vgavthat you would meet the design criteria? 

MR~. GROB~: Yea.. Mrx. Cro'wley o:,- LM&C can address 

to that question, 

Df . (ROTE!, : Itr. Chairman , an ticipatin-g thet the 

Bard might have some more detailed questions, we have asked 

Mr. John HI. Crmviey5, who is the mana~ger of the Advanced Power 

rgineering Depairtmient of United Egineer and Constructors,~ 

Inc.; to be pesent.  

C1HATAN JENSGH: Has he been soor n? 

M, R..'OSTMIN: No9 he has not been sworn.  

M O11 CROWALEY, Sor) 

iw2, Tl,%OSTi? : 14ould the Reporter read back the last.

question, please.  

(She ti iu'71on- is read by the Reporter.) 

I R. CROWalE: Stresses fo the connection jraw the 

valve through the stufb uere analyzed for these reaction forces 

in the initial design.% but the stress analysis of the route 

connection, 'which is the point in i Issue here, -vie consider 

'were not initially adequately analyzed and a reevaluation of 

these stressesas, we'w..stated earliei-r, indicated, that1- the
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e stresses of the code were exceeded and that the 

valuation of the initial design did not have the

ROJSMIM: Was the initiating cause of the 

re2l lnt:ion tile irkaidef.-t thei 2Finrida Power .& Light whA1c. is 

recorded in a document entitled Icident Re cii: Turkey Point 

Unit S,.s Ha.. ,d,er.. dated -December 1971., and sbatei 

to the Atom Energy Commission, Dr., Peter A. Morris on 

Febry 15, 197, a copy of which I am nav) handing yaou 

iR, CRO.cLEY: Well, becoming aware of that particular 

accident in L1:Lhe Turkey Point plant we undertook shortly 

Sth tr to Clta. a computer program based on thM so. called 

Bujliard ,ethod tI t an empirical analytical method to 

explore more in detail the stresses of iirtesecting cylinders,, 

C iA4AN JNmC6.1: Maybe you could adopt a position 

where yoz could taik-m nre directly to the Reporter" 

(Discussion hald ol:f the record,) 

C!-AIR14LjN JENSCH: She is the one person who wants 

to ne lThe rest of the .. aiqyers are secodary. Please proceed 

MI,~ CIUMN: i~ntersecting cylinders. This is a 

inore sophisticated analytical method than we employed on 

earlier desi.gn and have permitted a critical evaluation of 

the st-reses-, tin this particular location. These stresses 

were then evaluated in conjunction -with the thrust loads 

acting on the valve durir.ng blowdown, were considered also in
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conjunction -vit'h press-are ' Eorces in the pipe at the maximum 

pressure, seismic- forces -accurring coincidentally,7 end weight 

forcer -in the Pie.  

A combination of~ all oR these stresses, additive, 

were a-valuatea.. The results oJF 'thia evaluation shmwed the 

stress to excead the alowable limwits.  

14 ROISMIA: Would it he fair cers implif icat ion 

to say 'the initial analysis wa mnade in such a 'w.ay tat a 

least soine streas or stresses %,.ere not adequately considered, 

and 'therefore the evaluation shawed. a total. Icaditig below 

the al leable ltimits when in fact the total load-Ing,~ if all 

stresses wae conside:red, would be abzrcea the allowaible limits? 

i~. ~cWLY: -think that w y ea rlier commet, 

that we considered them to be inadaqw-teiy c'onside~red witlin 

the framework of the total stressas.  

CHARMAN jEWSM. is the Buj lard. method that you 

referred. to involving a more sophisticated method for 

,~8 intersecting cyllinders, is that the method that has now been 

i- applied to reeva-luate every plata in the Indian Point No. 2 

P0 reactor where intersee ig cylinders exist And stresses are 

RC1OWUMY: Where there is a relief valve.  

1,RO -OISPAN: Related to thrust forces we would 

24 apply 'thi.S gethod in safety-related relief valves 'to make 

s Ed a further eamination of the stresses at Ithis particular
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location ,Yhich are doinautly J-Iueneed by thrust loads.  

~MR. I4R OSMAN. Ares the only valves for which the 

S thrust lead is a problem, the twenty main steanw sofety-rl-e 

vzalves? 

Y jg CRGYLEY: These on~es that we are discussImg at 

thispoin, I -,spcially an identi-fication Of the 

frohcvalves iihich may be located in &e, piay Cnanet 

-Th-;JCh for- 'example, might iinclude thae pressurized relief v'alvOS,, 

accum.7lator re]1ie4E valv es, there are some of these valves that 

havej similarities: and some differences, So=e of these 'Valves 

a re located on pres;sure vessels for eam~ple, pressurizers,.  

~:although it Is an~ attempt t o an a yze vhere this method appl:Los, 

inuersection of a pipe with either a pipe or a cylinder to 

T 1 explore the rLeaCtion~ Eorces by thIis methodo 

~ MR, ROISMAIN: Has that been done 'by these other 

9L ValVOS for this Plant? 

17 IM.CROWLMY Thir, is currently underoay, -and the 

$3 reaults are essentially complete. I Can't say they are 

totally cdmplate, but they are essentiallsy complete.  

MR. ROISIMAN Do yrna knou of any further madification 

S thet are gog to be zequired. as the result of those :analyses 

I on the other valves? 

23MR.L CROILZY: For the analysis that'- bee~n comp7leted 

g4 to date -we have niot uncovered any overstLressed Lsituation 

involving relief valves inr the other, Appl.Lcationa
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Wb ROI-SY124: Did you uncover any loadings that i ti 
were higher than what ycu had initially -predicted they wouild 

be? 

bR0 CROWLEY: I am not able to answer that question 

at this point because 1- ne no see the detaied resu!ts.  

~~~~~Ir~o KILIS, , a',.N:=,. Da you krac%,, "xhy tte.. detailed 

,.A, 'Y:o I .UL % ulf qva -!iify by saying tILhe results 

as I aIm aware of them a-e reIiae qi'rsiin tthe cohee 

esttSM N: c an it yotr understanding that the 

, resul1ts Of thase a na.ly.s" es, are going to be p ro-vided. to the 

Compliance Divoision? 

NIi, TROSTEa: isk C"iWnro Karman indicated 

at 'he outset ve have received a request from the Regul.ato,_y 

Staff for an analysis ot the safety and relief valves. We 

are going to provide the information to the Regulatory Staff 

as reauested asoon as practicab l e.  

W. R. ROISIt4N: Nr. Crawley, have you seen this letter 

Ij of Mnay i2, 1962, that was addressed to Mr,. Cahill by Mr. DeYoun 

RX.Q. T,,OST E: No, he has not seen it, mx. Roismano 

M, ROISMAN: Wait a second. I want that answer 

under oath, 

IF VR CROWLEY: I have not seen that letter.  

1A. ROISMAN: I hand you a copy of it and ask you 

q to tel me iE the descripti o0 in the first sentence of the 

psecond aragraph, namealy safety valves and relief valves,



2b~6coversi all the valves for which you are now redoing or just 

,1completing, the redoing a-' stress analyses using the Bujlia.rd 

M R. TROST1U: AM: Chirtan, -it this. pain': .I aw going 

to object to N~r Roiswan' further line of qtues i:ions.:, or 

Sthis line Of q2uestioins. te h-ave sponsofditeatifflon in 

7 response to -Mr Briggs' uslp dealing t~hthe rearand 

.8 theredes;ign -of the main steami safety valves., We have 

rece'I'Ved a~xiqtir from~ the Regulatory Stf oprovidea 

~oreport on certain matters V1hich go beyond the scope of the 

m in steam safety~ valves., and we are proceeding toprovide 

th-a imorumation. This matter is one to be resolved by the 

'1R eglltoi-Y Staf f in accordance Naith the normal procedures 

14 involving the Director of Licensing and the Director of 

13 operationo3. I olbiect to 'Chis furtiier lini-e Of ques3t-Ions on 

the grounds that tihs is not a rwatter v,3hich an issue in the 

liearlng.. Accordingly I object to the question to Mr. Crowley.  

CEAIMAN JEllSC1H: Does this matter have any safety 

implications? 

20 lwk. MOSTEN:' Does the rmatter raised by the .eguatcx4 

21JStaff have any safety Implications? 

22 CAIRIAW JEWNSCH: 1 think that is the way I said it.  

W9I-ould you want the Reporter to read it?
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~ b~4i TO~Til The letter fom the flegula-kory 

2 UStaff I ivould my, Ur. Chairm~an, does have safety implications.  

~ iCHAMMIT JEUSCTH: An d it~s your 'undoers te. ding that 

4 4 this proceeding involvi-* g the license to Consolidated Edison 

6, Coipany of New Yo0rk, Inc., coeloorns saeyi~itters of t;he 

0 proposied plant? 

T;M TPR OSTEN: Yes, it certainly does, Mr. Chairm~an.  

8CF1-XRMN JPZS: i~.at ±.s tho bais then for ocludix..  

6 inayuiry in. thiz. rgrd 

A IML U1,31T.: 1,'~V basis not for excluding inqjuiry, 

Mr Chair~1a, but s i ily to ijini; the cross.-exaninatio. by 

Aix toism-an to the scop~e of the direct, and Vithin the uiattex's 

that he hlb-Ie~fhs raised as's cific intentions or as 

I-It contaentions,~ at any rat " is Si~ixpy that, as far as: this hearint:g 

S is co'icead thare is no. issue In this proceeding with regard 

N to the mtter of the reliel' valves v.ndl safazty valvas which' 

TY are discussed In the taff2's leter.  

1.1e have offeo; od 1test iinoy rith regard to the 

1 I modil:,*cation of the min steava safety valves and me ax~o ready 

I0 to stand cross *e-aninato -with regardl to that.. To carry 

It~ cross--examination beyond the. scope ol that diroct testiraony 

22 into -this additional matter is improper,and for tlhat reason I 

~3Object.  

CHICI2E,71 JESCH: Z3 it Your~ thotught that if you 

5 prepare a limnited statement about the Sale-2ty valve that you
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I
can. -NI~reY CUr'Ve the inqu(My into the safety imPicatiDons 

o the components that are involvod? 

u TEH, Vb, Nt. Chairman, I am simply takng 

~ the position thaatta for iaqui-ry il a contested 

nuclear licering h aring: must be sharply defined, both by 

specifc cmtentions ant also by the scope of the direct 

tewt..On7 Zt a pleccdca-t which was established very 

csoa4y fresaauplo, in tie ENIorida Poweur & Light hearing0 

g hed n saw princlple azpplies to this proceeding as well.  

,RU,,IRMAW JZNSWCH: Iei, ,s l uapderstand the Situation 

jn this poceedlrg, -3ome of these ev'ots have kind of kaPpenead 

Spre t ty -ap-2y and t , hav er t ha d' an opportun.i ty to have a 

ormarl design and preparaion, let me say, by way of a rittejn 

document which could lb served on the p7aties and as to which 

Sthay cciulh 9ile someo specifi Oc ntent ionTS, 

As ~tcl , l.the Florida Power & Lighat case the 

applicant zet forth crtain- aspects whi,;ch were quite a)-I., 

inclusive and certain contnt0ions were rado in reference to. thos.  

Britnadprepared., ad stud-ied frnatters anAd on thle basis ofl a 

consideratio 2 the 1isrtions In reference to that 

direct presentation the commission felt that one contentiLon was 

tvlid for an iqui y.  

Ile haven't had the beaafit of in this proceedlih this, 

stuck control rod. For instance, you see, we couldnt got any 

specific contentions m.tado about that becaus -oe didn't bear Icu edin ha
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Shabout it until today. A~nd then this presentation yoti haVe 

here of the page and a hat*2, we ., a page and a third, in 
a regeece to main steam DID.Ing,a zy be somewhat more liluited 

4j than tohe sublect shouzld have ben, and It seems to oa that the 

su o aety le never limited in these proceedin o 

: h Whenever an inc3ent c a up or a situation develops somewhat7 

,7 contrry "to the original :prezetat tiao the applicant in his 

S a sfety analysis reportv 7e just have to do the best we 

can with the lnfor atIon that's g:ivsn to us, and it may be. that 

.the inuolaa-tion given is ac, wue _P Ivte as it might b;e and 

assun that this Is an endeavor to Peh 

ela.ta asV to vthich then. spcacific content'ions would be made.  

11objection is ovexrruYo.ed 

'jbDo you have the qruestion in mind, Wines 

I , iR OTOSTE'-: Wio ld the reporterzoad the question 

8 back'? 

7 RC2ISEROWW1: XIt's a long way away. If you will give 

me Ntck the letter for a noment, !h'o Croly, 1 will resta-te 

the question 

The question was in the re-anzYysis of stress that's 

being Cone according to the Bujliard w thid tith regard to the 

" intersecting cylinder, does that re-aiwlysis that's now being 

2 cndve coincide with wha t4he itztf has requested In this letter 

24 -rom Mr,. D1Ytoun, to Mu Cahill in the first sentence of the 

I25 second paravrap'.h? In other words, in responding to that would



3Bt4 1 you Te. eepotitn, all of, the stref.s analy p.s that you. we now 

. doing? 

3LMRM4.c TE't - , this mcfhad will be app. .1d to 

4 a y reaction fovce, as X meiAoned. unvolving intersecttng" 
~ cyli.nderz the--,ehd.wi be:asplied to a'1 of these va.ves, 

vad that i~s zurently beiag doae~ 

7 r a SN: What. 1: mean wis are.. there .any. vaives , 

a aot covered by That (.safety. val ve and. ralef.valve), ay: valves 

9 not cover ed by.. that tMe•tt yot. ar. . dix" t",It Oi" 

lo nor."' 

C1I ROVIUZYr: I d(Ao.t ha've'*at' itlhis inU t~.ue, a 

12 comple:te extension: b.tzn.ai.l the -valves and the, ones that 

1.3 wexe ana Ie d I Reel. ha t0e ones - that xe.e xe ale 

o4 cr~od those NiLt we. are goling to hava to have. a. J1urthc, 

u; review among ourselves to tiake sure that that is so. " 

17 rro Crowley, are yo f"..with a-a incident which 

I@ was the ubject of die uesln Jim this proceeding: at an eanoller 

19date- Involving, a pipe break~ -at the E., B. Robinason Plant? NS 

ZO1 tha.t oiDe with wbich youi are fa-yaliar? 

21 1 amn fAmViiar witi that e,ert,. yosa 

2 5R.o ROJStSL%-1: Do you know ff the reason for te :p*Pe 

23 break there was that the loading exceeded the allaoable s4,ess? 

2 24 1. CROMZT: Ty reviev of the .rateriaIs that have 

been propared relative to the Robnson eout iadic4to to ?,e--
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S
there v.as a -lung ai~re in -a transiton3 pipe -and nti~a 

a nozzie piw-, ..-Cvz~~ ai~' oit~;fe rent than ihe 

one wc Liwe bee 1 is~ cU8 here.  

~; Oi3t~: wdert~dbut wTas the cailse of It 

~ ef~Ct 'at it wa overloaded? 

~WL~: his vwould appeOar to be thie CaS0 0 

Mt,~ .ROISM19: Iv' the dellcenyp~ If you. Wi 1that 

cause 0 the oVe "Icoa.ding Ulze :Caure to detoct a~l of the 

possible~ strezsas and to :-E ail to tah~e tlacm into account in the 

iLCUMILEY: Wello I 1avo had no opportunilty to 

the Rabinson lAnIt;, but a fai13-jro r*Uld indicate, a yilding 

gailah~ 'w-ould indicate loads existed that weren't c)Widared, 

MR,, j OWIR:Vlas that also a "plant that you VE&C 

V7a Invaolved in? 

191 CKIMMUM. wp, it '-wzs not, M~r. RIisman.  

Nlt UOTISAW4 DO.:YOU know if With r'egard to other 

pilanto that VO&C was involved in :after the H. B, Rdb n 

ovent ,ws any attert made to -re-ana-3yze thie Stiesses to wVhI.Ch 

various -ppa migh~t be subjected in 6rdar td rae Suxe that 

all possible str~esses Ilad be-en wonsidered, and In particular 

waF,, that one on Xadlav. Point Inber 2? 

~~~ 013N Eoject t;o theu Torm Of- 'the 

question, and I also objedt to the riaeenae to these 6ther



jj aci~t~$-~I dnt 3ee awy izaterialityf with regar'd to that 

DM itOISAIT: For, the momnent he can answer Just the 

4 ZradiauA Pkin-t: 2. 1 think Wts wtterlal but I dugt want to 

s~ waste time-,, 

MIRUAN 3211SCH!: Veil, I think Applicant's objection 

7 IS well-tke iu refoe._ece to ask~ing that gen~leman to give 

S us a r-anlysis ag every other plant. But if you vrant to 

restate your question raaieto Indian P~oint, proceed in 

t hat regavd, The nbjection is auttnd 

MR. RMSAY: 14,t me just say so that It doesn't 

bloch- anny furt~her iaquiry, that the coimpatence of VEJ&C is very 

3 much t issue, and$ i~i! ME= upon earlier war'ning didn't tak 

~4action witb.U regard 'to all of its plants it certainly brings 

1.15 u tesu~peit qmest-xn Of whother or not UPE&C did a competent 

But f~or the morlent X will Simply rephrase the 

question and direct it to whether or not in I'Adian Point 

ui ~bel, 2 -Oloxine the 1171 . Ptobinson event URAC widertook a 

-0in-depth avalysis of the pipes oaZ tbe plant aud all other 

Places In Which Stre~sses can ocCur in piping to determiine IT 

22 they had aCtually considere all of the stresses.  

23 In~ shrt did you take some action to make sure that 

2A4 the H. D. Rol insso problemn didn' t arise here? 

21 5 D111. O VTEY: iL- soon as we became avare of the
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t7 . Robinson p?'bjem, iwhich gAin I would distinguish as a 

diferent fai.ure thau the Turkey 'Point gailure, we took 

S im.nediate action to jnvestigate the stresses in the transition 

pipe, area frox. the mixin steam header to the valve to determine 

-Mhe stesses as an addit-onal chok, and fond them to be well 

below the allovable stressesl 

14 

1o 

li 

21) 

23 

2<j



tUROIS1,66M Do I Uneritand then that It ha been 

; the MP&4 sotre th regv d to India.n Point Wo. 2 'both in 

3~~~ ~~~ repne o ,6binson arid n q. Ln respon se to, the Plovida 

response to H.. de U biit 

?ower & Light 1AUcvdent nu treat each pipe, :burst, as isolated 

only to that i.art iculz: portior of the pipe in the Indian Point 

p I .. the if , the 

, r andnotoit Sle:c problewas that az'ie. the 

A' f~i~ure to analyze al! possibe ;tresaas in making designs 

or- pipes~? 

-URr'., Is -:hlz Uixited to Indian .3e•- or 

J. this a genc. . es 

j ~ ~ M lROSM: Limited- to P&~u oirt.  

C.I C&ILEY ,As I mentioned -e have on the Turkey 

-oLnt failhi~e, :.uediatel set ot to- et spe.ifti .analytICAoL 

tool to discreetly look at the proIA, x ich is radckined 

as a wqctiom of a Cylinder to a th stress, 

cacn-ain vthin tha-t jrnetion., ed having eboi-ained that 

analytical Du,-mthod and the " c ezr programs assc.-ate with 

i t. w are emnploying that on every Siia' applicatiOcn Cn7 

the Indiani Poi.t plant.. Cu:rently we are. doing. an analys.  

W4 RWISY l Cromlev the thrust of my question 

2 and the thing that ,bh me lis that it appears from. ycur 

tatimoy that in H., B. ltiscn vd Florida Pm,;er & Light, 

U t nu of the Pas that ir analyzing 1&siible stresses 

'to ach pi s or part:1ns of p-A.pes could be s1,13j t e R
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analysIs ignored certain t tree . In short, the anal" ses 

wrent det"-ailed eni,&h.  

I a,. t-yLg to find ount "ilhy U!",& es not consi d 

• that thloe eqenteultr ve10 that they S}vald go .Over SIer y St_'el, 

",point on .vary point of its conf.gtn fi.na.1 

-to that off Tr mE.'er ziht nd regardless on th 

I uC..t..;¢V!dad ,L-.e. .jtr 4Aej. e .'Ashethar or not Your 

til ..l.... a.,.lysis .or this plan has not been tade 

iadpaatis o.'.t csidei. tht ese streSses 

-and -. iesi: data 

*rlg 7301TE I hbje-Ct to thet formY of 

6? the !rjast ion ad azl.So again ob.ject to, the scope of the 

M. I( :... h t, S the basso 

P4R, .R... i y obJcvtious is to the form of the 

W '-.tq-sdon and that it I.S a ueatirn that contMa:hss iany 'indiv.iAdula 

queati.ns -and should,:.be roken sdn.so that Hr, Risman sks 

9 the witi.ness a Specific indiviAut , eastion, As far -as the 

I" scopem of the question is concerned 1 abject agati an th 

• I 
trWIGnmathis is an -inu in thsroceeelng 

2 We do nt have (. specc tri cta. . nd the 

233 of theh , arig .reciremet in .thi s partct.ar procr.ee ng

24 is the relati.onship of ..... '.'atn .... and of testiatooy -o 

al5 speaciVl ew con',ents which hawe not -been ,mdl i this, proc,,-i'e
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CHAIPMM JENSC.: By the .tay, had you ever filed 

2 .anything prior to this stateient that yc.o brought in here 

2 this mOrning about this redesign of the safety heaer valves? 

4 '.RV5Tt. Chairman, .tbere xmis a letter Thc 

5 *ras sent to t.he Board on A ril tst advising the Roard of the 

G fact that the chwnge bad been madb .~ On~ April 5th thre -iAl 5 

7. qst:ioning m h .r., -Ig. and. I believe the 

0 C.airman questied to Tah'ich l. Cab.ll responded., There ha s 

0 been the additional answer to the quiestion offered or raised 

by Pt. rigs 1 
Thit : ishat has been transpired in this proceeding 

Timmo t. Ly wha 

12 to da. .I-n dditiw$ •ee have had .the ...tin. by Hr. X0I".i 

.is to produce data, Our response thereto., which asserted this 

1 is a matter for resolution by the Regulatory Staff in 

1 acc.ordance Aith the normal requirements of the Covission s 

Fialy we have had the letter of 71r. DeY0mg to 

the Applicant, .7biah the .4;pplicant has just received and 

9 .to which we will respond.  

2SHAIR.,.NJ I think that Was mentiwoed before 

V today. Let i6e go back and sw, Have you filed &nythiag like 

2 an amendment to the FSAR with reference to the safety header 

21 va Ives ? 

24 k l TOSTEN: Noi sir, vle have not because what we 

are doing

Iz w m -
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UCHAIMMI JESCH: I suppos!i, tlust those are the 

mattbrs to wh&"ch th-d contentions will1 be directed.  

4 v~toIr ;2ilea :.::d:::t 2:fth. FSAR. Whtw 

are oin inregar' to the main stearm safety valve headers 

5 isto akecertain that ue are -complying with the FSAR. That 

1 --*a tbe rason wvhy vne aren'~t fiI.ug atv arnendment. This is 

8 a rquest that ue have hzd .'fromi the Regulatory Staff for 

P analysis.

Over the -couirse of1 his prot.eeding, there have been 

f many such rxCquests Vhich 1-xve been responded to, nind vie will 

12 res'Dond to this one, it is a matter whichi the Tegulatory Staif 

has asked u 4 t0 loo.k :into. We are going to Provide a 're vt 

to them. It will be reviewed with the Division-o o ~mpliance, 

CHAIR24AN JENS~k: Therei one matter that disturxbed 

ID e a liittle.: You felt tha-t you could 'work it out with the 

T7 legUlatory St~ff. I take it you do~n't v;ant anybod!y else to, 

4 interfete w'!ith your consideration in that regard.  

DIR. TROSTEV: No, sir, I didnt mean that.  

NPR. JEN8CH: The Board in. this proceeding ulill 

R consider all safety aspects related to the plant anid subE-At 

an initinal decision to the Cvmmission for its revi mw. We 

PS intend in this proceeding to cover all safety mtters even 

tbough you~ may also be having a oepgate prticipa$:ion ~Wi th+ 

izhe Rem,:0Atory S*taff~ which of ccmrse ule do not want to
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interfere with in any -wayl, 

But this 6nvolves a safety matter, ns I miderstoodt 

your Statement, about the safety header valve, and ft seems 

to be quite definitely relkted to poasible radio1.lgical 

of reasotnable assurance, and there not being any undue r-isk 

to the health and safety of the p-olic., 

Let me po;'ethis question: Suppose they used a 

plastic tubing for this "ader safety valve, and of .... se, 

in time they discovered ft wasn't working or wouldn't work 

or would disintegrate Do you think it would :be improper to 

say, by the may, do you havee any more of that plastic pipe 

on y--r ma an rpipe tao c n, or somtething smch as that? Becau3se 

direct interest was to the safety Idet' valve plastic pipe, 

ttno one should inquire that there is any more in the plant? 

I V". OSTBtF" ' ,. Cha-i..'au e have undertaken a 

rev cw The Staff has ask' us this qaestion, tihi-h is i:ltende 

to elieit the information, We will certainly provide it and 

it will be provided as quickly an, w'e can.  

CHAIRM4AN JENSCH.: We would I ike to have it provided 

in this hearing herein. If there is some data now, we would 

like to have it now. The objection is overuled.
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W-ii. ROISiMAt: I will restate the question, 

,Chairmnan.  

Mr. CrmoUL yq the question I am asking you is,~ why 

("Iid UE&C no- reanalyze all of the pipes and vlecnicin 

~~ witthe reactorl follo~i~ng the H, B. Robinson and the 

F'lokida Power & Light icidents in ordei. to determine whether 

at wry point where stresses -were important, whether they had.  

I kadhrtently excluded an important stress and therefore ha-,d 

Sfailed to detect a pos-ile break paint? 

GROWLEY: The failu're involved La the Robinso~n 

~ip lanit was a failure of oabvioua overs tress. (Dur analysis 

programs for the piping systems u.d throughout th(e,. plant 

comprised. a very -Vigozous thrermflexility1X aylalysis , weight 

~ janalysis, which includes all the effects on the pipe, seismic 

earthqwike eVents, and gienet-al, as a-continuing check ag-ainst 

the codel calculated stress versus aliowables, 

These tEectiques. are ravie-wed -and th-ey Inave been 

SIdouble.-checked for the Indian Point plant.  

~ ISecondl~y, the forces that vwe are considering: ont 

~ tthe safety, valve are rxeaption forces which are. normally not 

Sassociateed with the other parts of the piping system.  

There has 1been stat:ed earlier, as an additi onal 

~ irea.cti.o force:, 4hlch 'is v~xiijla to safety Valve ntltis 

which create this stress situatI'on different froMj that in 

1 I other parts of the p1ping system, thereby leading to the
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intense review of these reaction forces associated with 

safety valves. We feel that our code reviews have been 

complete.  

MR. ROIS!AN: In other -yards you veren't at al.  

bothered by the fact that R'. B. Robinson and Florida Power 

& Light demonstrate that people wiho believe they have iadel& 

thorough and adequate stress analyses could in fact ignore 

an impctant stress in the case of Florida Power & Light, 

this reaction force, that could ignore that and the ccnPeq-1ence 

could conceivably be catastrophic, and it did not persuade 

you that you oagh" to make sure in all parts of the plant 

that you were not ignoring stresses? 

." :' " ...... I object to the form of the question, 

1Li., Chairman.  

CPAIM"AN JENSGC: I think the question iS argunentate, 

The objection is sustained.  

IV RO iSMAN: ir. Cr-owley, a; the time the safeety 

valve, safety relief valves to the main steam header -were 

originally analyzed, -oas an analysis made assturing there would 

be a reaction force, but the analysis failed to consider its 

strength, or was there no analysis of the rea:.ction force at al:.  

MR CROWL EY: There was an analysis of the reaction 

force relative to the stub tool, but I am not avare of the 

details of the analysis related to the joint of a weld to 

the main steam header,
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/ ROIS'MN: In other words, at that artlcular 

2 point the effect of the reaction force was not considered? 

M'i. CROWLEY° I'm not awate of the dratails ofZ "tint 

was coniae ,,ed at that point i tine.  

i'MR. ROISMAN: Is the Bujiiard method that you have 

has n-v recently basn developed 'eferred to se'thin~_tt' c a _n., ree 

or is. it a ,nethod of aInalysis that has been available for 

some time? 

R, CROWLEY: It is a ,.tho.x of analysis that has 

been availale for some years.  

. RO!SMAN: Do you knoaw -hy it was not used in 

the f ,.T:i. t -Ostance in analyzing the safety re. ef Valves 

and -nei m,:-An steea header'? 

_E. CWIL UEY: I don't kAow specifically because -7 

*w ,as not there at the time. i don't believe it was used on 

the original design.  

17 °. RUESI#4l: Is there an even Mor-e sophisticated 

method for the analysis oF the ,orces involved or cmceivabli 

19 could be invOve,,d at that cr:,tical point on the safety rellef 

V valves than the Bujiard etho• &.? 

MR. C "OWLE. : I'm not aware of :such. There way be.  

- . ROiSTIN" With regarid to other portions of the 

23 piping in the plant, are there wore sophisL:icated stre's's 

aialys is *methods th-.n the ones that: have been used far stress 

5 a a17nayS-. is?, 
Ii s a~s .
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1. CROWLEY: with resect to the method or" th e 

stw:es analysis in general? 

1 11'.ke t te uji:ard method, as 

. yo t ._ Stified, :18... un.iciv4ely- :cre- a L to the intersecrtig 

S cylinders .proiem.  

... R S.- 'N :c was talking about other sophisticat.  

7 more sophisticated methods not reKesn-rily including just 

the BL " ard .  
- W, C.,~LEY: a~e!tei , to the force or any other 

' sre.. c., uation in toe piping system.  

- MU R0.hUA , .: To any other stress calculatiC 1.11 

. ttc pi ,ph F -sTe :- We currently emplcy the Arthur D, 

L4 Little method of,,: 553..SmC &i:s.afl ) LC X &ei3ht load -. alysis 

O to, a.y kn-owedge is one of the more IE not the Most,, 

sophisticated methods available for piping systems analysis 

t oday.  

I,. ROISMAN: :or instance, does the A. D. Little 
ethod include the Buji iard method in it? 

, '.r i 'd m '% 

kl.. CQ.O,)TvU2Y: Not as such. This is an input that 

',ould have to be applied "by J:u vdgent using properly selecting 

the..iujli.ard wetb.d 0  That's my understanding 

01.. ROIS.: SA 2: Then are there o'-her metods that one 

A~ would h ave to ad&tC the A,, D., Little method in orde'js to make 

it the ost sephst'1 ic ted possible?
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Me.. CROILEY C,onsidering this pa-:ticuiar event, 

.2 believe that's so.  

3R. ROISMAN: Mdr. Crowley, are you familiar vith 

the repairs that are being made to the safety valve headers, 

to this particular intersect on? 

116R CROWLEY: ;Relative to Indian Point? 

12. RO!S1.N : Yes.  

-. .......Y e s 

I. ROT-SMAN: C.ai you tell me, in terms of the work 

-that-. being done there, is the ie'w weid being su bjected to 

any sort of nondestructive testing once. 4-1 is instelled? 

MR" C! (xa,;LEY: It is, although i m not acquainted 

s with thae tota, detaili of the qualiT con'trol procedurec with 

T,, z the installation of it, althouFgh I knew they exist, 

MR. O!SMAN Is there sorie witness here whax can 

' -F testify vith regard to that? 

, 3R t T- N1:,  .SrN Chami1:ma4 we can provide a ,,tness 

who can teatify as to the details of tz.h, He is L , Fred 

surgess of :est-inghouse' E leetrIC Corpo.a.tion.  

ClfjE AN SCH: Mr, ges, will you come forwar.i 

2 and be sworn.  

2 t..I ROISMAN: Thank you, 11r. Crcrvley Do't go away.  

23 (FREDERICK G, BURGESS: Sworn,) 

CHAIRMAN JEINSC: While there :is a pause, did y1oua 

,5 desire to have a statement of 'My, Cromeyls professona.3l
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11 qualifications included in the record? I" 
i TROSTEN: I certainly can. 1 have a copy of 

them here.  

CHAMI-WIN JEN5CH!: Do you have sufficient Copies 

Ei or the Reporter? 

~ ix . T"RGTEN: Yes* we do.  

GCAIRWyIjN J'WSCH: And the gentleman nmm; sworn is 

, red ~Brugess; is that correct 

MR. TR.STEU: Yes, ie can, for Mr. Burgess, as w;ell 

CEHAIRAN J2ESCM: Is there any obj e-tion to the 

st&cenl.ment of of Burgess or Crov'ley 

to 'be £ncorpurated in the record? 

j . 1'. MIAG-TH: No ')jeCt iOn.  

Va P. MA I RTiN: No objection.  

tRk" KIARNAN: No objection, 

• FOISZ4"AN:.- " No t-. , 

'j7 CHAINTAI JE NSCH: The request is granted and the 

SI statement of rofesslonal qualifications of Titnesses 

SI John H, Crowley and Fred G. Brugess can be physically 

bxmorporated in the transcript as if read, and shall 

constitute evidence from the Applicant, 

?4



PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
JOHN H. CROWLEY 

MANAGER 
ADVANCED POWER ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 

UNITED ENGINEERS & CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
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My name is John H. Crowley. My address is 7571 

Wayland Road, Berwyn, Pennsylvania. I am the Manager of 

the Advanced Power Engineering Department which is 

responsible for environmental and safety analysis, includ

ing piping system stress analysis. I have served in that 

capacity since August 1967.  

I was graduated from Purdue University in 1948, 

with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Mechanical Engineering.  

I graduated from the Oak Ridge School of Reactor Technology 

in 1952.  

Prior to joining United Engineers, I was in

volved for 16 years in various design and analysis assign

ments for nuclear power plants.  

I was involved for four years, 1952-1956, in the 

nuclear submarine program, six years in reactor design and 

development, General-Electric Company, and six years with 

the Jackson & Moreland Division on safety aspects of nuclear 

power plants.



PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

FRED G. BURGESS 

MANAGER, FIELD DESIGN ENGINEERING 

INDIAN POINT PLANTS 

NUCLEAR ENERGY SYSTEMS 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION 

My name is Fred G. Burgess. My residence address is 152 Teton Drive, 

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 15239. I am employed by Westinghouse Electric 

Corporation as Manager, Field Design Engineering, Indian Point Plants, 

in the Pressurized Water Reactor Systems Division (PWRSD), Westinghouse 

Nuclear Energy Systems, Westinghouse Power Systems Company, and have

served in this capacity since March, 1971. I am one of the individuals 

responsible for the preparation of engineering information and designs 

used in the construction of Indian Point Plants, and am responsible for 

engineering follow of construction activities.  

I was graduated from the University of Wyoming in 19J with a BS Degree 

in Mechanical Engineering. From 1963 to 1964 1 attended a nuclear power 

plant operator training school at the Bettis Atomic Power Laboratories.  

I joined Westinghouse Bettis Atomic Power Laboratories in 1963 and became 

a qualified nuclear power plant operator at the Naval Reactor Facilities 

in Idaho. In 1966 1 was employed by Phillips Petroleum Company in Idaho 

Falls, Idaho as a mechanical design engineer on the Loss of Fluid Test 

(LOFT) project. I was given assignments in the design of component and 

systems associated with the nuclear isteam supply system. From 1969 to 

present, I have been employed by Westinghouse Nuclear Energy Systems 

actively engaged in the engineering and design activities on Westinghouse 

Turnkey Plants. I was assigned as a project engineer for the H. B.  

Robinson Unit No. 2, with responsibility for the engineering associated 

with mechanical and fluid system design.



1 MR, 7ROSTEN: La.. Burgeos, do you have any correc

tions in your statexent oi, professioual qj;fli:icatons? 

!M. BUoGESS: M propor gradation date Is 195S.  

MA1 ~XCSH: W-11 you see "1hat Uie copies 

delive'ed to the repor-ter are corrected? 

~f TRSTUlT: Yes.  

,.o ROISMA1N: X see by this that you wor1;ed on the 

H. BRobinson unit. 'Yoa ard -he ques-,ions asked o:T IW.  

Crowley :roega'ding 1. B Robinson. -Is thee any information 

that yot can ,ad and 2uppiement wh;,,.t he saz id or to the best 

of yo lx kawl'edge was it. correct with regard to 0"e'" issues 

asked? 

M. TROSTE : You vouYld have to sta-'e the questioxos 

agaiai Dro Roisman, 2o x Vx- Burgess to respond to that.  

Dut. 7,J0SM.,,w. I just thought I would give him a 

chance if lie wanted to adid a nything. I have no interest 

other than that, As long Z's he does not, there is no problem.  

Air. Purgess, let us coten'trate on, ii. you -ould, 

the w ldling that is being done w.ith regard to the nozzle anti' 

connections o2.the zmi4 steam safety reli':f vaives 'to thae 

main steam header, 

Can you tell me. is there welding bing dune and 

subjected to some sort of 4on-.de.tructive testing? 

Ro.i BMy o.t: Yes.  

M.o ROISMAN: Will you elescribe the testing to ,,,hich



I it is being subjectod, Please, 

MR. BURGESS: The .non-destructivn tetsinz pro'ram 

s pr-incipally consists o:F mi. manetic par'tile Inspection of 

4 each layer' of weld metal thitt is applied to the main s~toan 

' header around the nozzle conmectionso 

~1IR ROYSMA.: 2s E.hl disraw up here related to 

the safety valve headfz.x, or lzr 'tb a. related to sorl1etb1ng 

LM TMS2?EV T moda? 

AM,~ ROIfSIMA1: C A -to 02 the pianio.  

izM TpOST." Yes, tat is a nodel of the saetev 

9MR. ROXMIA: ?X 1rgess, perhaps if you put it on 

the table you could Ghow us whore the veld material Is going.  

They keep saying "ba o ,eal!" to each other. Y hop 

I the planat io stronger-.  

17 1IM .0PMS. he welding: being that is shiown in blu 

S, on the model here.  

19 M. ROISRIUM: -'ou po .ted to velding at the base of 

20 the coniection of what look-s lite a steam generator to a lzrge 

21 piece of pine.o There is also blmra on a piece of pipe that is 

22 coming out of there. Xs that also additional welding? 

23 ,DfIGESS: 'The objective of pointing olt or rMainpg 

24 16kie b2Jue is that 

A . TRO,=.MiW Excuse me., is this faoing in the right
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direction for the Board to see? 

IM, BURGESS: Let's turn it around.  

ffi rIMOVTFN: I think tha t is the p:'emblm hereo We 

h., it the wrong way.  C A~LNJEN. CU If n' i wecan nu 
. ... .. V. it .. help any, ite can it 

up on the table here and we can See both sides at once, 

VWE Th w..{Iirtg being done is the 

~2h~io~ fvield2 mestal to th91e rma - Steam pipe~ wylihb is zb-O 

here as the "a'ge pbece. This addition of ,ve.d me tal is about 

four, l.nches wide and abcutl an inch thick. The i tspecttons 

x refevred to vas that when you apply the weld rmetal, you o 

it in discreet layers, and, %when each layer is Comp lete d , it 

i.s ;aoa &struct--ive*1y oxaw~iined 

UHLo ROIST4.N: Mi the other blue is on the piece of 

piie that ,cOvxS Out halfway up that,. is that a stmw genarator?,! 

M41,. "I2GESS: 'Dhe vaaety vlve is this pi-ece of 

apparatus frin here to here, 

iZ. RO2UH1AIT: And, V .tat piece of pi-m comiug out c.' 

the safety valv'e, what does the blue on that indicat e? 

,, 3,FES'.: 1he blue here just depicts the fact 

th'at this has izoen modifie The dr2ginal installation looked 

like this. It was m1bi1ied to looh like that.  
M, RGX .SXMA: As the resul. of nakcng that change, 

reexucing the angle og the beard is such that it takes sore of 

the effect of the ceac'ion :i.ad off Of the pe and de:lects it
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'33w4further up the pip-; is that correct? That is in a very 

t simple sense.  

3 M. BURGESS: That is my understanding, yes.  

4 M. RO S M : When the weld is applied to the main 

5 steam pipe, is there any possibility of it affecting the 

6 quality of the steam pipe itself as that heat is applied 

7 there, and if so, what is boing done to determine that the 

8 steam pipe is not in any way boind adversely affected by the 

9 welding operation? 

10 12. BURGESS: To ray knowledge this particular type 

11 of operation did not affect the quality of-the main steam 

12 pipe.  

13 . ROSMAN: Are there any radlographic or 

4 ultrasonic tests being made of the weld to determine that there 

is are no holes in it? 

16 M. BURGESS: Could you rephrase your question, 

17 please? 

i Y Q RO ! I : Are there any radiographic or ultra

19 sonic tests being made of the weld to determine that there are 

20 no holes or flfais in the weld after it has been completed? 

AMR. BURGESS: The non destructive testing .t1at Is 

22 being performed will detect defects in the layers as they are 

.3 applied. That is the only wmy I know to answer that question.  

24 I.M. ROISMAN: The defects in the surface of the 

25 layers?
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questo.

nA.fOISMAN: 

1MI. BURGESS:

Let me ex"plain my answer.  

All right.  

in most inspections of base material

or metal, for that matter, there are some degree d defectS 

permitted. So you cannot say that it vill be 100 per Cent 

defect free.  

; . ROISUA: Yes I'm aware of that. But in earlier 

testimony in tJis hearing vie had determined that certain types 

of detects are deotectible with radiographic testing, that 

are not detectible with ultrasonic testing, and vece versa, 

and it would appear that on what the applicant cunsidered to 

be particularly import-ant pieces of piping, that ultrasonic
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MR,, BURGESS: 11o. Defects a fraction of an inch 

deep the exact number I'm not familiar with.  

WNWlIS!M: I guest; my question. s, isz it possible, 

using the methods of non-destructive testing that are being 

used, that there could be within the welds defects -- that is 

air spaces or gaps. -- that appear below the surface of each 

weld layer that are not visible from .hte sUrface at all that 

would not have been detected by your metal particle tests? 

HR. BUSGESS he inspection that we are going to 

do provide a weld that is consistent with the code acceptance 

requirements.  

PM ROXSDAN: I'm afraid that's not responsive to the



S3wit6 I and radiographic testing Were done In order to assure that 

2 th~ee were no improper defects there,, including testing.  

weld material that'way.  

I aw trying to find out why those more sophisticated 

1:) methods are not being used here oa this particular welding.  

HR TROSTEN.: Mr. Roisina~t, the witness has an-cered 

7 that it is being performed in accordance with coda. requirements 

a Tha.t is the applicable code, and he~nce, that is the reason 

9why the particular iethod of testing is being used.  

10 ML JROKSAN: That is a nice answer, hir4 Trosten, 

11 except that that code is not adopted by the Congress of the 

12 Unaited States, to my hnowledge, and it has not becomne the l"aw 

013 of the land. It was adopted by a group of industry poople 

114 w~csa.t down and decided what they could live with. It doalt 

15 care that it was complied wit-h the code. I want to know why 

ultrasonic and radiographic testilng wouldult have been a 

17 better may to detect the existence of flaws or degects within 

18 tho weld material. I'd still like the witneMss to answer the 

19 uestion.  

20 IM.~ SROSIMI: 'ewitnesso will answer the question 

21 if he is able to answer the question, Mr Roismn. If he 

22 is~ntt he Will lot You know., 

23 CHAIAN J2ENSCH: I -think~ we should understand 

24! that's a premise fur most of the questions.  

Mt. T RGS'M-N: Go ahead and read Ahe q-ae-tion,. Pleatie.  

End (The panding questiou is read by the reporter.~)
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SM-RI TROSTEN: Now I object to the form of the 

question. I voill ask Hr. Roisman to restate it, please.  

3CHAIPAN JENSCH: On what ground? 

4 .i. TROSTEN: Hecause it has too many premises 

and qualifications in it, Mr., Chairman, for the uitness to 

understand.  

11M. JENSCH: I iunderstood he vras laying a foundation 

to understand the p-.urpose of the questionm to understand 'why 

one form or other was accepted. I think certain technological 

j methods have to be set forth in the premise of the question.  

I think, as you Thdicated if the witness doesn't understand, 

he may so say. The objection is overruled.  

Are you able to answer, 'Fi. Witness, or are you 

14 waiting for sorae statemaent? 

M. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairmanq the witness has advised 

me that he is really not qzialified to answer the question.  

17 You may so state.  

CHAIRMYN JENSCH: I don't think you can tell him 

too much to testify. He can give his own view of the matter 

0 in the course of his presentation.  

21 M. BURGESS: I am not qualified to answer that 

22 question in depth.  

23 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Give us the circumstances. Cen 

24 you give us any kind of an ariser -why you didn t do one kind 

25 of testing more than the other. Do you know? Who selected
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the method? You were project engineer at Robinson plant.  

You are not the project engineer here; is that correct? 

1*1. BURGESS.: Yes.  

CHAIEUPW JE1$CH: Do you know about the different 

methods of testing? 

IfR. BURGESS: Yes, I do. I participated in 

selection of a method. The experts in this area assisted us 

in making the selection.  

CHAIRMAW JENSCH: What did you select? 

Mt. BURGSS:, A wag par'Cicle inspection of each 

Voeld layer.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: When you made that selection, 

what did you reject? h.at mex . oi did you reject, ultr sonic? 

V,, BUR:SoG : TWe reviewed the various alternatives 

to us. One of them was ultrasonic.  

CRAIRMA JENSCH: Why did you reject that? 

Mt. BURGSS: We concluded that the mag particle 

unspecteon woul<A provide the quality of Tweld desired.  

CHAIRAN JENSCH: How would it do that better than 

the ultrasonic, for instance? 

V1R. BRGESS: The ultrasonic examination was 

determined that it would also determine the quality of weld 

required. We elected to use the mag particte because it was 

compatible with the installation.  

CHAIMNAt JENSCR.I Proceed.
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!R. ROISMN : Looking again at the diagram that you 

i have here, I notice to the right of the large sectilon there 

is a small piece with several safe a t saty ale o svrl s at 

meant tO depict the actual configuration of seveal safety 

valves on one long stretch of steel pipe? 

k R BGESS: Yes. This represents one header0 

MY R.OIS!WN: Those safety valves as shown do not 

shom, tha *odification; i; that cerrect? They show the 

configuraticn befnre any, ,odiHcation has been made; is that 

correct? 

1 ,o BURGESS: Yes.  

~ ~ MR. ROISM'M: Looking at the modification, it appears 

that the pipe is instead of coming almost at a right angle or.  

almoast parallel to the safety valve, ie. going to come off at 

an angle to the safety valve in such a way that if those 

* in your little diagram were done that way, it looks like the 

17 pipes -would run into each other. Car you explain to me what 

.6@ goes on with that pipe ater it continues such that that 

doesn't occut ? 

MR, BURGESS: Could you eXplain the question again? 

I Could you point to the model? 

p M ROISMANiN: Yes. If te assumne that the modificatio: 

2 as shown in bl.ue on the large safety vale had in fact been 

$ made on each of the small safety valves, the two valves that 

are at the ight side of the steam pip-e header, those tvo
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I would each have been bent out ard. So it looks like they would 

2 run into each otherd: I'm trying to find out wina t did you do 

3 so it wouldn't happen.  

4Ia BUAGESS: The answer to your question, as 1 

5 understand it, is the stack modification geometry basically 

consists of the vent stack which protrudes or extends the 

7 ehaust from the valve above the roofline of the building in 

g which these are housed°. That vent stack is arovud the safety 

9 valve discharge at an angle the same as you see here. This 

w 1 is the st ub pipe that comes out of the valve. Fitting around 

he-:e is a vent stack. A vent atack gues up and turns such 

I that it then proceeds in a vertical direction or almost 

13 vertical in al- cases, 

. ROISMI: In other ,ords, there is another bend? 

The pipe daesn. t go just straight? 

16, BURMFESS: There is another piece of pipe that 

7 -1s not sh*Tn he.o 

ER. ROISMAN: With another head in it? 

1.9 k%. BURGESS: That's correct.  

20 .MR ROISMAN: In the original configuration that 

21 bend didn't exist*; is that correct? That's a new bend; is 

22 that correct? 

231 o, BIRGESS: That bend did not exist in the original 

24 bend in the bend stack in the original installation, thatS 

25 correct.
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IMR, RO=SMAN: In doing the analysis of stresses. bn 

2 that portion of the piping, has a new stress been done to 

3 determine what the stresses will be at that second bead, the 

A brand new bend? 

.5 MR. TRUSTEN: I think we should. have Mr, Crownley 

:6 answer that question.  

7 MR. CROWL EY: As I understand the question, this 

a new configuration and its vent stack, to the roof, has the 

9 comsined effects 'of flow as may relate to this reaction that 

has been considered; is that correct? 

IR ROIS.AN: As I understkd it, im the old 

B2 configuration, -:to reach the vent stack, the steam from the 

relief valve made one turn. That roe turn was very sharp and 

14 that is where the problem arose, because it ,%,as so sharp.  

is Now you have made two turns, each small, but you are still 

6 having to end up getting the steam to move in a ninety-degree 

17 angle from where it originally started.  

Have yaou reanalyzed the stresses at the new, the 

19 brand new. bend that exists that ir. Burgess just described on 

20 the diagram here? 

21 M. CROWLEY: Yes.  

22 MR. ROISMAN: Were those done according to the 

23 Bujliard method? 

24 MR. CROWLEY: Well, the Bujliard method doesn't 

25 apply to this particular qtestii. This is a question tha t

5489
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Ij actually relates itself to what might be simplified as the 

2 Neviton second or third lawn. It has to do with jet forces, 

3 accelerat:ion forces. These forces have been calculated far 

A this configtration to deieriiine the total dynam~ic impact load :as comm-wwicated through this configuration. That is the 

f orce load at so many Pounds thrust. That has been taleen, 

S Into account as it intersects with -lcd intersection Oil. these 

8 intersecting c yl.nders whicb perrats the application of that 

C load into the Bujliard iel.hod 'nhich permits the ca lculational 

s tries .- :here.  

probleM . aOISI4AN: Do "L u-nderstapd correctly that, the 

prolemthat the modification is designed to eliminate L.  

1:3 th~at mhen the s'team from the safetyrli. valve Toent out 

14 the extbaust, it create~d a hori"Zontal force 'which s truck the 

isside of .tbe vertical pipe, and in affect ripped or would tend 

16I to rip* the safety valve off of the man steam line; t'hat i 

17 was that horizontal force that %ia-s causing the problemu; it; 

that correct'? 

MR9 ~.W : 'ii configuration produces a woment 

20 where the force is tending to overturn in ibis dirfiction.  

21 This produces a force that tends to intersect into this 

22 'junction bet-%4een the twa-cylinders , which tends to reduce 

23 the load as relates to stresses in this area. SO it is a 

nm movemient in the direction of reducing -the stresses at this 

25 point, v;hen coupled 'with the veld averlay miethod Piiochm.ce.s the
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stresses to well below allowables in this area. These two 

are combined effects.  

3v ] ROISM&N: 'ir Crmiley, are you fniliar with 

the stress relieving post-weld heat treatment that's intended 

for this eld there, or should we have Nr. Burgess come back? 

M.o CMA-7mL Y: I believe Mr. Burgess is a more 

appropriate spkespman for that subject,.  

a MIQ ROiS0AN, All right.  

VCHAIRHAN JENSCH: Is he here? 

0 N1R. BURGESS: right here.  

CILAIRIAN EMSCH: You may sit where you are.  

KZ. ROIET: 14r. Burgess, does the pr t.weld heat 

1,i treatment get applied to each layer ind-vidually, .  

to the total weldv or does it ge 7 applied on th, total 

weld and not each layer dividmally? ]R. PRGE It gest applied to the total weld 

7 once it is coimpleted, 

M S. ROISAN: Can you.Just describe hom you go 

about subjecting the yelded area to this temperature and 

20 holding it; at that temperature for an hour? Do you Irve to 

-21 enclose the weld in some sort of a portable device? 

2 gMR, BUReSS. It will be jacketed in a heating 

device0 

24 !M ROISMANU And then when you h-ave held it at 

5 the required temperature vvwhat will you do after that terzpe-atu 'e
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has been reacned? Do you simply remove the jacket and.walk 

2 Away or leave the jacket there and turn off the teperature? 

a wat happeas? 

'MR. BURGESS: We let it cool dmqn at a control rate.  

14. ROISMAN: By control, do you mean that you ill 

I ouer the he0at g ad ily or youa will turn the heat off and 

7 let the heat dissipate by normal forces -gradual ly? 

1,V1. BURGESS: We xiil. twrn the heat off and let it 

a dissipate slowiy.  

I. .OS. Can you. give me any idea of how iLong? 

.irst 0' ll you do it valve by valve or 'il1 you do 

12 it for a whole series o,- valves on a single header? 

,.R. BURGESS: Our present plans are to do the whole 

14 headez- at on:e3, each header at one time.  

. ROISIMAI: You are not at that stage yet2 am I 

right? You have not bee"in the heat treatment? 

7 NTIW,, BURGESS. That is correct.  

]AII ROISMI: Ht. ' g. will yoa anticipate that 

ii that takes fr&B the time you finllish the weld and finish the 

?0 last tests on the meld? 

2 Mb., BURGE$S GUn I ask you to restate the question, 

22 please? 

23 R, ROISMN: After you fnish the weld and the 

S,4 las"3t tests on the ueld how long does it take to C3o the post

wel heat treatment?
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M. BUIRGESS: It don t know the answer to ftbt 

question exactly.  

1o Bt.SS It's on the order of do ypa* 

UR. iPOZS}1AIT: I havo no furth~er questions at iii 

t iMM Chairman, on this sub~jcocP 

CHAM.A"hI JEISCfl: Mr, . Briggs would Iike to ask a 

qu-;io- 92ve a Seat, M" V rg 

a,* BRIGGS: What work has been done to quaiy the 

weld rod, the base metal, and the procedueS for carrying out 

t3sParti.cular operl-7tion? 

MR, BURME.SS: We .elders that we have working on 

the job aow are qualified in accord',ance with Section 0 of 

the ASL C odeo 

M.o BTXGGS: Have any special tests been run on the 

base material in the weld rod itself? 

DMII BGESS: Nothing in addition to the normal 

MI. BflIGGS: When yqu say noth.ng in addition to 

the normal ASTM,. what are the requirements for the normal 

ASTM quaiifications? 

~BB.ETMGX.S: .I an not fam:Iiar with the details of 

that part icular ASTU.  

201o BRIGGS: Have any specia. tests of any kind been 

made? In other words, has base i "ate ial and weld b4-)en welde:



TIBt2 t f ogether in a configuration like this ald been tested with 

2 reserve bend tests and things of that nature to check the 

3 quaai-iy?' 

4 ?R. BURGESS: The anwer to that is no.  

MR. .R IGGS: S6 you have the weld rod and some tests 

6 have been rin on that and you are not quite sure what those 

7 are, and you have the installat~on in the plant and ulified 

$ wel.ders are doing the welding and they axe doing particular 

9 inspections, is 'att right? 

A2. BURGESS: That I' correct.  

1i -, R C S uld somoone lot me Irmow what kinds of 

I tests .are ran oa weid rods for ths particular job to make 

is sure that they meet the requirements for the job? 

14 IM. THWOTETT: Yw-o Briggs, we have another back-up 

is witness whom I think we can have available to answer your 

16 q-stion in this detail. le is X. gonrok of BattelIeo 

17 A'%R 0 BRIGGS-: Pina.~ 

1 CHA1IAN JENSCH: Mr. Mond'oex have you been sworn 

is in this proceeding? 

22 .. M. BRIGG : I didn't think that there Was anyome.  

23 la Xt who hadiat been storn in this proceeding.  

" 4 ROISUAN: 1 was just trying to find out who was 

down at the plant.



T. D t1i B1UMGS: Possibly you heard the questiona that 

~ jhad to do' With the q, -,0.ificatiol a2 of the ma ter iaIs: a~d tile 

procedures th~at arb used for carrylig out thiis opmetion.' 

S 4 ould You lilk'e 12 to ask quetstionz or~ can you Just give me 

51 some inaforma.tion ab, -u ll this? 

61 ~ ~ ! M.,DAOR: i can carnimeuat, first of all, on tbxtt 

7 particular qaiestion in part., while X~ thi.nk WtS Coret to 

a stato there was n±o speific ci Conducted for tfils 

0 particuAlar procedure, thIat the lias wterials, the 0 etr Odes 

10 jwhich are beixig empoyed~, all. zf the critical Milding Wiaeriai 

havi Taen qlmlfled as rtof other Yielding operations requirc 

1. for Z40 cosruto of the pla11-nt, and in that regard I 

To s I e vn eiMiPOr~tAL In th. ai.*0a Probably h4as 1beeri 

14 Veifte previously.~ 

WL MIOI the qualificatiocn Of the "wold rod 

itself are tests ru aoa lfatches of' rods lrz -or are tests 

17 run by the wnfacturer, or what ktid of oort iition does 

is one got on the rod that's used In this, operation? 

lft TITME I ~ am not exactl.y certain here,~ bu~t it 

20 is the normal pract ice ilor veldting materials to be supplied 

41 to a spCific speci~zlcation Most of these are specif icatIons 

22 desigaited by the th"rican Velding Society anid I believwe also 

23 Izcorporated into the speciftcati.ons of otber drganizations.  

rat m: Rva lriggs *h' m D urgoss can furtlaer 

SIIrespond to yourqeto.
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TlBt4 71M. BUGESS: rho particular weld imterial we are 

S~Using on this modilica"ion comse with cer'ificaticn papers 

by lot from the namicturor 

MR RP BUS: O e of the reasons Tor asking the 

questions was "..'at 1 am told, that there Is Soie ancert.nty 

at Turey Poiat as to whether the r-eg Valves actually 

7 opened and e6erted forces on the joint., or whtether there was 

some Problem with t he wi, that cau sed the fractures iefore 

.1 the relief valves opened, and It the relief valves opened 

the 11orces exisbed, if the r-elie valvos did not open, the 

forcez a arel. did not exist, and there ,as a question oZ 

the quality.of tbe v .d -ateial "ts " ,l and this vas the 

S s xo Aa3$ r asking ahboul how certain we are of the qvua ity Of 

the joint that one finally gets here w;hen he aies out this 

end opewrat.on..  

19 

2.0 

23 

*1'
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mp . TROSTEN: Excuse ae just a minute, Mr. Briggs 

2 CAJRIVAN JENSCI: I don't know if there is any 

question. As - understand-M'r. . o,roe examined the materials 

after the incident at Turkey .Point. Is that correct? 
ft ihti projet M.  

h. . hat is your relationrwhip ,ith this .  

7 VTI. AOIbRGE: 1. guess experience at Tirkey Point~, S.Ir.  

M-oHRI ,-:N JENSCAW: Let me ask Mr. Burgess a qe=stion 

You were the project engineer at Robinson . and I 

presume you, zollowed the related incident don at Florida 

P.-er -Ight Turkey PoOi nt did you? 

-MR, BUR.GESS. I Jias a project engineer on Carolina 

Po~e Lgt pl~, .~.Roisc o, 2. 1 air not.  

familiar ',itn the details of -the T .. rkey Point incident.  

CRAM,?AN JEWSC: .Well ycu kno, about it, of course.  

M'LRU. BURGESS: Yes, I do.  

cliAX YAN J ,Isc: I Do you. know of any evidence that 

the valves opened at Turk,.ey Point? 

20 MR BURGESS: No.  

Ci CjiAtf1jP JEWSCii. Let me ask you this CM.e comon 

I dexnominator betwgecn Tuxkey ?oint and Ft. D3 o binso. as I 

$ understand it, is that there was no stress relieving. The 

original velds f rom the .weldolet to the. header, is that 

1correct, in the original construction?
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M.IR° BURESS I can't that because I don't 

CMA!RMN JEN C{. We:I I dhis is a subject of some 

interest in the fied is it not. this-question of the breach 

5 of the -.arlve, the weldolet an the head, is it not. C pretty 

3 tj..:r11eivt stfbjeet in 4te field xiy 

0, i 11h-Es - With res-pct to the- heal: trnatment? 

II A"I:? UI W ~Cl Y e~ 

1,o T. JGES S -would say it's pertinent to the 

W tprobiem and ai- .1 c.aa say is. on V.obinson I donvt recall the 

: 1 fact that _t id or was not heat treated ior to the t ie ve 

had the fai!-cr or I B,, 'Robinsozn 'No 2 .  
CU A. I MWAi -N JENSCH: -By trhe v ay, ,-a s there -st:,¢ess 

relieving at Indi n PonMt :2 bn --t-,e origincl headers) nd the 
iss main steea .Lne for the generatar? 

,e ea IRO B IM G SS: Yes.  

17 MU-11-4AN .TgE.IC: And you are adding welding mater.-l 

hot thick tot.the original. installation, the welding mater.al? 

19 iUR.GESS: The weld mater:ial is one inch thick, 

20 CHAIMAI1 jENSCT : Have you ;adre an analysis of 

21 -tche forces that it vill be able to contaitn? Is that reflected 

22 in somne docuients you have, not here, bt perhaps in the courscs: 

2s of some work on this matter? 

. BUGESS. Yes, sir. I am sorry. I didn't 

S ildertand Che uhoe qestion°
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CHAIAN .ENSOH: What is the purpose of putting 

the additional vietding an? What will it contain which may 

restrict it from blowing, rupture, incident, accident? 

11R 10UR4-ESS. 4r Crowley testified a WMIcl ago 

that the analytical metha.ds that were done this,,, and v-e hv 

perfoM.-ed the analysis, UEU 'has performed the analysis, to 

assure thee- with all loads aornJied the streses in the main 

steam header adjac-ent t,-o the saiety valve nozzle will be 

less than the code allowable.  

Theref4 :rer we concluded that th:7s modifi.cation 

provides an adequate installation.  

.CMAITHAN JESCH: 14r. ktadsen, have you looked at 

the original stress relieving records of the weldolet to- tllie 

header here at Indian Point N'o.2? 

IS M'MGEN: I have looked at stress relieving 

records for the main steam lines., i don't recall that I did 

specifically for these valves at the location you are talking 

about, 

CHAIRMAN JEUSC1K: Well, maybe we will have an 

occasion to talk to you again in the course of several, of 

these sessions. Will you have a chance to take a look at that,1 

extamine the recirds of the first stress relieving of these 

weldolet portion~s of the safety valve component System to 

the header that goeas to th e steam genvtator? Will. you de, that? 

M, MADSEN: There is A~nother man that tcook a
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look at the main steam safety valve, .ai steam line elding, 

et cetera, for me, so I Will try and get an answer, yes.



I' ~M WIAXN JI2R3CI: Than%. you.  

iAT. UOICSRI.: Lvir. Mairman, I woiuder it it woul~d be 

of any banegit T was justl2ooking through the report that 

4 Fl.orida R)Yovr & Lighit submitted an thae icideut. X don t %*-nov 

whehe ths ont-mins VW -eference that B rigg r 

t o regarding whether it w~as in ac~t -the vtalves that had 

uperarja-Ad hoalre hecase:ofth Eiltire was vrte:.  

D r 'Wheth~r there wa we~iakness -1.n the Weld.  

Dlmu :-There was no stress relieving, as 

1 tide-ntand, oe the 4na weld,..the weldolet tolthe headawr 

~ idmemf the-ra, 

~ ~~~B!ut this r'eport I sloo haua Ir, .11nroe I 

mm j are on it. That P3, part og i;t does, Apppe.-,' 5A. Petbaps 

~ Iit wou~ld he possible for it to go into evrideiice in our 

p~fProceeding so that tbera would be an eidertiary basis for 

a ~ compar-odn, if not necssarily now then at some athe.

Conv")enient time -for orPurposes We would be. Wappy to stipulza 

that it can go In without having the particular Wit-ness here 

to swea&r to it,. if 1;hat would make. the record. -mmre clear on 

the subject. 

T, 2XMN X -JEMSCH. Well, Untll that, Issue arises wle 

22 won't havb to makae a determination. As X understand it, '&., 

23 Nnroej fiora our discussion with Bir. Monroe., heb~d. a basket 

P-4 ancq vaeit around and Picked up the places andi took ther, out 

25 to Columbuas and gave lwhemu an analysis. I don't >~jthat
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he was there at the timne og the origim-al welding or the 

2incident. Wlaile wie are happy7 to see him here I don't; think 

-that his partipaticin at ind.ian Point 2 qualifies for any 

further evidence6 

MR., BRIGGS: 12r. Monroe, I am not really familiar 

6 w~th all that was aoea the 'Nrey -Point plant. The 

7 ruptures that were observred there, were they ductile or were 

tihev brittle? 

9 L.MR MORROB: V ey vere a ductile rupt-tre, almost 

10 ea* ;irely in the pipe body ntaterial, pipe wall it'self.  

11 I.M. ERMtGG: ffas there any indication at all of 

inddequacy in the quality of the weldolets, say? You say the 

Sruptures wero in the base plate. Vere you able to establish 

1A wher~e the ruptures sitarted, what- wont f-ix'st? 

M . MOROE: For each individual fradture, yes.  

M.R~ BERIWS: And can you indicate on the -model there 

17 where the fractures began? 

R~M. MOTRnOE: The fractures~ began at the lowest point 

99 on I~he Intersection betwen the weldolet Connection and the 

20 miAin steam piping,~ which w#ould be at this particulax Point 

21 r ight here.  

22 M BRlIGGS: Did they begin in the vwold, in the 

23 heatV-affected zone, or in the bas;e metal itself'? Were you able 

24 to tell? 

25 MR. MON!IOE: The began in an area that initial.y
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t3 I consisted of heat-affected substance.  

*IRo OSTEN: ilro Briggs, the tail pipes in the 

3 Turkoy Point point out. this way.  

4 DR. GEYEM: They go out sideways.  

e L. BRIZM"!1 That s fine0 

7 Would you say -the failure apparently started in the 

a hroit-affected zone between the weld and the b'%se plate, is 

that rxight? 

? M. ROO: 'hat is correct, although if I can add 

to that 

MAL. B3RIM{S: yes, 

M. VIOhNROE: It happens to also be the point of 

m highest stress concentration.  

M L. BRIGGS: And that is a bad place to have the 

highest stress, I guess.  

17 .. WZOOE: Well, think the high stress is the 

10. vmjor factor., 

19 M. BRIGGS: I have no more questions. Thank you.  

20. CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I don' t think we have the 

21 qualiications Of R. Ulonroe° As. I understand it lie is a 

22 m-.atallurgist and not an engineer making calculations, 

23 analyses of causes and effectso Is that correct, Mh 1.onrce? 

Z4 B, MONROE: 1 am a metallurgical engineer. I am 

25 not sure what that makes me.  

oi
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~t jCHIAIMAIN JENSCH: Well, I don't want to go alil over 

your Florida Power & Light test Imony, but a s I understand .i -It 

A he rupture waz at a point -about an. eighth of an Inch from -the 

S weld, and that wa~s the weidment area to which you referred,, 

5jand in that areal'tXe rupture u=,urred, correct? 

16 a MONTR OB Ye St s i r 

CHAI-M JENSCH: There was no stress relieving on.  

8thie Florida Power &~ LJilit main header systems iS, that correct, 

on the original weldment? 

10 131R. MOE: Excue uka 1 believe you said thle main 

header system.  

12 MMMY JENiSCH: Whatever It is.  

13 UvL. 140aOn.: well., the situation i.;n Florida wvas 

somjewhat different in that there were small headers Comi ng 

15 off. These-were not stress -relieved at -the point where the 

rupture ikitiated, 

17 M.UR M AX MJSCH: And ata I to understand you 

18explained dowa there that the failure to stress relie~ve some

19times leads to what did you say, nil ductility? That means 

20 embrittlement and susteptibility to easier fractu re and 

21 rupture than would be metal that had been stress relieved, is 

22 thtcorrect? 

23 M.a MOMMUR: Sir, Y beU.oeve you are naking zre 

24 of the testimony of .Mr. lp"topoulos; although I certainly wol 

25 agree with the coc ents V'wtt he irmde at that hearing, IWol



TSBt5 like to clari-Ty Uth~t this, ty'pe of embrittlevient only occurs 

and woul1d inifluence fracture at low teniperatu'es.  

owall !f newsaff: We 1, you ca'led it a puzzle dovin 

there. They have, run-ing reca;.*inss of the pressure in the 

main esteam, heador for sozmet1hing 1±ke v, week,; par-ticularly the 

day ir. quesltiou, :and ite' was recording something like 990 

pounds or psig the Valv~es Viere set for 1035, Which One of the 

cardixa1 rules of nuclear technology is bleed your inituments, 

It wiould be that the val ves did not relieve and therefore 

when a rupture occurred it might have bea~n 'due -to pz-essure an 

the w~eak Vweld.  

Would not that. be a fair inference? 

BE,,1-10ROP3 V.- afra'id I can't -i~t.s a fair 

trnference.. i don~t a&-re %ith it, sir.  

CHIMMR~AN JENSCH: I think~ that is about as far -as 

we need to go.  

Bfkl TR'OSTN: M~r. Chairman, Vd Justl like to offer 

for the record a statemzent of ?V. Alonoels pro:Zesaional 

qualifications.  

CHA IPAN JE~3T1150 Do you vwant it physicall3y inicor

porated in here.? 

UAL~ ROISAN: 11o objection.  

DMfl. MARTIN: N~o objection.  

CHiAIRLUT JEASCH: The application is grant4led, the



I
reporter is directed to physicrally incor-oiaate it :in the 

transcript.  

is this A place to interrupt our 

examination? At thi.s, time let us recess, recon'vene in this 

room at 4:15.  

(Hearing rocessed.) 

(Dovcument faowo s. )
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PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 

ROBERT E. MONROE 

CHIEF, JOINING TECHNOLOGY DIVISION 

BATTELLE.COLUMBUS LABORATORIES 

My name is Robert E. Monroe,, I am presently employed by Battelle 

Columbus Laboratories as the Chief, Joining Technology Division.  

My business address is 505 King Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43201.  

In my current position I supervise the research and development 

activ ities of-the Joining Technology Division. This division ha s 

a staff of 22 people, including 13 professionals. We conduct a 

large number of technical programs for government agencies and 

industrial corporations involving welding, brazing, and related 

processes. I have been Chief of this division since 1967.  

I graduated from Virginia Polytechnic Institute in 1950 with a 

B. S. degree in Metallurgical Education. I have had some graduate.  

level course work at Ohio State University, but have not completed 

requirements for an advanced degreet After graduation, I joined 

Battelle as a research engineer in 1950. Since that time, I have 

been involved in joining research programs, first as a program 

engineer and subsequently assuming more-responsible positions when 

I became an Associate Division Chief in 1958 and Division Chief in 

1967. Many of the programs I have conducted or supervised have been 

of the failure analysis type. I have published about 50 technical 

papers, made contributions to 2 books, and the Welding Handbook, and 

have presented numerous technical talks. I am a member of the 

American Welding Society, Sigma Xi,.Tau Beta Pi, Pi Kappa Pi and other 

honorary societies, and am a Registered Professional Engineer in the 

State of Ohio.
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_CIMARiAN JENSCH: Please come to order. Are we 

7 1 ready to proceed with further examination on the question 

3 of the support rings and the shoes? Are we ready to proceed 

4 further in that regard? 

5 1. TROSTE N; We are ready, Hr. Chairman.  

6 CHAIP 'AN JENSCH: Very well.  

7 MR. PROISPNf: I'd like to go back to the Applicant's 

B witnesses with regard to this and 

Staff? M TROST: Mr. Roisman are you finished with the 

S Staff? 

IR. ROiS-IAN: Well, you will remember that it won't 

be until this evening that i will look at those documents, 

but at least I'm fairly fiLxished with the Staff and I would 

sus Ipect itrs only some clean-up material. But I have not 

Ss finished with the Applicant with regard to the support rings.  

16 CHAIRMAN JENSCZ-. While there is a pause, is there 

a likelihood that we might conclude the interrogation of 

witiesses by noon tomorrow? 

9 M, IOISAN: Yes, there is a likelihood.  

I CHAIRMAN JENSCH: All right. A reasonable 

21 probability., without imdue risk.  

2 You may then plan to have the arguments in the 

t3 afternoon.  

1, . MARTIN: Vx, Chairman, at this time I'd like 

215 to us-t go to the matter of the testimony of Lester M Stuzin,
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CMIVUANN JENSCH: You have discussed this matter 

uith the attor~neys. Is there any objection? 

M . WUTiN: X have discussed it with the attorneys.  

Thexe is a stipul7ation that if Mr. Stuzin were here and sworn 

this ould be his testimony, wlth the .mderste ding that if 

anyP of the parties wish to cross-examine at a future time it 

will be made available for that purpose. Copies of the 

testimony of Hr. Stuzin have been distributed, and sufficient 

copies have been provided to the Reporter for incorporation 

in the r:ecord.  

CHAIRAWMN JENSCUL: Very well. Upon a statement by 

M~r. Martin and a statement of the stiJ.huhation by the attorneys, 

the previc;usly-prepared Statement of Lester *L Stuzin, 

Chief, Assistant Planning Division, Power Division, Nev York 

State Department of Public Service, may be physically 

incorporated Nithin the transcript as if read and shall 

constitute evidence on behalf of the New York State Atomic 

Energy Council.  

MR. ARTIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.  

(Doffuent follos o
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UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

In the Matter of 

Consolidated Edison Company of 
New York, Inc.  

(Indian Point Station, Unit-No. 2)

Docket No. 50-247

The Need for Additional Capacity 

for the 

Consolidated Edison System

My name is Lester M. Stuzin. My business address is 44 

* Holland Avenue, Albany, New York 12208.  

I am employed by the New York State Department of Public 

Service as Chief of the Power Division's System Planning Section.  

I have been in this position since August 13, 1970.  

I graduated in June of 1961 from the City College of New 

York with a Bachelor of Electrical Engineering degree. While completing 

the required courses at this School, I joined the staff of the Public 

Service Commission in August, 1960, and I have been continuously 

employed. I am a licensed Professional Engineer in the State of New 

York.  

The System Planning Section of the Power Division is mainly 

responsible for the following: 

1. Conducts studies on the requirements and adequacy 

* of short and long range electric power system 

planning.

r



2. Conducts short and long range.supply-load studies 

and reviews supply-load studies prepared by 

electric utilities.  

3. Keeps the Public Service Commission informed on 

the day-to-day power situation in New York 

State and surrounding areas. This includes data 

that the Chairman may use in his weekly reports 

to the Governor.  

This testimony is submitted at the request of the New York 

State Atomic Energy Council to substantiate the need.to Consolidated 

Edison of 770 Me-/ for the winter of 1972.  

I have analyzed the load, capacity and reserve picture for 

the periods November, 1972 through April, 1973, for the Consolidated 

Edison system. Table I details the results of this study. The "Total 

Capacity" as shown in Table I is that value supplied by Consolidated 

Edison to the Federal Power Commission in Docket R-362 and includes 

873 MW for Indian Point No. 2. The load associated with the periods 

in question was also supplied in that Docket. The scheduled maintenance 

is as planned by Consolidated Edison. The Company has increased its 

November, 1972 maintenance program by 770 MW over that reported to the 

Federal Power Commission. The adjusted total is in line with recent 

experience., The unit deratings and forced outages are from data taken 

from the 1971-1972 Weekly Load and Capacity Reports as prepared by the 

System Planning Section staff. Due to'the state of much of Consolidated 

Edison's capacity, an analysis based on unavailable capacity (unit 

1/ Operation of Indian Point No. 2 at 90 percent of full power.



Sderatings and forced outages) must be included in analyzing Consolidated 

Edison's reserves. This state has been brought about by the Company's 

inability to replace old, unreliable inefficient units. After deducting 

> average unavailable capacity (average unit deratings plus average 

forced outages), I believe that Consolidated Edison will be unable to 

meet its load in January and March, 1973 In February, 1973, the 

Company will not have the required operating reserve of 600 MW because 

of these outages and deratings. Under high unavailable capacity (high 

unit deratings plus high forced outages), the projected situation 

becomes even worse. In summary then, in the period from November, 1972,, 

through April, 1973, the Company will not be able to meet its load in 

every month except two (December, 1972, andFebruary, 1973), and in 

* reserve of 600 MW. The operating reserve of 600 MW is an estimate of 

Consolidated Edison's portion of the New York Power Pool requirement of 

1,400 MW, which is based on the load and on the two largest units in 

operation.  

All these figures are based on excluding the 873 MW of 

capacity associated with Indian Point No. 2. If this amount, or some 

percentage of this amount, were added to the Consolidated Edison system, 

the situation would, of course, improve.  

The above analysis was based on the following capacity 

additions to the Company's installed capacity: 

1. Bowline No. 1 -.600 MW (Consolidated Edison's 

share 400 MW) Summer of 1972.  

2. Narrows Gas Turbines'- 348 N Summer of 1972.  

3. Roseton No. 1 - 600 MW (Consolidated Edison s 

share - 240 MW) - Fall of 1972.
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This analysis also reflects the delay in Consolidated Edison's 

planned 1971 retirements totaling 259 MV to December, 1972. The 

reliability of this old capacity is questionable.  

The statewide power picture appears somewhat brighter.  

Table II shows the load, capacity and reserve picture for periods 

between November, 1972 and March, 1973. However, even the statewide 

picture shows an inability of the State's electric utilities to meet 

the required operating reserve of approximately 1,400 MW. in two months; 

January and March of 1973. On those occasions, the New York Power Pool 

would be forced to go to outside the system in order to purchase 

power to prevent some load curtailment. These statewide studies were 

based on the installation of the additional Consolidated Edison 

capaci- pLvioui-s- Lyi Pi U plus i1o % Lcid 2 SOa MW 

1972. Installation of 873 MW, or some percentage thereof, would, of 

course, improve the New York statewide power picture. This improvement 

is not as marked as that of the Consolidated Edison system, however.  

In fact, an additional amount of capacity equal to about 550 MW would 

put the New York Power Pool in a position to meet its required operating 

reserve in each and every month of this analysis.  

Conclusion 

On the basis of the above analysis, additional capacity is 

needed for the winter of 1972-1973 to help Consolidated Edison meet 

its load requirement.

I-- -



TABLF I 

CAPACITY, LOAD AND MARGINS - NOVEMBER, 1.972 - APRIL, 1973 

CONSOLIDATED EDISON 

Nov. 72 Dec. 72 Jan. 73 Feb. 73 Mar. 73 Apr. 73

Capacity 

Thermal (Conventional) 
Thermal (Gas Turbine 

& Diesel) 
Thermal (Nuclear) 
Hydro (Conventional) 
Hydro (Pumped Storage) 
Total Controlled 
Purchases 
Sales 
Total Capacity

7,125-/ , 7,125- /
6,909

2,842 2,842 2,842 
1,138 1,138 1,138 

11,105 11,105 10,889 

- 40 40 

11,105 11,145 .10,929

6,909 

2,842 
1,138 

10,889 
40 

10,929

6,909 6,909

2,842 2,842 
1,138 1,138 

10,889 10,889 

40 40 

10,929 10,929

Peak Load 

Estimated Load - 6,225 6,425 6,350 6,250 6,125 6,225

Margins 

Gross Margin (,M) 
Scheduled Maintenance 
Margin After 

Maintenance 

Indian Point Delay 
Increased Maintenance 

Schedule 
Delay Retirement +32 
Additional Purchase +2 
Margin After Deducting 

Indian Point, etc.  

Unavailable Capacity 
Past 12 Months 

Experience 
Average Deratings 
Average Forced Outage 
Margin With Average 

Unavailability

High Deratings -1 
High Forced Outage 1 
Margin With High 

Unavailability 

Required Operating 
Reserve 

1/ Includes New Units 
Bowline #1 
Narrows Gas 

Turbines 
Roseton #1 

2/ Recent Purchase 
Agreements 
Maine Yankee 
Bowline #1 

3/ Delay Retirement 
Hell Gate #2 & #3 
Waterside #1 
Hudson Ave. #2 & #3 
59th Street #7

4,880 
730 

4,150 

(873) 

770 
259 
240 

3,006

4,720 4,579 

900 1,150 

3,820 3,429

(873) 

259 
200 

3;406

(873) 

200 

2,756

1,100 1,200 1,500 
1,300 1,100 1,400

1,].06

,400 
,800 

-194 

600

-144

4,679 
800 

3,879 

(873) 

200 

3,206 

1,400 

1,300 

506

1,500 1,800 1,600 
1,600 2,400 1,500 

306 -1,444 106

400 (Consolidated Edison's share) 

348 
240 (Consolidated Edison's share)

200

.4,804 
1,450 

3,354 

(873) 

200 

2,681 

1,300 
1,500 

-119 

1,900 
1,700 

-919 

600

4,704 
780 

3,924 

(873) 

200 

3,251 

1,000 

1,500 

751

1,300 
2,000 

-49 

600



CAPACITY, LOAD AND

TABLE II 

MARGINS - NOVEMBER, 1972 MARCH, 1973

NEW YORK STATEWIDE 

Nov. 72 Dec. 72 Jan. 73 Mar. 73

Capaci ty 

Thermal (Conventional) 
Thermal (Gas Turbine 

& Diesel) 
Thermal (Nuclear) 
Hydra (Conventional) 
lydro (Pumped Storage) 
Total. Controlled 
Purchases 
Sales 
Total Capacity 

Peak Loads 

Sum of Individual Loads 
Coincident Loads -

15,6271/ 15,6201-/

4,302 
2,238 
4,019 

26,186 
88 

150 
26,124

•4,323 
2,238 
4,024 

500 
26,705 

126 
150 

26,681

17,570 18,540 
17,410 18,540

15,400 15,410

4,323 
2,238 
4,013 

500 
26,474 

.126 
150 

26,450

4,333 
2,238 
4,025 

500 
26,506 

128 
150 

26,484

18,300 17,300 
18,280 17,260

Margins 

Gross Margin (MWV) 
Gross Margin (%) 
Scheduled Maintenance 
Margin After Maintenance 

Indian Point Delay 
Increased Maintenance 
Schedule - 3/ 

Delay Retirement +2/ 
Additional Purchase 
Margin After Deducting 

Indian Point, Etc.  

Unavailable Capacity 
Fast 12 T hl-s ox - ence 
Average Deratings 
Average Forced Outage 
Margin With Average 
Unavailability 

High Deratings 
High Forced Outage 
Margin With High 

Unavailability 

Required Operating Reserve 

1/ Includes New Units 
Bowline #1 
Narrows Gas Turbines 
Roseton #1 
Gilboa #1 & #2

2/ Recent Purchase 
Agreements 
Maine Yankee 

3/ Delay Retirement 
Hell Gate #2 & #3 
Waterside #1 
Hudson Avenue #2 & #3 
59th Street #7

8,141 
43.9 

900 
7,241 

(873)

6,627 

1,700 
1,600 

3,327 

2,000 
2,000 

2,627 

1,400

8,714 
50.1 

1,400 
7,314 

(873) 

770 
2 59 
40 

5,970 

1,900 
1,400 

2,670 

2,000 
2,000 

1,970 

1,400 

600 
348 
600

8,170 
44.7 

1,300 
6,870 

(873)

5,997 

1,900 
1,700 

2,397 

2,000 
2,500 

1,297 

1,400

9,224 
53.4 

2,500 
6,724 

(873)

5,851 

1,700 
2,100 

2,051 

2,300.  
2,700 

851 

1,400
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CHAR ANA JENSCH: Will you proceed, the Citizens' 

4 Committee.  

3 M. ROISMiAN: 'Or. Branting. This is with reference 

4 to the letter that you wrote to someone in Pennsylvania 

. Engineering Corporation whose name is not legible on the letter 

6 dated January 19, 1968, and it's referred to as the ParAmeter, 

7 Inec. reference D.13, I believe.  

Just a moment and I will check,.  

Yes, :Do you have a copy of that letter? 

,10 MR. BRANTING: I do not have it immediately 

Savailable, no.  

IM, ROISMAN: I vill read a portion just so we haw

it here in the record. Then I am going to hand it to you, 

A let you look at it and ask you some questions about it.  

5 PThe letter begins, "This letter is merely to confirm 

16 our telephone conversation of Thursday morning, January 18, 1968.  

17 our customer has approved the fix discussed by us on 

Ig December 20th for the reactor vessel support ring. This fix 

was discussed in general in ray letter of December 21 

20 confirming our conversation," and then on the second page of 

21 the letter this statement appears. "You indicated that the 

22 combination of spring in the ring and the limitatio-. of 

23 accuracy of the machine make a tolerance of plus zero minus 

24 0.015 more probable. It seems reasonable to expect that the 

25 ring can be moved at least .005 inches in elevation and setting
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so that the additional .005 tolerance should not pose a.  

2 particular problem to the field. This observation does not 

constitute a variant to the stated dimensions, however. The 

4 cusoter is being queried on this point." 

And I am going to now hand you the letter and I wanted 

to ask you same questions about that later statement.. Have 

7 you looked at it? 

P MR. ° 31ANTING: Yes, I presume you are particularly 

izerested h the laot paragraph, the second paga? 

I iI ROISIM: Yes, th tls right.  

No c miv you tell me iai fact after the -work was done 

Well first of all when you referred to the custowir, to %-hov 

13 were you referting there? 

,9 11 BtWANTIrG: To United Engineers and Constructors0 

17 

20 

23 

2
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10. ROKSYWN: And what was the resolution of the 

discussion ,ith the United Fgineers and Constructors regardizv 

that tolerance qu "tio-? 

Mh Z, 11ETM. At tIt time I secr-oc no relief 

M R 0 rM11111,d: And what did you then reqaire 3n2COR to 

do? 

TEL RRV ,L.NG: We requested they hold a stated 

"LTRL ROXSMAN: Were they successfuL? 

:I '1.t UONSAN: Wza3 the reactor support ring shipped 

fron RECOR wjlthout the stated tolerance having been achieved? 

TM. DOAMoJ4d: It was.  

,I'. ""-M1A: And was the, stated tolerance vor 

3 achieved subsequently by some zau- ount action thant was 

taken? 

17 .12. MAii'ONFG: I am not sure 

V R. ROZSTkI: fs the tolerance problew handled in 

the mannor referenced In that paragraph, that lo, wore 

certaintings done with regard to the leveling of the ring 

after it6 was at the reactor site to "overcorae" the toaerance 

_-,4 problem? 

MR. Bne NTFNG: Since I was not at the site When the 

ring was placed, I can't really te you wh.at was or vas; rit 

5 done except through hearsay.
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U2Bt2 IM. ROIS1XAJZ: &-," Berkowitz, I~ siess It~s M~r.  

2 Slotterback. You are with UE&C, and you are not familiar with 

3 this subject, and what Was it, kd-r0 Whitehouse W~ho vias also 

BM. BERKOWITZ: I think 12r. Whitehouse could respond 

91 to your quest ions., 

6 MR ROISAN: Okay.  

7 Mr. Whitahousvt. can you sort of pick up the story 

a of the warped ring altor It got -to the plant site? Ur. BrAntin 

0 says that he is not aware of whether this problem that ezisted 

10 when it was shippo 1dmPC a cretdpir to the 

11 installation at the site Can you fill us In on that ? 

12 M. VOIG~T: BhrO 'Chairman" I object to the form of 

I's that questioa; 'tile uoo of the terminology "warped ring" has 

14 no support in the test-imony thatis been elicited here. 7 

t 5 request that Mir. Roisman refrain from injecting these 

t6 characterizations Into his questions. He can elicit the 

17 informat'i'on from the witnesses without doing thatI sir.  

18 D ROXSMNi: M~r'. Chairman, on transcript Page-3247 

19 the following exchange took place between Mr. Bril and Mr 

20 Xarman.* 

21 !17 call your attention now to Page-4 of the summary," 

22 meaning the summary of'the Staff's testimony, "under RomaA 

23 numeral -11M,, facts Round.  

?4. "Ur. Brill stated that after stress relieving the 

25 R-W support ring was warped as mui-h as one and one half Inches
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U2Bt3 I our of plane. He fturthr state "his densional deviation 

2 was reworked to the satisfaction of the UEC and PBX vendor 

3 inspectors who accepted the reworked ring and authorizedl 
is 

4 shipment to the I.P, 2 site.  

19Is that an aecurate statement, Mr. Brill? 

1118r. Uri1: '-ou are asking if I made this statement0 

7 1 may haVe made this statement at that time based 
on mis

information. My understanding is that the one and one-"lI 

i inch oruter tolerance deviation that I am referriiq to here has 

to do ith the roundness of the ring, not the out-of-plane 

as 'it s referred to here." 

12 Now theze is nothing either in the exchange there to 

indicate that the Staf- in any way is changing its statement 

14 of the conversation or that W. BrIll is Changing his use of 

5 the word warped. He did change whether ha thought it was the 

16 out-of-roundness or the out-o--plane. I think that the 

7 terminology "warped" is well established by testimony already 

is inthe proceeding.  

13 There was anothe' ]ortion of the transcript, but 12M 

20 afraid that I'm just not'able to find' it, where 1, too, 'had 

21 4sked a question of Mr. Brill using the terminology warped 

22 and he answered Indicating that there was nothing wrong wi1th 

23 that terminology to describe the situation.  

24 Mr. Voigt seems to be overly sensitive. to the 

25 subject, but I think the transcript establishes that It's 
-1



M2Et4 ; permissible terminology& 

L M. o VOIGT: lbo CMairman Ur. Roisman's rmarks 

raeorely illustrate the validity of my objection. This Is an 

A argumentative characterization and it~s not a proper 

5 question,.  

MMILIR1WN JMINCH.: Ihat isi your Statement about. the 

7 propriety of the word? Is it the one word warped' that you 

3 dislike? 

LB . V1OGT:. I believe that is the only chiaracter in 

10 vhic& the question is objectiow-ble, yes, sir.  

1.j CRAHRR JENSCM: Me objection is overruledo 

12 Proeed.~ 

M3 WH° V'ITEHOUSE: Would you restate the question, 

14, please? 

15 CTAMYAN JZ1ENSCH: Reread the question, please.  

18 (The pendiag question is read by the reportero 

M~ WHITEHOUSE: Yes, sir. Fom a conistruction 

it8 stzndp int we had no problems with anything that happened in 

PECOR as far . as warpage was coancerned.  

20 M. ROISM N: Mas the ring as it vwas delivered to 
I I, 

the stde, did It meet this toleiance requirement of plus 

22 zero -- I am sorry, plus zero minus .01 inches? 

23 I WHXTEROMSE: I was not concerned with that 

dimeasion. I was concerned that the cooling pads were flat, 

255 aad we checked the cooling .Xds for being fMqt prior to
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inta.ing within the reactor buildin.  

ioiOISAIT: 11r. Branting, do you inow why thtt 

requirement was, that i t o requirement regarding the 

levelness o- the suppor-0 riwnq, ws Included and why" that 

particul y. stringent doimension was required? 

You s-ad the c tstor had refused to e.i -v VU 

on that. -iA they give you any rezsor, as to 'hy tbay Con

saidered it important?



MR. VOIGT: 1&.o Chairman, I again object to the 

2 form of the question. Ur. Roisman insists on characterizing 

3 these things. He has referred to this requirement as 

4 particularly stringent. Now tihy doesn't he juct refer to 

s a requirement without using all the inflammatory adjectives? 

CI'ANU JENSCH: Well, I didn't get that impression 

7 from itC. The witness can accept the premise that it seems 

s to be particularly stringent, I think 1r. Trosten's admonition 

9 to a witness is ve :y apt. If the witness does not know the 

10 ansvwer he should say he does not kne the answer, He is 

using something for conclu sion. You may state it that now 

in reference to this requirewent which was not particularly 

8 13 stringent 

4 Rb. VOIGT: Equally oVjectionable, 11r. Chairman.  

CHAIM-02N JENSCH. I think you have 'to ..use some 

4 characterizations in discussing any of these matters and 

U7 I don't think that semantics are going to hurt one way or 

the other vhat the facts really are. Maybe the witness %wPon't 

19 accept this stringent conclusion. Maybe it's a'long hour and 

20 we are trying to expedite the hearing in every-way and we 

21 want to utilize the time, but if it gets a little edgy for 

22 the witnesses and the attorneys, xiwhy we had better knock off 

a$ and go back to our usual hours of ten to 4:30 and we'd be 

2=4 very happy.  

-5 Obj ection overruled.

UObm- 1 5516
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Do you have the question in mind, Mr. Witness? 

la, BRANTING: Yes, sir.  

I do not recall receiving a particular reason for 

refusal to r .lax that tolerance.  

oi ROIS4AN: is there any UE&C man here oiic would 

Mr. Slotterback, wo-u!d you know x4hy the tolerance reen.pirement 

was initially imposed? 

xk SLOT"ERBACK: The tolerance was initially 

specified to facilitate setting the reactor vessel as close 

as possible 7pith the diffused number of lifts raising it up 

and &,,,on on the shituso So that our construction people 

requeted'"this tolerance to facilitate construction.  

MR.. OiS4AN: You mean it was a matter of 

convenience for construction purposes? 

I.M SLOTTERACK: Yes, 

1T.o ROMMAII: Are you fa iliar with the c wmunicatiora 

that 'Mr. Branting had with UE&C in which he requested in line 

,with this letter that the tolerance be permitted to be minus 

0.015 instead instead of the .01? 

IS. SLOTTEMOACIC: I dan't recall.,



Mxi .ROXMiMA: Wiould you, ' Whitehouse, be ab le to.  S ; indicate whether or not 1T the rin,,g had been deceived with

3 th~e .015 as the minus fignre, whether It would have caaused the 

4 unusual constructio~n problem that would havo warrauted you, 

5 In effecto havin~g to return the ring and asked them to hrIing 

it into a claser tolek'ante? 

7 1M VOT: I object to the question. Z't Is 

a hypothetical and seculative and ha3 no basis In the r ecor&.  

9 CHIMA111~ JENSH: Att the quastion be reread'. Please.  

10 Mabe last quostiona vas read bry the reorter.) 

11 MARRAAN JENSC]ff: I wonder It~ you woul.d indicate 

1)2 the purpose of your !nqury.  

MR.~ ROA3S&AN: Yes. X am tryi~ng to f zud out whther 

14 Or not this ring was not able to be inst~aed properly bocause 1 

is5 it was not level within the tolerances required.  

1)6 Yx Bra-ating has indicated that when It lai't MCdM I~tI 

1)7 was not w~ithin those tolerances* W~. Whitobouse has ladicated 

is that he didn'~t loot~ to see whether It was within thas~.  

19 toleances Or not.  

20 am trying to filn d out thether or not someathing had 

21 to be doxne to that rIng or whether this tolerance level was 

22 set here.. out of which everybody Is puxported to 'be concerned, 

23 was sort of Irrelevant, that It could have just easily been.  

24 .015 as it was' .0 We have one bit og evidence in this racord 

25 to suggest that 027ss Considared important by UE&C, zwid



vitwt2 I is Tar. Brantinzls testimplay thai they did not agree to 

32 relieve PB&K-, and thrfr PECOR had the responsblityto 

bring it -down to .01.  

But It still viasnt molL, it still left the ebp 

si hout belur able to rneet that standard,, How Z am trying to 

SItrace out and see if we can A41nd out why UVEOC was le-bat Con

cerneO about it., If it was never~ aorrtcted, then UE&O s 

concern~ was never: satiq5~ted and nayL* that was the sa 1'cty 

9 ,,roblem. I don -1 knor. I hav~e to~ piece It together siinee 

thiere isn't the erson at the ot'her end of M~r. Branti~g 

conversation 17.-at doesa~t appe'ar to be haee 

MUAY JE;NN'": The p~robltm I am having is the 

13 relevan~cy of the Inq~uiry. The ultimate objective, og course, 

14 o matter what was deliverod, if the Installation practides 

were such as to maie adjustments for whatevecr cha'uges th.e 

%6 were from the original efcto~.thore are atlhao, 

17 possib)ilities~ of hoalinig that.  

118 t seems 'soaevhat venote and irrelevant, does It nt 

19 MF.OSJ1-Ak;: X think the problem here is that we are 

20 dean ig with engineer co~ilusions. We got down to W.  

21 WthItehouse's testimony that the ring was irnstAlled andA 

22 installed properly. The only way to gat behind those 

3 enineering things is to try to expose the underlying assuawp" 

24 tions that go into the qualitative tormiaiology, suc~h as 

'4s2 adequate or -satisfactory o r tbz.t type ol' termnoogy.
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one 69 those underlying assumptions wouldI seem to 

2be the assumiptioza that dictated that the tolerance level hzid 

S to be .0". That was ar. assumption that wars considered 

4 s ufficiently Important that when Mr. Branting called and.  

.5 qeescted relief -2romi itp it was denied by UE&C.  

I I.-hought mayba Mr. T.h.t ehou"se muight be able to 

.7 explain by telling us whaU kinId of construction difioulties 

e would be assoclAted with having received a reactor support 

9 ring with .015 as the tolerance in trying to install it that 

JO would have e~plained vW1~ Mr. Branting was denied the 

-opportunity for relieg. That might cast some light on the 

21 question.  

It iizy bi- that when 1thot answer -is given, It wll 

ij turn out. that it vill be hon-sagel0  I don~t know that until 

I1 have the ans,*wer frow MAr . Whitehouse.  

C~RAN JEM CIH: I am still haV4ZZ diffiiculty With 

1i7 what really we are trytng to- resolve as to what was put in 

18 place that was not adjusted to the requirements og the lead.  

x9I itat reDally Is what we are sefIing to resolve. I un4erstand 

20 U r., Slotterbatk stated..that some of these factors were conr

2.I struction zrequiremients to sate ra ising the reactors,, as I 

recall.  

21 IS The objection is sustal-1ned.  

MR.I~ ROISAI.: lb Whitehouse, when you installed the.  

25 reactor ring at the sites did you have to use the laein.g
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screws in order to get the desired degree of levelness? 

Di d V-10 leveling screws themslves 

nd up cedin or do theynow have on them a load in order 

to pick up whatever they are carrying? 

S IMIHFEOSE Oar 
aca you explan to me how they no 

lougg......ry a load and yet the reactor still remi~ns level? 

What reploed -the leveling screw? 

it ; -41THOUSE: The leveling screws, after we ] 
poured the epoxy shiri which we used Rar a tamped plate the 

machine too!, the leveling screws were moved down 
so tat the 

T . shim plate set over the top of them.  

Vffi. ROISAN: As I understand the drawing on, or 

,15 diagram on Figyie 6 of the Applicant's testimony -- do you 

9 have thbat thee'e? 

MR. iOI3SiN: 'tat shows the leveling screws in a 

present position, right? 

= RO)YED: Ag&Pint what Surface are the leveling 

screws ends brought in co7n.tact? 

MR .r 
4 E: No maceo They are packed down 

5 I in recessers into the shim plate.  

2 5 ft01SUANi: And theyr were used to level at the
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upper end, not at the lower end; is that correct? 

M.o WHITEHOUISE: fes° When you seGt the reactor 

vessel first, it is setting on the jacking bolts. The shim 

plate i: not there, For the final setting, the jacking bolts 

are ran down. You run them, screw then down into the girder.  

tighiten the locking nuts. They are still sticking up above 

the screw.  

M. ROXSMA: I see that.  

. WHITEHOUSE: Okay.  

The bottom og the shoe plate, there is a recess 

Wchined .in there to take those.  

Mf ROISMAN: So that whe. you edid the epoxy cast, 

iU y'u will, i2 that's an approprite term to use to do the 

shim, you poured that epoxy around the settling screw. The 

settling screw was what allowed you to f11ad the exact 

measurement for the placing of the shim plate; is that 

correct? 

1M 171117OUSE: Yes, sir.  

MR. ROISANA: Thank you.  

Is there a limit as tb the di:£forences between the 

shim plates for the different tozzles at Vhich point you would 

feel that they should be no longer making up the lack of 

levelness with the shim plate, or would It nt matter at all 

that one shim plate was 20 geet high and another one was 2 

inches high?
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I fizP WHITE1HOUS: There 'Gas a requirement on the 

thickness Gf heshim. plates.  

M.O RGISat-0 That they be no thicker than? 

4 M, 10TEM, OUSE: No thicker than, no thinner than.  

5 Me. ROMAN: What Is. that figure? 

6 M. BEK01W.XT. Ah Roisuant, I believe X can 

a I nswer thi t, 

8)The nominal. thic.-ness of the shim plates, as the 

installation is supposed to be, is appr'oximately one and one

10 eighth inches.~ The vinmii= thickn~ess of the shim plates is 

I T. suposed to be apprw~lnstely one inich.. I bellova the shim 

12 plates as suppliod but before they are machined are approxi

S nately an inch and a ha1~f ltwhlck So there is the Possibility 

14 of accommodating much more than ton or fifteen thousandths of 

15an Inch in elevation difference.  

16 OMA:D okzoWhthrisalwt iex 

17 on the tickaoss and the thinness~ of the shim plate? 

1~3 1~MR. B=UXOKY1TZ: No.  

19 I.O ROISMAN.- 1& Zhitchouse~.  

20 M. WHIITEHOUSE: No, sir 

22 12.l .9OLTEMBACB: No6.  

23 I-JR ROISMAN: Mr. Cunningham., 

24 M.t~ CmUhTINGRiAM: That Is the norimaI expected vaiaion 

25 in Constructi on 1toleranceb. If it fills the requirement of

5513
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the shim plate design, that is.  

M, ROISMAIU: Is there an problem with Uhe zabil.zlty 

3 to support the vessel if the shim plates were much thichr 

.4 or much 1tLiaae thian thosb Particulr tolerauce 12its.  

R. CM414TPRMM. NOtZ to m~y knowledge0 

RGI~QSMOR.: 7nank you.  

M e skeowit; W.111 back to you Wecaus- Elm 

not sure -) hor to ask -the qnestior.  

I n the an:aiysis that was done by the applicant and 

its contractoza and subcantactors, vas there any ar1lysis 

mde of possible problems associated *;ith Vie elongation o02 

the holes that v,.exre in thie reactor support ring? These are 

11 refie.red to in th testimony by !,ia-meter, Inc., on Ptge, Y 

5 j VOKOGT: I will object to any emainnaition Ly

16 x isman concrning the Pamater, Inc , .eport's. Iff his 

7 reference is intened merely fr ol la ication, I have no 

o'Jections but I wish to forestall any line of questioning 

Gf my witnesses about soweone else's c ctuuents,.  

20 

23 

25

55241
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CHAIRMAN JENSCHi: I think that general objection 

is tuell taken~, that each panel in limited to its o, exhiits.  

I'a. ROi8NM: r. Voigt seerv to be a little quick 

a n t he i::trigger today, 1.i. Chairman. Playbe he ought to 

ratire and let the rest of us go on. I thought it would .help 

6 j the witne.sG tuiderstend whT uvSs talking ahout. If he LiM ly 

7 referred to that portion of it, it raig~t be all right, 

didnvt think I was aski..ig any que sticr, about the study that 

Siwas done by ?arAeter, but they do describe the elongat io~n 

in a manner that I Understood, arid, I hope he w~ould. und6erstand,, 

an d vye would be eable to talk about it.  

C 'I AIFOA.'1 JEMCM: For the pur-pose of clarifiHcation, 

the ques-tion is proper 

PVR 1,OISMIAN: -1 wonder if the (Uhairman would ask 

Avl:, 1 gtto control himse!f-so I would no~t have to sit her:e 

and be exhaurted& all day responding to his hotheadedness and 

at the saus time trying to get thrmigh cross -examinativa, 

Is lead docurnnts that I get at the last minute end try to 

19 cross-eamine on all of them at the same tinv2. The long 

20 day~ is mnost tirxing an rae. Everybne else is shifting ;,-round.  

21 it -would make it a lot easier if the Chair iiould request 

22 r. Voigt to restrain himaself. He hasn't been here 'before0 

93 i trust he will not be hare again.  

24 ~1R. VOIGT": 10 Chairman, may I respond to that?, 

29 ~ C1IAIRMAU JENSCRI: No. Any attorney who appears
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Sin a case mast assert the interest of his c!lent as he, sees 

~ it to be. Will you proceed.  

Do you understand the question or clarificett~n, 

MR.. BER.IYUTZ I understand the questim and I ll 

ask i#,r Slotterback to answer it providing he recalls the 

7 question, DO you recall the question? 

S 'SL117 .EA&,. I think I have the right page now, 

Li if you could repeat vibat you are asking.  

P MR, RO YSk IN% ju st 7.smnted to know vith regard to 

me question'. of the e.'.,g4.tion of holes., anchor bolt holes 

' ! which arc 4escribed on page nine of the Parameter, Inc, study, 

v as s study o, analysis dane by the Applicant or its 

contractors or subcontractors to determine whether t cat uaused 

- any pr6blems? M.aybe whether the modiflcation caused any 

pr- b e~. SL&TT"ERBACK: There zwas no. analysis done. There 

Is was a study done in invest-igation to check on the relation 

" of the elongated hole to the size of the nut that came down 

20 on top of it, to be sure that the stresses uould be, if therc 

were any loads applied to it, distributed over full washer 

22. jand the nut.  

23 MR. IRSMA.N: Who conducted that study?.  

?.M MR. SLOTEMBACK: We did.  

IMIRo ROISMAW: hen wias that done roighly?
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o SLOTTERBACK: Since this all began.  

2 MR. ROSLAW: i6hen you say this all, you mean since 

Mr. Brill's letter? 

qR. SIZTEERRACK: Yes.  

5 t. ROSMA : At the time that the actuil 

modification was made, jy was a study done at that time to 

7 determine whether the modificativ, caUsed the problem? 

E R LOTTER.ACK: Because the bolts were there for 

locating the ring and holding it in position. There are no 

real loads applied to the bottom plate due to that eloxgation.  

i ] . ROISHAM: I don't understand. Why wasn t that 

12 adequate to deal -with the Brill matter? 

3 01. SLONTERMACK: This ntas in response to w',.w -frst 

1 meeting wAith ComplIance, 

15 d 0 ROISAN ILI other words it was something t1hat 

16 Compliance had asked, and I n effect, they asked you the 

37 question I asked you, and you said, you had to tell them, 

well, no, not so far? YOu said, well, would you do it and 

i let us know? 

20 ,M. SLOITERBACK: Yes.  

21 MR. ROISMAN: Thank you.  

22 Mr. Branting, Mr. Brill testified yesterday 

2$ -regarding work that was done at his shop with regard to the 

24 support ring. After the initial vork was done on the ring 

in an attempt to correct what he called -- Hold yourself,
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bc Voigto -- warping -- That work he didn't know precisely 

hat had been done before it was shipped out of his shop 

to try to correct the problem. Do you know ohat was done and 

could you describe it to us? 

TO.o BRANTING ; Yes, sir. The warpage, if we twant 

to call it that, and confine ourselves temporarily, consisted, 

of a ring in halves moving inward, so that an oval shape is 

formed, To compensate for this, we located the holes, so 

forth and so on on the ring with relation to the theoretical 

center of the ring. So that in this compensation there was 

no net effect of any warpage or anything of that type.  

As far as work done in Mr. Brill's shop to correct 

warpage. as he characterized it, there was nothing done 

which, should we say, to open un the ring again. We are 

talking about a very healthy size piece of steel. There was 

nothing done along those lines, 

I believe he made a statement regarding the fit of 

the splice plates.  

K~ ROISMAN: Righit.  

M. BRAINTING: Which is covered and sketched in our 

testimony I think rather adequately.  

M. ROISiAN: As I understand what happened then, 

when you realized that the ring was slightly oval, you knew 

where the holes that would be needed for attaching the ring 

to the concrete support below had to be in terms of a
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hypothetical circ.le-, if you: ill, and you simply made the 

hypothetical circle and placed the bolt holes where they should 

be in order to watch up the holes on the reactor's concrete 

support pad, is that what you did in e.ffect? If you would 

ignore the ovalness of the ringn is that correct statement? 

F1 1. 3NTITG. Yes, that is in effect correct.  

MR, ROIS IXTN: So the ring is imstalled on the 

reactor and still is a little oval, but -in your opinion it 

i:s irrelevant because vhat you wanted to make sure was that 

the holes and the ring and bolt holes and the concrete matched 

up, and that woas done; is that correct? 

Mt. BRANTIvG: Yes, sir.
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./I R1 -: i assume then, that this cutting 

that was done on the -splice plates was done prior to the 

time that the holes were put into the support ring; is that 

4 correct? 

VRo B1MITING: Yes3 sir.  

yo ROISMAN: When the reactor sets on the spport 

ring, is it any eoser to some portitns of the sides of.the 

support •rings O one side than it is on another as a xesk.lt 

ote ovaness -lite At r igt 

MRL RAN..KG One dioP.te_.i of tlat circle bie t 

21 shoreied by the puling in, the hr seshoeing or valley, 

112 whatever you wish to call it. yed it wird therfrecoe be 

closer ko the reactor.  

The ch-,,eIS You mean at that point? 

V . O!S1,7N: At a random point around the sid .e? 

MR. [ ROISIWN; I-%" is not that it is al. clsr u 

is just Close -:t ,one point; is that correct? 

20 M.. Bf;,1AT ING: The circuaference of., the ring didn't 

19. change dimnsion to myF luio~ledgeo Tw werentt stretching or 

2Z 2 hrinking the steel.  

$The change in dimen-sion w-as such that had the 

splice plates been narrower and therefore the diameter closeir 

to the reacter vessel, it would have beec stretched a little
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bit, giving you this oval configuration.  

MR. ROISMAN: What are the distances we are talking 

about? Are we talking about between the edge of the support 

ring and the reactor vessel itself, roughly? 

MR. BUANTING: I don 't know.  

MR. BER!(lITZ: Mr. Whitehouse will answer that 

question for you, Mr. Reisman.  

MR ROI SMAN: Thank youo 

MR. WITEHOUSE: Approxialately an inch and a half.  

MR. ROISMAN: That would be the normal distance? 

1R. WHITEHOUSE: The normal clearance betveen the 

installation and the ring.  

MR. ROISMAN: Do you know what the clearance is at 

the narrowest point down? 

14R. WITEHOUSE: No, sir.  

MR. ROISMAN: Does anyone on the panel or 

Mr. Berkowitz, do you know of anyone who would know? 

MR, BER]KOW!TZ: I don 't believe so. The only 

comment that I could make that would be relevant is that our 

testimony states that the ring vas oval by approximately an 

inch and half in seventeen feet. This means that at the 

splice plates the radius to the inner edge of the ring if; 

shorter by approximately three-quarters of an inch than 

otherwise would have been had the ring not become slightly 

oval,
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MR. ROISNAN: is the cooling pad that supports 

2 each one of the nozzles, has it been placed in such a 

3 position that the cooling padso length is perpendicular to 

4 the direction that the nozzle is pointed? 

5 MR. BERKOWITZ: Yes. The cooling pads were installed 

8 after the heat treating, and they vere installed in the 

7 ,PECOR shop.  

M .MR ROISMAN: Were they installed so that they w ald 

9 remain perpendicular to the nozzles even though the support 

10 ring itself was not round? In other words, was compensation 

11 made on the cooling pade installation the same as compensation 

1 had been made in terms of the placement of the holes? 

13 MR. BERKOWITZ: I Will let Mr. Branting answer 

14 that question.  

MR. BRANTING: Yes, sir.  

MR. RO!SMAN: What work was done -- I wlas unclear 

17 as to how the cooling pads fit up to the support ring and 

18 was taken care of. Mr. Berko ftz has suggested, and 

19 It. Branting, you confirmed by inference, that this cooling 

20 pad was attached to the support ring at the PECOR shop; is 

21 that correct? 

22 MR. BRANTING: Yes, sir, after the heat treating.  

23 MR. ROIS1ADT: After the heat treatment? 

24 MR. BRANTEFG: Yes, sir.  

25 MR. RO!SMAN: At what time ivias the su.rfcce of the
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support ring machined in order to permit the support pad to 

2 be at the appropriate height? As I understand, there was 

3 an excess of material on the top of the support ring. Was 

4 that clone at the PECOR shop, alsc? 

S /14-. BRAITING: Yes, after heat treating.  

6 MR. ROIS AN: What about the machining that Was done 

7 on the top surface of the cooling pad? Where did that 

a machining take place? 

MR. BRANTING: The cooing pads were machined before 

kO nstallation on the top flange. They viere : elded to the tcp 

' flange, measured and a second machine operation was performed 

$2 to attempt to bring it to that plus zero minus ten thousand.  

MR. ROISMAN: i'm gLad. that you reached that point 

14 because that is the next thing 1 vanted to get to vith you.  

is The plus zero minus ten-thousandths of an inch, was that a 

is measurement only with reference to the top surface cof the 

17 ampport of the cooling pad and not to the entire top surface 

1e of the support ring? 

19 M4R. BRANTING: Yes, sir. That was only the machined 

20 surface of the cooling pads. Incidentally, that second 

21 machine operation was also performed at PECOR,.  

22 MR. ROISMIN: Can you explain to me ohat was the 

23 difficulty in getting the support pad down to the .01 minus 

24 measurement? 

25 B .RANTING: The prime difficulty is the fact that
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I that ring is about seventeen feet- in diameter, and we are 

2 talking in terms of ten-o.nhousandths of an inch, A piece of 

,3 equipment large enough to hold that or to soing itv the 

4 accuracy of the bearings is such, or the inaccuracy of the 

5 bearings is such that it is very difficult.  

J DR. ROISAN: I think my problem stems from riot 

7 understanding ho; the machining was done. Was each pad 

machined i udixdually? 

9 iM4 BRANTU1G: I'd like to answer that in tvo parts.  

o Initially, yes, before the pads were instslled on the girder.  

! After they were installed on the girder, it is my understanding 

! put it that waya because ! did not witness the machining.  

I did not go to PECOR to vatch that, 

D The ring was put on the tool and levelness 

I' established and so forth, and then the tool cut the top 

b surfaces of all four rings. I mean all four pads.  
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MR. ROISMAN: As I understand it, the support ring, 

when it was inszalled at the site, is installed on top of 

a concrete surface with a grouting material under the support 

ring; is that correct? 

MR. BRANTG: Yes, sir, 1 believ shown in one of 

6 our exhibits.  

7 M. ROISIMAN: Is it true that there is some 

8 s ringiness to the support ring 3uch that if you didn't have 

9 it evenly supported al the way around the bottom, it would 

10 "be passible for nne side to be slightly iow simply because 

11 of its cwn weight carrying it down? 

17. MI. BERMKOWITZ: I will let Mr. Whitehouse answer that 

13 I thZink he is the eppropriate one to answer.  

M.4 MR o AiITZHOUSE: We found no evidence of t"his whn 

Is we were installing ring girders, sir.  

16 VM. ROISAN: No evidence of springiness? 

17 1% ITITE0USE: Right.  

11 MR. ROISWIA: Then if you set the support ring dovn 

19 on any surface at all, if it vere set on this floor, would 

2.0 it be possible to machine the tops of the cooling pads to an 

21 even height plus zero minus .01 without. regard to the fact 

that wben it was to be installed it vould be set on a 

3 different surface that wouldn't be uneven im the same way 

24 that this is uneven? 

2i DIR, BRANTING: May I answer that one?
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MR. RISMAN: Yeds, 

latR. -GANTiNG: 11Ir. 'Wldtebhouse has testified that he 

found no evidenace of spring in the field. The question which 

you ask is slightly differenrt from~ that.  

In a machine operationa the material must be held 

&)qn groutedi do being the terminology. You put pressure 

on it so it vill. not moe It is held in, in some instrices, 

by friction. So the'eutting tool will not get the material 

and Ituhe material is stotpne.i and ft continues sol-nething of 

vhat typa It would be theoretice,11y possib~le and our 

bo~trct~rthought it -was possible and probable that this 

type ofE springj either jin the rig or in the tsble of his 

Position, 0-0,11d Occur 1-o- tile Oytent of that .ive-thousandths.  

it is just 6 little bit thitcker than-that sheet oT7 paper..  

MR. ROISN: That was the p-robl~em of holding thle 

ring iB one place relymore than it was a- prdblew of haVing 

it on a level. surface. That, was a problem with getting the 

cool-irag pad mmachined down to proper tolervnnce; is that correct? 

MR 11ITING: I wouldn t want to say one was more 

of a problem than- the othe,-r, Th,:- accuracy, the initi al 

accuracy of the mchine itself", providing the piece of material 

uere solidly attached to it with no movement, no spring 

no nothing, 41the-re would be a possibility of error jts t from 

the slack in tho bearings.  

The second thing would be in holding this piece of

I
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I material don, there could, they felt, be sufficient spring 

2 for this five-thousandths. I couldn't say which would be more.  

3 MR, ROISMAN: I guess this would be for Mr. 1-ft tehots 

4 When the ring was received at the plant and it was installed, 

5 was the ring permanently attached to the concrete before you 

6 tried to fit up with the reactor vessel? 

7 MR. WHITEHOUSE: Yes.  

;MR. ROISMAN: And was the grouting done at that time, 

9 too? 

To M. 11HITEROUSE: Yes.  

11 R. ROIS AN: W Len you used the grouting, were you 

12 using it in order to try to achieve a certain given 
level 

13 with regard to the top curface of the pads? 

14 MR. WHIMEHOUSE: No.  

15 MR. ROISMAN: What was the purpose of the grouting? 

1 MR. IMITEMOUSE: The area where the grouting was, 

17 you had approximately three-quarters of an inch clearance 

18 between the bottom of the ring girder and the top of the 

19 concrete where the grout went eventually. We had shim packs 

20 in there, This is nothing but a steel shim you use to set 

21l a heavy piece of equipment on for initial leveling. 
We 

22 adjusted the shim packs until we got the rim girder 
on the 

23 tops of the cooling pads to the proper elevation.  

-4 M. ROISMAN: Can I just stop you a second? 

25 On page sibr of your testimony, is that the proper elevatioI,



I fifty-nine feet, three inches, plus zero minus A0l? 
SMR. WHITEHOUSE: This is proper as we could 

achieve with the ring girder.  

4 MR. ROISMAN: And then 

SMR. WITEHOUSE: With the anchor bolts tighten.ed, 

we grouted the ring girder, go back and retighten the anchor 

7 bolts *nd then checked to get these readings that you are 

8 looking at here.  

9 M. ROISMAN: The grout itself, how did you put 

10 the grout in? Was it injected or did you use a trowel?; 

MR,, i 1 WITEHOUSE: I remember very carefully. Excuse 

12 me. It was put in with vooden sticks. It was hamiered in.  

13 It was rodded in.  

14 MR, ROISMAN: Was it such that you can now state 

IS that there are no spaces except the spaces that you would 

16 find in normally poured concrete, appropriately poured 

17 concrete within the grout material? 

8 MR. WHITEHOUSE: Yes, sir, it was done very carefully, 

19 MR,. ROISMAN: Was there any kind of test that vas 

20 done to see that there vas any large air space observed or 

Iimperfections in there? 

22 1R. WHITEHOUSE: Not to the best of my knowledge.  

2.3 MR. ROISMAN: After you had finished curing the 

24 grout and had tightened down the anchor bolts on the support 

-25 ring, did you have to do any further work on the su-rfaces of

5538v4mm4
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the cooling pads? 

MR. WHITEHOUSE: No, sir.  

3 4R. ROISMAN: Can you indicate, or Mr. Berkowitz, 

can someone indicate to me? On page six, subparagraph four, 

it refers to subsequent to repeat of the reactor vessel 

.6 support ring at the site, each cooling pad, after stoning, 

7 1 as fornd to be flat within better than plus zero minus 0.01 

8 inches.  

What was that stoning and at what stage in the 

10 installation of the ring was it done? 

1 MR. BERKOWIT I will let Mr. Whitehouse tell-you 

12 that. The stage of installation" was an receipt at the site 

but before the ring was installed in the plant.  

M4R. WITEHOUSE: Yes, sir, 
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MR. ROISMAN: In terms of the setting of the ring, as I 

understand the ones you got at the site, you managed to see to it that 

all four pads, which, if there they were on a perfeetly smooth surface, 

if the bottom of othe ring was on a perfectly smooth sutface, would be 

t the identical elevation. You managed to keep them at the proper 

elevation, pls zereo minus zero point zero one, through the use of the 

shivs, tighten down with the anchor bolts, putting the grout in. letting 

7 it cure -nd tightening the anchor bolts doim again; is that coirect? 

8 MR. WHITEHOUSE: That was retorquing the anchor bolts 

9 just to insure they were the proper setting.  

MR. ROOSIM: Retorquing them back to where they had original!: 

been% do you mean? 

I.R. ITEHROME: Yes, sir. We didn't change anrthing. We 

just wanted to verify that nothing had changed.  

MR. ROIAN: What assurances were you able to have that' 

the curing of the grout would not cause the grout to shrink or in any 

.15 way change its configuration so that it wouldn't provide the sulport? 

6 MR. 1HUTMHIOTSE: Thot s why we retorqued the anchor bolts.  

ITRo RO3S : In, other words, if the grout had slipped a 

little bit or had shrunk a little bit, you would have found, in effect, 
to 

one of the anchor bolts was slightly loose and you could still tighten it 

a little more? 

20 MR. HITOEHQSE: Yes.  

2 1 M, ROrSOM : When you did that, were any of the anchor 

22 bolts loose? 

23 MR. IWfITEH101E: No, sir, 

MR. ROISmAN: Trhey all were still at the same torque? 

MR. WHITEHOISE: Yes, sir.  
25
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MR. ROSMAN: Once the cooling pads are leveled to the 

appropriate figure, the next thing that you do is you bring the vessel itsei 

down and go through the shim plate measurement process so that you, in effec 

make the vessel take advantage of the levelness of the ring; is that correct

No, sir.

1R. ROBMAN: Where did I go wrong? 

MR. WHI.fEyOBE: You have a Westinghouse-supplied shoe that 

sets on top of the cooling pad, and it is shouna on one of these documents 

we were just looking at.  

mR. BMiomlTZ: rigure five. If it will help, we have a larg( 

scale copy of that dravring we could put up.  

MR. RO1MAN: I don't think it would be necessary.  

Is that suppoxt shoe also machined to the same tolerances 

as the cooling pad? That is plus zero minus point zero one.  

.R. WTTEjOUSE: The shoe is machined to a Westinghouse 

tolerance, and i would direct the question to somebody from estinghouse.

MR. BIEFO9ZITZ: Mr. CuMingham.

MR. ROM3MfN: D that the Westinghouse tolerance referred to 

on page six of the applicant's testimony, point zero zero seventy-two 

inches?

I thought we 

ifestinghouse 

question was

MR. CIUMMMGAN: No.  

MR. VOIGT: Is there a question pending? 

MR. ROSMIA: Yes.  

MR. CT IMGHAM: I said "o.  

MR. ROIMAN: Before that I was asking for the tolerance.  

could save us both time if that was the one. It, was the 

tolerance for the supporb shoes that I had asked. That 

still pending.

S

1,R. WHITEHOUSE:
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MR. CUNIEG1M: You want to know what the tolerance is for 

the Westinghouse shoes? 

MR. ROISMAN: Yes.  

MR. CIMITGHAMA3 Those tolerances are not identified in 

our presentation here. BuA they are approximately -- I can give you 

an approximate answer.  

MR. ROISYMN: Yes.  

MR. CUMINGERM: i Vihe order of magnitude of plus or minus 

ten mils or plus or minus .OlO.  

M. VOIGT: Of an inch? 

M. CUNf MG : Yes.  

MR. VOIGT: Thank you.  

M. ROISION- Can you tell me, Mr. Cunningham, if after -

We just got the explanation of Mr. Whitehouse and Mr. Branting together.  

If after the elaborate procedures gone into in order to get the cooling 

pads to a plus cr minus zero figure, doesn't it destroy all of that effort 

if the support shoe that sets on top of it can have a plus something 

larger than zero? Isn't it sort of like the weakest chain, weakest link 

in the chain? 

R. CUNNIhL'4M: No.  

MR. VOIGT: I object to the form of the question as 

argumentative.  

DR. ROISMAN: The question is ansmred.  

MR. VOIGT: I xiLL move to strike the answer. I do not 

withdraw my objection.  

MR. JESCH: Objection overruled. Motion denied.  

M . ROJISA: J .° Cunningham, when you are trying to get 

your levelness on the top of the cooling pad, is that for the purpose
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v5- of keeping the reactor itself level? Is that the reason that you are 

trying to get the cooling pad suwface level? 

MR. CUTiDE!IG : It facilitates the general insta]latioa 

of the reactor but does not directly allow us to pertain the precAse 

leveling dimension for the reactoz vessel.  

R. ROIMAN: Tvant leveling dimension. qs I understand from 

earlier testimony, really depends exclusiveli7 -- I shouldn't say 

exclusively, but ultimately on the shipment; is that correct? 

MR. CTJ1nwDJiG4.: Yes.  

MR. RO!I IS7A Does the grout itself form an Important 

part of Qhat is supporting the support ring? 

IM. WITEHOUE: I will let M,. Slotterbach answer that.  

M. SLO'TTERBACK: Yes.  

IS. SO3IMAN: Is the ring in effect sitting on the gnout? 

ML SLOTTERBAWOK: Yes, sir.
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W1M, ~R%.OISMAN: What effect, if any, Is there* 19 tbo

*2~ groqt is thinner in one place than it is -In another? is the 

3 grout any strongay or weaker than the concrete an top 01 

16 Which it sits? 

5 ~ ~ M"SOTT_ ACK: 140, Sr 

6~ Dim"~ AN ;0me strength emavci.ly? H ~AM. WL MBAC9. vkes2 sir.  

MfR. ROI1AYiI: The strength cof the concrete iLs 

vay af fected then by tba imann~r in whichi .44t is iis talled, 

10 1 guess is the boslqt vord 1, can coue~ up with~. That is put Iito::the position that Wst supposed to remain. in. I taait tbat 

R the 7voup, Tie have beein told, wa stul~e or something 

a quv a I eat to that,, zad thn concrete is poux-ed7 thatl- 2Z the 

cocre~te that Is sItting there all aloug Is Poured2.  

PM, SLjOTrEMAC: Yes, sir.  

La. OISAN: M.Aose mothods have no effect vhtsevpe

17 on the strength of' the concrete once it's set? 

M. SLT11311-AC: I am not sure whther you ar'e 

referring to the coreto or the grout when you aro talhing 

20 abou It. The greup actually has a- highek strength thzn the 

22~ im" ROMA1N: You- m~ean it's a batter material or 

23 the way it's install~ed makes it stonger? 

24, DM,, SLTEACK: The ateria I.



to arwrthis question, I am trying to Zind out whether 

there are any parts with regard to the support ri~ng that I 

0 do not .understand In. whilch modifications '&c- the support ring 

~ itook place at the plant site rather than modigicationsz to the 

support ring occurixig? i;.ere any rodigications to tho support 

ring not conducted? 

MR 1101M NZ: And which mvdf icatiots ware those? 

IM B-Mf7TZ: I~ Imlieve I r~ill let Mr. VhItehouse 

testify to that Thiese modifications were'not assecialtd v'ith 

M. RGSMAN:And you understand, Mr. Whit ehou-se , 

by modificatio,.a I me-an ~tigthat xas done. to the ring 

5 ther th&A whalt y~ od~,uld normally have to do to it dur-ing 

,d your regular mntalntion work.  

'~M. IDMI ME GOUJSE: Yes.. sir~ 

9 1 MR. WHIEHOSE: Thore %wva rveld repair s made or 

additional reld miaterial. placed on the ring. The cokmors of 

the accss openings to the anchor bolts were removed. Vil 

sto wid the tiops of, tho coo;!-1 PanS.  

~~~3M I 16mkxSAT: What does3 that mean, stoned? 

Itq. Tj"EHO0JSE:- It'S. Ue ta~lng a StOm71 that YOU 

25 have used for shrpning a knife and rubbing it an top of the
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Vi1Bt3 I cooling pad. YOu rehmoue a very, very. small anount og material.  

M. , ROIS=er: All right.  

MR. WHIISOUSE: And the hole were drilled for the 

4 jacking bolts.  

5 M. ROISA-1: What was the purpose of the stoning? 

1,R WHITEBOUSE: To instwe that the cooling plates 

were flat.  

11r, Roisa X missed one point.  

W , O.. OISIUAN: Yes, please go ahead.  

10 1, WHITMOMMJS: The shear keys vere cut bac.: 

l~t ROISBIAL: I a~m sor'ry. ra-e

I~R, WISUE. Some o2 the shear keys Were 0utU 

back, 

11R ROIS 0 &.: Now, Mr0 Whitehouse, could you please 

look at Items Number 6 And 7 which were attached to the 

I letter for -. Tarosten to -myself on My 6th, 2972, and which 

17 were described in the attachmient to that letter as U=;C data 

1 sheet entitled Reactor Ring Cooling P1 te Surface Matness 

Check and Number 7, W3N&C data sheet entitled Rea!dins Of 

20 Cooling Plates After Grodding? 

2 I W o MH OUSE: Could I see the sheets, please.  

22 M. ROISM : I wonder if your counsel could provide 

23 you with copies so that I could keep these and have them in 

24 . front of me When we are t-1aing.  

Mi VOIG1T: Just a moment, please, Mr. Rolsm-n.
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WtBt4 Unfortunately, 1 like to have my copy in front of 1M, too.  

2 MR. MITEYOUSE: I have them now, lb, Roiszn 

. 3 MR. ROISILW;: Mr . Voigt? 

4 TSRO VOXGT: Sir? 

5 UDa. ROKSN: I am waiting for your okay.  

M &. VOGT: Oh. It's up to the witness.  

11R .OIS A1 : Now, Mr. Whitehouse, in the masure

8 meats that are shown on Xtunber 6, the surface flatness check 

9 for the reactor cooling Plates.  

0 ITMR WHITEROUSE: Yes, sir.  

SI i . RO M YMN: Am I uaderstanding cor;-ectly that the 

.12 rectangles that are shown here nu mbred 1. 2, 4, 3, axe in

13 tended to represent the upper, the top surface of the support, 

114 the cooling pads? 

AM" WHTVEHOUSE: Yes, sir.  

I ,;-WM RO!SLIMI: And that the neasuwements that are 

17 shown here, these little numbers alongside, indicate what the 

is measurement is of the pad at the various points where these 

little nimbers appear, that is from zero plus or minus, as 

20 the case may be, :s that correct? 

M UN WIZTEOUSE: Yes,, sir, 

22 M. VOIGT: Excuse me. So that the record ay be 

23 clear, r. Roisman, could you indicate what yog mean by side? 

t P j The dorIamnt 1 aim looklix at has a seieos of nhibers which I 

• 25 would have said run anross the top of each rectanf.Ie,



M Io ROX8SWAR: The numbers that I was thinking of 

2 are the ones that are both along what you have lust called 

the top as well as nwabers that a e scattered through the 

4 middle of the rectangles in question.  
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TR. VOIGT: I think that clarifies it. Thank you.  

2 '. ROISMAN: Now on the item marked number one 

there are also ntmbers that are running downJ the side.  

A M. WHITEHOUSE: Yes. s-ir.  

DR. ROISMIAN: Of one, two, three, through twelve.  

Can you tell me uhat do those numbers represent? 

MR. WHITEHOUSE: Yes. That would be intervals that 

readings were taken across the top of the surface, the tdp 

surface of the cooling plate.  

MR ROISMI,: Now your imderstanding of the tolerance 

.::requirements with regard to the cooling .pads is that these 

z numbers had to stay ,ith a plus zero minus.0.1. In other 

' wvords, it had to be within that range.  

MR. WHITEHOUSE: Yes, sir.  

5R. ROISMAN: Are all of these numbers that are 

S shown then minus numbers, that is all the ones other than the 

r17 zeroes? 

18 DIR. MHITEHOUSE: Yes,, sir.  

19 1MR. ROISDIAN: Now does the number seven reading of 

cooling plates after grouting, are -these figures in any ulay 

21 tied in or can we relate them to the figures that nre sho:n 

22 in number six to indicate whether any of the figures have 

s changed? 

24 WHITEHOUSE: It could be done, yes. If you 

knom which one vas tamber one, two, three and four at the time
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2 we took the readings we vere just checking, just for the 

P. cooling plate. And we didn't make reference back.  

MR, RO!EAAi N: Looking now at nurmber seven, what 

do the numbers fioowiig -- Let's-look at the first line.  

it says R center and then in the column marked SE and then 

capital "E", wre get 31.3 "- Excue ne. -- .847, and then 

I ~ there is a dash or a minus sign, O8 Can you tell me mhat 

does that figure represent? 

ZTi . W HWIHOLUSE: Whicil the one r:.lght under SE or 

TO the one under E? The one after the dash? 

, RO13,12AY": Both. Both the one right under SE 

and the one under the E. What are they supposed to represent? 

'1i. WITEHMSFJS Okay, The one under SE is relative 

readings.  

.R. ROISPA :N Relative to what? 

Iet. WHITEHOUSE: When ve took the readings we had 

a brass plug installed in the wall which was our reference 

point to use for setting the ring girder reactor vessel, and 

this is a relative reading-,0 This second column where it's, 

.0038 

MR. ROISP4AN: Right.  

122 M. WHITEHOUSE: -- is a deviation from that.  

S14. ROMiiMAq: Now as I understand it, the brass, 

94 a s we go do-ri to R center and R in, R center out, L center, 

,25 L center inl L center out, the numbers for your references
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I change, 31849, 31847, 31849. If each reference is different, 

z how does that affect the -

Va . WHITEHGiUSE: I'm afraid I have misled you,.  

6 The reference is not different for each one. That is the 

5 reading for it, but that is to. ainother reference. I was 

0 looking don at the bottom also.  

7 Mt . ROISMWAN I see,, okay. In other words, I see 

what you are saying. This 31849 represents the -

1M. WHiTEHOUSE: The relative elevation.  

MR ROISM.AN: Of the pad itself.  

IM,, WHITEHOUSE: Yes. Sir.  

MR ROISAN: All right. And then the number that's 

0 tinder the lower G represents how l much that relative elevation 

1 differs frow the reference point elevation.  

0 MR. WHITEHOUSE: Yes, sir.  

M,. ROISWRA4: Does the dash mean that the figure 

is a minus figure? 

MR. WITEHOUS: Yes, Sir, 

MR. R0ISI4A: Did you explain to me under the column 

marked Mq, -Mhich I assume is northwest, capital A, there are 

21 several plus figures and then down at the bottom there is a 

z plus 001. Does that indicate that that pad was not in 

PS conformity with the plus zero tolerance requirement? 

21 MR. RMITEHOUSE: That was plus one-thousandth.  

2S MR, ROISMAN: Vnat was done once that vlis determined
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to bring that into the plus zero tolerance? 

M V FAITEHOUSE: Nothing.  

3 MRo ROISMAN: Was that deviation corrected through 

4 the shim plates, eventually tlyc.ugh the shim plates? 

MR. WHITEHOUSE: Yes,,, sL.  
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DR.1 R OISHA: Do you know is therce a point at whiCh 

2 ott would have concluded that the plus figure was so L"Igh 

3 1 that you ShOUld AOt correct It rith the shin plate$? 

0 R~ IVTLTMOUSj,:. W e would have talked to our 

5 designers and to Westinghlouse at that polat. When you are 

6 talking aLhout one thousandths there is very few instruments 

Sthat can Mean-tre that.  

MrY ROIStAX1: Z also notice that 11hese f gures in 

Itemn Puiber 7 locAhing still at pad~ number northwd st A Indicate 

that the differencos between different places on thle cooling 

11 pad may vary as much as-- I see you have oie that~s a plus 

1. 004 and another that~s a m~nus 032, which giv~es, you a net 

variance of 00G.  

1t4 iH Yes, sir.  

MR R)XSMAN: Now is there any tolerance. that kou 

16are aware of regarding thle evenness of the cooling pad? 

117 101. WHUOUSE~ We tried to sta y within the 

18 ten thusanths.  

19 Thle other readings that you loolked at, the other 

20 Sheets wa .s taken -~the one we-are looking at nowy, September 

P_ 1 3th, and-'the other readings were taken much earlier, asi

*12 taken 6/68. This ring girder had beenmved smny, wany timles 

23 and through Installing It we could got some variatious In it., 

124 M1.1 ROISIUANt Now to your knorledge now~hat It is 

25 set, the reactor Is set la, placeg is thero any Change in



w~t ~levelness that should be- expacted tinder normal oporat~.ng 
2 condit ions? 

3 M~R. WHT&OUS~m: I'dl lik~e to m~y somethig,, I ia" ndt 

the designer and that :ol eupt w SloterK k. a 7.  

M. flOMITI: Mr~. Sl.otterba.ck,, is~ it expected that 

0 over time the levelness of th.e reactor vessel itself V1.21 In 

a any way change -through norinal operation? 

M. SLOWEWAC: Not to m~y knowlede.  

~. OXS~AIT:You have not .had any experiebce with.  

12 it In other, In older plants? 

0 3 TAR~. SLOTTERBACIK: 1,6, er 

is 1Malin ROXIAN: YW.z Brantixig, I take it y ou are thc

is person Who Is dealing, or at least the person who is here who 

16 s dalig ost directly with Ur Brill during the peidof 

W time that or I am sbrry, doaliing with PECOR durin~g the: 

to time that -PECOM was dolvg the Work~ on thte reactor. support 

19 ring and the. genarator support shoes, is -that correct? 

20 M. SL( TERBACK: Yes, sir.  

2 1 MR. RISTWI: Now durlig that time when, any of the 

9,2 problems that 1fr , Brill had identified with regard to the 

2s, support rng and the tolerance problems came up did yo-u indi

24 cate the existence ag those problems to anyone, any ora'ani atIOTA 
25 other than US&C and your own organi.zation?
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l;3Bt3 For instance, di~d you cowaiunicate this 'to 

S Wtinghouse or to Consolidated Edison? 

MR. SLO&MEMMACK: No, Sir, I did not.  

MR. IROMMXA: Were you c ontinual.yV involved wVith the 

fit-up with respect to the reactor, the gonerator support 

~iSLOTTIPALK: lWkvt do youi man by continually? 

R . ROIf~SAN: In other words,, you rext,. involvrd at 

t 1he tf&ze 'the support ahe wr initially Rabricated'by 

go ECM? Were you still involvedi in the support shoes and 

knowedgatile bout Mia ll was h1a2~.Omifg with them at the time 

that they mre 'being fit up 1.o the generators in tho Plants" 

.3 or had it already pa ssed Into UE&C~s jurisdiation at that 

15 01IR SLTMRACM: After the shoes were sh~ipped, as 

?16 was testified earlier, there were fit-up measures which hacd 

101 to be taken. I qas acquaintced wltb. many of those Tit-~UP 

measures. Ua' met In July as indio~ated by tbe minutes ofthose 

Meetingso However , after thIs w~ork was done. -- you S:)id In 

20the' plant itself - after the %lork., the steam. generatcw toxver 

S and so gorth iT- insIde. the shoes wiere ittached to that or 

122 whatever~ the process was in the plant itself, no, sir,, I was 

,23 1, not acquainted with thato.  

4 DR. RO! SM!A1: No', What I wvarx to know about is 

2 n terms of v71-Aen anattempt Mis mde to 2insitall the smpport
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W3Z'L~shoesC and i,,t was eetermimd tha t they had. to b~e some 55 

9 corrective steips had to be taken, were you involved at that 

3 time? 

M R.?S SY.A3TT&Z3ACK: At that tim, yes, sir.  

IM.I MR0  SMY2~ANI: No, 6r16 you know at that time was any 

conrnw.ni ation dlde by you to any o the other subcontractors 

Or to the pri.e, contractor, Vies-;-ighou~ei or to the applicant, 

regardixg the Zact that modifications were going to have to 

~ be made in the support shoes? 

1 O, . ,}P Xt tuai1 solely throu'gh UE&C and 

those peop.Ie who m,.y have been present here from WestingThouse 

or Con Ed at those two meetings 

Llrt MPoO .: S y these two meetings you are talking 

Sabout the July th and July 10th, 2963 rvset-I~igs? 

OR0  SL)TFACK: Yes, siro 

q'
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MR. ROIS01MAN: ik Branting, the meeting minutes 

2 of the July 10th meeting which were provided to me the other 

3 day by the Applicant and the July 9th meeting minutes, which 

4 vjere provided by Mr. Brill at the time of his depc itiong are 

5 both signed by you, and these minutes indicate that those 

6 present were from UE&C, Westinghouse and PB&I at the July 10th 

7 meeting, and PECOR, UE, Westinghouse and PEI at the July 9th 

8 meeting°. To the b'est of your knowledge is that correct and 

. that did not exclude any organizational representatives? 

I I.. BRANTIIN: To the best of my knowled'e everyone 

who was present at the meeting .eas listed.  

MR. ROISMAN: Now let tie ask of the representat,;-e 

$ of Westitighouse and of UEZ xeho are here if following those 

14- meetings either of your organizations or membets of your 

S1- organizations contacted Consolidated Edison and advised them 

N of the job meetings and apprised them of what had been 

17 discussed and what your conclusions were.  

MR. CUNNINGHAM: I have no formal writing 

9 commuication, but in the dailycourse of business on the site 

20 I have met vith the Con Ed assigned representatives* and these 

V, items were discussed to the extent that I gave my assurance 

22 that, yes, the proper designer for United was involved in' 

2a the technical determination and I mas satisfied that, yesi 

24 the right people were involved.  

26 MR. ROISMAN: Were representatives of Consolidated

5557
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Edison then advised,.to the best of your knowledge by you that 

2 there were "deviations" in the support ring and the support 

3 shoes, but also that they were'being taken care of? Is that 

4 your testinony? 

SMR. CUNNINGIO: Yes. By what I considered the 

6 proper technical persons.  

7 MR. ROISMAN: By that you mean the persons -

M. BRANTING: The designers.  

S MR. ROISMIAN: Yes, I understand., Do you happen to 

10 know which individuals at Consolidated Edison yau had 

11 communicated with, or can you remember that? 

MR. CNINGHAt-: At that time the assigned site 

Ipersonnel, I believe, were Andy Corcoran and Paul Leo, and 

M4 between the two of them I'd say they both were pretty 

involved with discussions directly with me, 

.I MIRN ROISMAN: At this time under the quality 

assurance program thcat uas in effect during the construction 

1,9 period, what requirements existed regarding the obligation 

?9 of any of the contractors or subcontractors to record in 

20 writing the existence of any deviations in equipment and the 

12 corrective steps that were to be taken with respect to those 

22 deviations? 

2B IM. VOIGT: I object to that questicn. It calls 

24 for a conclusion of law which this witness is not competent 

2I to answer.
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CHAIRMAN JENSCH: I didn't understand that the 

2 question asked for anything other •than what the technical 

3 specifications would reveal as to their requirements. Was 

4 that your question? 

5 NS1°, ROISMAN: That's correct. Or the quality 

5assurance -

7 C1. IPAN JENSCH: Requirements.  

j .0 I1,OISMA.N: Requirements, yes, that's correct.  

CHAIRYAN JENSCH: Objectim overruled.  

,0 EiR. CUTINGHAM: Would you rephrase your question, 

1 please. I don't understand the context of it. Do you mean 

12 at the site? Did you mean the entire program? 

23 YG. ROISMAN: Well, during the period that the 

14 reactor uias being constructed w4e have been led to believe 

is that there was a quality assurance program of the Applicant, 

16 and that applied to the contractors and subcontractors as 

T7 well. Whnat I am asking you: is did that quality assurance 

ie program have ir it a requirement regarding the reporting in 

19 written form of any deviations that arose in the design As 

20 delivered of any equipment or components for the reactor 

21 and the corrective steps that iwere to be taken? 

22 dRL TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, I object to that 

23 question on the ground that we have had testimony and 

24 evidence in the hearing on the quality assurance program.  

25 There has been an ample opportunity for Mir. Roisman to
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question concerning quality-assurance matters. He has had 

an ample opportunity to have discovery with regard to quality 

Sassurance -atters generally. This is a general question 

4 having to do with the quality assurance program, and I object 

5to it0 

CHAIRY" JTJNSCH: Well, I think the more imporant 

7 question is whether you are objecting for lack of the best 

a evidence I suppose the qtiality assurance program s 

9 specificity -ould provide the ansver that he is seekig.  

I -Chink you are entitled to .ilsist that the qualit. Issuhtrnee 

I Progra--I nswer- the question. But it will mrove the case along 

2 if th i s %-itness doesn't k ,ow what is in the program. It will 

1 save some time. But you are entitled to the strict compliance 

f4 !I don't think the quality assurance program becomes extinct 
I in a proceeding at any tite, and if a specific instance 

eLs a cation unula be pertinent, I think the 
'$ comes up w here- its arrltaio o d e " 

17 subject is present.  

24

I
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IP. TIhCT!f: VIel!, Mr. Cthariman, i resp'ctfully refer 
2 I 

Jx. Roisman to Appendix B of the FSAR where the quality assurance 

program for Didian t.;Int 2 has been discuissed, muA to the other 

4 ev-ldence in the proeeeding that's been introduced concerning the 

quality assurance prorasa.  

CIARIP.4IA XEIVCT . Let Die Psk, is there a provision in tbhe:.e 

regarding reporting? I doa't ask you to recite it, but is there a 

provision in there for the re-po ii-g? If there is, then the best 

evidence, of if the progr .  

"° .- ROISMM: As I understand it, l. Chairman, what is 

in the Appendix that Mr. Trosten refers to is a si mary of the 

} i pronam itself, and that the quality assurance prog.rm itseif has not 

been received in evidence in this prmoeeding.  

YAR. TRCSTIn: What tna hat? I'm sorry.  

CM AIMP.1I oJYEMCI: He stnted that the quality assurance 

program in its entirety and in all its specifics ha not been 

presented or reeived and the portion to Which ou referred was 

a suterYy. I don' t have that pmrendix before me at the moment.  

I? TS that correct? 

IS lAR.. TROSAK t .is eorrect, and I am sure, IV.  

Chairnmn, that not eI0 facets of the quality assurance progr-m h*e 

been received in evidence in this proceeding. The appendix describes 

t he quality assurance progr and its essential .terms and more than 

that I don't lkno' the answer to that specific question.  

CRAI4 aI O .. : is it tritten dom someplace? If you 

2 don't have it now you can perhaps look it up overnight and give 

us the answer in the moning

I
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MR. TR03TEN: All. right., -Mr.. Chairman.  

CHAIMM JEI MCH: Very well.  

DIR. ROi SMA: Can you proceed, Mr. Cunningham, to the best 

4 of your knowledge, and I will ask this of any of the other members 

5 of the panel as well, with the exception of the written comunications 

8 which were attached to Mr. Brill's deposition which involed a letter 

to pr. Rodis from Mr. Haagensen and - response -- if yaa would like, 
7 

if you are not familiar with those I wil run doom them with yoU.  
8 

yMo:rCh 11, 1970 letter to I&. Roddis from Mr.. Haagensen, which is 

exhibit 12 to the deposition; a letter from lMr. Husband to M.  

HA.eZensen, dated April 6, 1970, which is Exhibit 13; a letter to 

aMr Husband from Mr. Stiefel dated oril 28, 1910, which is Mchibit 

12 ih; and the two jobsite meeting minutes, July 10, 1968, July 9, 

1968 xe talked about a minute ago.  

To the best of your knowledge are those the only written 

evidences of any commnication between the applicant and any of 

the contraetars regarding this matte?, priorto the time that Wr.  

DrD ill letter was mailed, namely March 14th of 1972? 

17 MR. CUINMINGAM: I have no way of answering that to 

8 an degree of accuracy, because I wis not included in or shcwn any 

e9~ T~ ithIemsrA~e t the, optioa -f -"-;h ;jobite F-rime-aeS.  

tMky al o nOA ,)el vilit dho wold be able to 

1 almlr he qOtion wT'75Jh nr'y l slin~2rtye 

MR. TTRTEN: Would you repeat the list of the 

corresporlence? 
23 

M R01MAK: Well, bazsically what it is -

115-2
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115 -3 * C~HATnMW JE1MCHO E hibits 12, 13 :anid 4 to the 

deposition fro Brill.  

MR. ROM4AN: And the jobsite minutes.  

MR. TROSTEi : To the best of yow knowledge. Go ahead.  

MR. CUM HAM: Could you repeat the question relative 

to those documents? 

IM. ROI8MAN: Yes. The question is was there anyrw 

other wAtten comaxication dealing with the problem of tftat we 

have been talking about the support shoes and the reactor support 

ring deviations, other than those five docients, betw2een any of the 

contractors and the aipUearrb? 

DM. BEER: Not to the best of my knowledge.  

12 MR. ROOIMA: Is this your first time? 

MR. BEER: You heven't directed any questions to me, 

MR. ROISMA: And I apologize. If I can thi&k of 

MR. BEER: That's quite all righit.  

MR. ROISMAN: I didn't mean to neglect yeu, Mr. Beer.  

MR. VOIGT: So iat the record vrill be clear, Mr.  

Chairman, Mr. Beer is with the Consolidated Edison Cmipayw, and 

therefore might have a little more knowledge about the colmunications 

that they received.  

CHAIRMKAN JEB1CH: Thank you very, much.  

MR. ROIM4: Mr. Chat rman, I woLd like to have marked 

for identification and received in evidence the jobsite meeting 

23 
minutes of July 10, 1968. Row the only copy that I have i believe 

is a copy that the applicant gave me. I don't even know if this is 

25 one that I am to return to them or whether it ',as an extra copy, 

%U
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and I didn t want to mark oa it the exhibit number if it was their 

only one.  

M .VOIGT Thsi. was intended to be your copy, Mr.  

Noisin. We have four or five spares. We are not in a position 

to give you enough' to supply to the Couurt, but J? the few spcfr 

6 that we have ill facilitate rmtte'r, you a'- .1leome to them.  

7 MR. ROISM: Fine. Thank you v ery, mch. I tM-Ix2 

for purposes of putting exiibits into evidece it':; only necessary 
8 

to provide a copy to each party that requests one and three to 

the repcrter fot inclusicAi With the offieial recortd. So I 

would take up your offer to take whatever ertrs you have. I 

will give them to the reporter and the Board, and the Staff will 

12 wait till I return to my office, if they will, and I will make a 

copy of and send them one.  

14 CHAIPhM JESCH: Can we have a further identification 

of the document? Hcrj many pnes? 

MR. ROMAN: Yes. 's a two-page document 

entitled i inutes Jobsite ?eting 1,67-3)4 J io 1968, and the 

t17 
minuthes are signed by W'. Reyman R. Brating.  

Is CHARMAN JE-ICH: The document consisting of two pages, 

19 to which th Citizens' ComLittee has referred, may be marked for 

20 identiVication as Exhibit HE, havitg been ideqtified, and having 

been prevIously offered.  

22 Is there any objection bythe RegalatoJ Staff? 

MR. NAMPO: No.  
23 

THE CHAIRMA.: Hadson River Fisherman's Association? 

SR. MUBET: No.

I



ChT.ffMA J MCH: State of New York? 

fS~. HARM o. No.  

4 MR. TRCSTEN: ITo.  

5 CIMAN 1, J10"CH: Mxhlbit M. received in ev'idence.  

(E-xrlbit FnU; as described, is received in evidence.) 

MR. ROI MAN: Mr. Beer, I promised you I wouldn't 

forget ycnu. There has been received int evidence what hr3 been 

=Lked Pus Exiit 3o. _12 to the deps ition of W.. Brfll a letter 

dated MMch 3!, 1970, and Lessed to 1&% ROki-s aLd signed by 

W. Haagensen. Do you have a copy of that letter in front oC you? 

.1IR. BEER: I %,ill get one.  

2 MR. ROISMA: Thank you.  

tIfere you with Conolidated Edison at the tiim that 

t-hi3 letter was -ritteO_? 

1o BEER: 96o, I was not.  

1,1R. R03140i: Is Mr. Grob still here? 

NR. TROSIT7: No, he is not, 4r. Ro-isnan.  

7 IvM. ROTSIMS.: Will he be able to reloarn either 

8 this afternoon or tomorrotr so th.t I can discuss with hin the 

IR telephone conversatioms, that are referred to on page tvxo of 

the letter? 

bm.R TROT-N1 Mr. Grab could be available, Mr.  

Roisman but I do nct know the puwpose of the questioning and the 

p,.urpooe of you= callIng Mr. Grob as a witness. Wr. Grob is not 

a member of the panel and in the absence of knowledge of this fect 

I nm not in a position to give you any better 'response.
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M. ROUM: Ve11., T will explain. I am an.xious 

to find out Vhethe? or not Mr.. Orob received ary, erouniation 

from Mr. Haqe-fsen. through these tVlephone calls in whieh he 

417 advised thzt in the opinion of Mr. 11aagensen and the people 

U at Ict.-or there was a safety problem associated with the reactor 

support ring eid generator sauW.0t shoe problems, and then to 

fA.d out in the context of examiaing appliennt's progra for 

quality assurance what Kbr. Grob did about that information.  

C L .IIRV , 1ISCH: ' ,.,1 , iS that Soaeting -hat you 

coud presient by way of stilyclation in case it's inconvenient 

for W~. Grd to comie back? Can you ti.k hi-m vhat it isif he did 

V receive it? If he didiilt receive it there isn't anything be did 

with it. Would that be aeeerble to the Citizens' CoMAItee? 

0 tM. ROMIiG4AV: 3t uould certainly be aoeeptablte I'd 

be willing to talk mayie cm the telephone this evening with Mr.  

-Grob and of course W. Trosteu arid kr. Voig on the phone and 

S-ee if these is a possibility to wore out a atipulation. X 

suspect it will be difficult, becawe miess 4r. Grob testifies 

he never received such phone eoll, I wiould then want him to give aome 

le sr-rmory oe what information he obtained at the time of the 

19 phone call, if he has any memor-ana that he made of those phone 

20 tcelLs to proide thent, and then to indi.catO what eetioT he 

took based upon phone calls that he had received.  
2.1 

22I]MM J MSC H: 1iizat was the telephone (,611 you 
@ 22 

say you referred to on page 2 of Syhibit I'1,? 

23 
IM . PO)SMATI: No, I om sorry. Not on Exhibit UU; 

24 

Oil Thhibit 'No. 12, the letter to Mr. RTddi3 frora Or. HaagcnseX1,
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and it says on the second page, "For the past several ueehs a 

series of informatio'i telephone'ealls have been completed with 

yeu,, staff, including the Chi*f" Mechanical Engineer, "Mr. Grob.  

These ca!lu have been to request the cauipany to obtain the 

as-built droaw, from Fennzylvania FMgineering Corporation for' 

the poses stated." 

7,la l.nam mnscl That letter was dated what? 7 

MR. R0181WI: March 2-1, 1970.  

C1 AM,-MM JEFCH: To.On he as .trying to get the as-built 

M~R. ROMAI.M. Mr. IIhagpsev_ was an b-ehali- of~ Pec.or, 

f that s ri4:t. Aria. thi letter t'aa rot addressed to Mr," Grob; 

it was adcressed to It, Rotdis, who wwa at that tinie, according 

to the eddress, the P.-.esidei t of Consolidated Edison Compamy.  

MR. rTTEI: Mr. Chairiams, I real.~aIy1 that 
z. Roisman's request to irtrarate M4r. Grob is irrelevant and 

imaterial I just don't see a, y real point in the iterrogation 

of Wis. Grob, 

PCHAM JECI: Well, if the telephone eall is 
limited to the as-built xrainrtg I don't understand its relat-ioship 

to the qudity assiranee og , I take it-

0 j.j ROM OM: M.. Brill had testified in the 

deposition, in that .portion of' the deposition that is in evidence, 

that Mhen Me. Haegensen had tx;ed these termz is "a most serious 
2 

matter", that Dtr. Brill had -understood that to mean that Po.  

Haaensen was explaining that it was a safety matter, and assuiDig 

that M-. Dr101's understanding iv coyrect, and "I would assume that
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in the course of these corversations it might have been Mr.  
Haagensen~s intent to comimurcate to Mr. Grob this same safety 

consideration.  

~ iCHAIRMAN:X-JMT4CH:. IX3.1, it's all founded on the premise 

of an interpretation of some other person than the author or 

il the recipient of tile letter. I would Just wonder if it's 

aLequate foundation fAw the asmqwption that Brill entertained 

any reference to the docutent. If there isn't, then there is 

nothing for Grob to-respond to.h t 

1C. ROISHiM: Well, I would say that it would be 

very quick for Mr, Grob to indlicate then that the only thing that 

" was said to hira was, "I'd like a copy of the w-built &asing," and 

U. 1 then describe what is shown in Ithis letter.  

i cKHAIP14AN JEMCH: Haven't the as-built drawings 

4 been kind of eliminated now by Mr. Brill's statement here the 

oAher day that sounded to me a if , and I don't want to mischaracterize 

it, but he couldn't care less now about the as-built dravings and he 

is wlling to rely ulon the analysis the staff has made and that 

of the applicant and he has no concern. lie was concerned because 

" he didn't have the as-built drawings. He is now concerned with 

or wIthout the drawings, but I wonder.  

MR. ROISUMT: That's right, but hs contention 

ii made in his letter of March i4, 1972 was that on page 5 of 

that letter, "It is not possible for the AEC to inspect these 

strac-tures to assure safety of opz.atioji until the deviations 

are officianly recorded by our cos.pany for these Class 1 structures." 

21
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And the earlier pair of the letter indicates that be 

means recorded on the as-:buit drawings.  

row, it's never been our contention that Fr. Brlfl s 

persoul opinion abouit the safety of the plant was 

critieal. Howeverg hta company is swwmehat qualified in the 

field .of. engineering and hic opinion exmeeased in that letter 

is of same morent regarding the need to have the as-built drswibs 

for the pur,?ozes of safety.  

re aren't interested in having .'. Grb cor e and 

testify about the as built divaiings, Ifhat we are interested in 

finditg olut is wheaher or not a similar eawment was made to IMW.  

Grob to inlicate that there was. a safety problem associated 

12 with the failure to ha.ve the as-buIlt drawings that wouMd have alerted, 

13 . Gwob and Con Edison as early as hrch 11th of 1970, or 

4 actudl3,v before that, vhen the -,one conversations were rdade, that 

there were safety problems asw-iated with the steam generat 
15 

suppcrt shoes and the reactor support ring.  

CHAIvnmf JE CH: I mn having trouble with the 

foundation. It all turns on wf. interpretation Mr. Brill has put 

18 on in reference to a cowcern he no longer entertaiw.  

JI . ROS!4AN: I dont see that it's pertinent 

20 that he no longer entertains it to this purpose.. Ir.e concern 

21 remains, because it waan't the purpose of the hearing to resolve 

mr. Brill~s concern . , r Bzriu. It was' the ptpose to, 

resolve it for the benefit of, well I gess if you vI, of 
23 

the Board and its generA, safety resonSibilitY.  

25
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CHAJRMCN JE C.i: Eiartly. What was installed 

3 'provides reasonabie assurance for an Adequate basis 'Uhat the 

fsei!!tW ean be constructed wiA out unlue. riss to healAZ nd 

safety o the public.  

Xc4 ji. B)rill has gone both ways on this situatiO?1, 

and he hs made an assamption aboiet a document that may no% be 

valid and in -efee.nce to an arutd.lt drawing, he doesn't want 

tho, it doesnt help un.  
9 Taking a loolt out them-* at what they did with the 

O pieces they rzeived, the shoes and the rin93 mgrd I think there 

is where the microscope examination shold be undertaken, not on 

soun doeWatS o07' coresponde nce.  

1The objeetion is -sustained.  

L*R. ROI0311m mr. Beear at what time did you become 

associated xith Consolidated Edison Coxpanq? 

5 MR. BEER: In April of 19TIt.  

1 MR. ROIGMM: Mr. Cahill -- I will explain •what the 

17 question is before we start screaming about him 
not being on 

the panel. This letter that's mAred as axhibit No. 13 aud 

WaS addressed from I&. Husband to I. Haagensen,. it was a respocse to 

the March iI, 1970 letter, and indicates a part that was sent to 

yOU. There is a phrase, a sentence in the letter, which I will 

21 read now, which sys, l'Ve are not able to furnish drawings nd 

22 detailed inforvmtiof on the basis you suggest." 

23 I wondered whether you might know whether the "not 

24 able" Phrase meant we don't have these to furnish, or not able in 

25
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a legal sense, or feel that yo- don'4; have a right to get them fror 

us or some other reason, if you have any idea what was meant by that 

termn %able"., or "not able".  

MR. VOIQT: Ex. Chaimmn, quite apart from the 

proieby of addressing a question to Mr. Cahill, I submit that the 

question itself is ixrelevant and iimaterial. We aren't here 

to rehash ali of the =Tespa.udence. We are trying to find out what 

the components were that vere put in the plant.  

CHiAIjjAI1 JLMSCH: I have difficulty. Neither the 

author nor the recipient of the ietter is invoived in this matter, 

and I don't knowt If OVD.. CaUill ever saw the letter, if it cmP in 

as a blind copy to him or a carbon copy to agvone. The interpretations 

that ve get people to put on letters that they are not responsible 

for either in vriting o, receiving, I thisk we go quite a ways 

in rel'ovaivy.  

I am sorrj I w having this difficulty. Can you 

explain it a bit?
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MR. ROIHPIN: Yes. Fisst of all, Kr Cahill's position in 

2 the company is snoh that it i p-ossible, Thnt is whvy I wanted to ask 

3 ply,. Cahill. He actully had or has permanent iknowledge of that statement.  

Maybe he was consulted 1r the preparation of the letter which he could 

quickly tell us If he'does know what ,as eanit by that if he doesu t, 

then I would agre vith you thrt he couldn•A add :ayhing, and there is 

M~x. ~~3CM:Supp i e said, t 1l1, 1 think it :is sucla 

~ Iand such. Then ve off on a tanigienyt, and n'aybe it turn's out 'vthrt 

Mro pCahil was thinking bouA an3:her thing, something else. I just 

don't think there is ony relevancy.  

The objection is suistained.  

MjR ROIS4M; I:?F I manj, MVr. Clh,-ArrMva, it seem totle the 

Chair had ruled earlier that the quality assurance is on importnt and 

proper issue. We are trying to piece together, from, a panel hich IS 

n made up of only one mar from Consoliedated Edison, who did not begin 

im-orking with -the coinpny unhil just a little over a year ago, 4ho really 

a an give us no Ipesonal knrxedge of* Ccin Edison's involvemtent in , 

entire matter, th e recipt of, modifications to and corrections to 

these particular support shoes and reactr support ring.  

Con Edison, eccording to it s tuolity assurance program, s 

supposed to be kreping abreast of these mattrs. The vitnesses who e 

23 here from Westinghouse and U i & C have indicated, end P B3 & i he 

indicated to the beet of their skaoledge, they kho of no other written 

2 comunications. There are, however, these cotwiunications. that crae fmrot
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X@2 outside those organizations into Con Edison, and responses that were 

2 sent out. That could shed light on the question of whether or not 

Con Edison had some knowledge about these modifications, and whether 

and why they did not on their own undertake the studies and analyses 

~I which have now been undertaken and contained in this testimony dated 

March 17, 1972.  

Obviously, if the quality assi uLance prog.er of the applicant 

is nothing more than a progrrm that a~stu'es us at any time someone 

makes a big thing in the public-sbout a problem that the applicant ill 

9 investigate, that is not a very good quality asstirance program.  

to WVe are trying to find out whether that is the e.r-se here. The 

Brill letter indicated problems. If the applicant knew about those 

problems before, the question is, why didn't they investigate it before? 

I thought maybe that it would be possible for Mr. Grob to comment on 

thnt subject with regard to telephone conversations that he had, and 

from Lr, Cahill, if he had any Rnow ledge of this letter, to comment 

on that subject. I don't see it going, quote, very far, unquote, or 

far afiela in any xqa y. I can assure you that if Mr. Cahil.'s answer 

7 ere in the vague form that you suggested it might be, i would see no 

purpose in pursuing it and would not choose to do so.  

I think we are spending an awful lot of time, when Mr. Cahill 

is sitting there, and could quickly tell us whether he has any concrete 
20 information on whether or not Con Edison was capable of furnishing drawin.s 

21 of the detailed information that was suggested or whether the problem 

22, Iwas simply that they thought that they shouldn't legally do it or some 

is similar thing.  
24 . VOIGT: I. Chairman, t :hen ! use-, to practice before the 

25 Interstate Comere Comwdssion,:the rule was that the Exardner's rxtlin.  

95

ri 
I I
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mi. aft be 1pelbebti a not, debatable. Mhe Chnix hs already 

2 ruled, and 11 will therefore ask whether you wish to hear any further 

3 arAgumeat on this subject? 

t1R. JE2TCH: 10hen I used to practice before the Interstate 

Comerce. Cormisuiof before I weat in the Service, there used to be 

another rule down there. If' the witness knowys, let him answer, whieh 

1 8 always thought wzs a full. bushel basket. In any event, T don't know 

that tht qua1i fies any disucesio n here.  

a ~The serious quest~ion in kNin1d abt knir g ad W 

have had. a lot of' discua;sion before about it. The applicant here 

supports it:; technical qualifications onz the btasis of several contractorsA 

Certainly the most huarediate would be W~estinghouse. On that basis 

you could impute knoiwledge to the applicant on the basis of' knowledge 

that Westinehouse had.  

hapens Westinghoue ad the retl o.- them I dnt know if thiss md 

and move the, bolt over oi, tighten it a little tighter, or maybe several 

~ Itimes dur ing the course of construction. DMaybe these practical adjustment 

problems that are rAde in 'the field don't always result in several 

analyses with ccaputer coaes and so forth, but apparemitly these people 

feel that they will stand up under analysis like that.  

So that what they havie done here is comeup withi a conmpter cod1 

an he conclu~siona ha it does.  

I don' t think it is solely a question of sayingr, to Mae. Cahill, 

2- do you know about this; did the organizatior know about it? I infer 

23 frm -this -testmonyj thct certainly the orginizat'lon knew about it. So 

N that there is knowledge, and ther'e i~s a question of whzit did they do 

eith it. 1Frora what I understand the evidence from the applioarit arid 

from the Staff~ is, that they did wmhat their felt was necess,,ry to achieve

I
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X4 1 the objective of a level support for the reactor. Sometimes practical 

2 adjustments are made that don t look like a calculwtional delight. but 

when they core to 'measuire it at the end, it will fit. If it is a 

question of knowledge, knowledge has been established by imputing 

[ it to the applicant. Therefore, we are really concerned with what they 

did.  

• The quality assurance progrzus vtyr in some development 

i back at the ttime that these instnces occurred. I donft think it was 

8 II until July IgIo before the Cwa"ission issued criteria for quality 

9 assurance programs, Prio to that tire many organizations did have it.  

I think that is reflected in many proceedings, one of hibh, as I 

recall, the construction pennit proceeding for Indian Point Number Two 

by Westinghouse.  

2 So if the purpose of the question is to establish 
knowledge, 

3 I think it may be imputed. The objection is sustained.  

,4 have no further questions at this time, lav.  

j Chairman, but I will be reading documnernts that I hope Vill be produced 

this evening and that which were produced today, and have some questions 

in the imr-aing. I will anticipate that I will be able to stay within 

the Board's taelve oclock concl.usion of the cross examination.  

jqR. jElcH: If you feel your inquiry should be longer than 

that. we will make some practical adjustment and move the schedule a 

20 little to fit. the requirements. We may cut doian the number of minutes 

21} for the summaries to twenty minutes apiece or fifteeno or some other 

2,2 calculated figure that we can fit to our schedule

2R. ROISMAN: I can assure the Board that I was not intending 

24 to take thirty minutes for summary.  

MR. JEI CH: We may want more time from you than from the
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applicant and .the Staff. So I don"t want you to feel. restricted in 

that regard either.  

11R. ROISMA : I will give 0.l the tMhine t e BIard asks :Ohr.  

VIR. JEISC : I know equal time ia quite pevalenw., but you 

may not get it t1b-istime.  

Is there anj matter we can take up before we recess ? At 

this time let uz recess -to reconvene in this room trmorr. ,noing 

at r e olcloek.

(Hear.iig adjouraed)

I
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